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pOReWOlTD
Freemasonry, sincerely entered into, is a search for light. Any

knowledgeable Mason can tell you this. Yet, beneath the surface

of this search for light, there is much more. This truth is seldom
realized by the Masonic candidate. As a matter of fact, the vast

majority ofMasonic seekers are never aware that there is anything

more available to them in Masonry, beyond what they see and hear

in their Blue Lodge experience. Quite naturally, they settle for that.

Yet the very richness of meaning in the word "light" should tell

us that in the light they seek there should be truth— answers to

deep questions. There should come revelations of the meaning of

life, death and eternal things.

Very few Masons realize this and press on through the degrees

and offices of Masonry and the writings of the Masonic philoso-

phers in an unending search for enlightenment— for intellectual

and spiritual fulfillment.

Only a small number make that extra commitment that goes far

beyond social and business motivations. They continue to work,

study, seek and learn, climbing the mountain of Masonic knowl-
edge, searching for that light in all its fullness.

Jim Shaw was such a man. He was not satisfied with social

fulfillment or surface knowledge; he sensed the deeper, true

meaning of that promised light and he sought it with all his heart,

mind and strength. His ardent quest carried him through all the

chairs of leadership in the Blue Lodge and the Scottish Rite, all the

way to the House of the Temple in Washington, D.C. to the

"Thirty-Third and Last Degree'* and the position of Sovereign

Grand Inspector General, Knight Commander of the House of the

Temple ofSolomon. There, at the top of the Masonic mountain, he
broke through the clouds at last and found the full revelation, the

true meaning of light and life. This is his story. Come and make that

pilgrimage to Truth with him.

Tom C. McKenney
Marion, Kentucky
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My mother married for the second time when I was two years old.

I was, of course, too young to understand that my father had
deserted us when I was only a few months old. I have never seen
him.

As time passed, my stepfather developed a growing dislike for
me that I accepted as normal, having no knowledge or experience
against which to judge life. He really loved my mother, I think, in

his own imperfect way. But his resentment ofme created problems
for her almost from the start.

My Christian grandmother was a beloved and powerful influ-

ence in my life. She loved me. Our mutual love and her obvious
dislike of my stepfather contributed to his ever-increasing hatred
and rejection of me.
However my origin, my grandmother and our love for one

another impacted on my problems at home, these took a giant
leap for the worse with the birth ofmy little half-sister. It was only
natural thatmy stepfather would favor her, which he definitely and
obviously did. If there was anything remaining of our father-son
relationship, it vanished with her coming.
After my little sister, three boys were born. With the coming of

each one, my stepfather's life was increasingly fulfilled with his
own babies. Simultaneously, I grew older, losing any "little boy"
advantage with which I may have begun our relationship. I just
became, obviously and completely, an unwanted, adolescent ugly
duckling, an entirely unwelcome complication in his home.

9
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work. eeqiNS expxy
Unpleasant as all this was for me, I accepted it. I had neverknown

anything else. And I was busy. My stepfather had decreed I must

work and support myself. So I did, beginning with my first news-

paper route at age five. Soon I was buying all my own clothes,

books and school supplies.

During elementary school I had a newspaper route which I deli-

vered early in the morning before going to school and a second job

working in the neighborhood drugstore after school. In the eve-

nings I walked, doing my paper route collections, and selling extra

papers up and down the streets. I kept up with my school work,

worked at my jobs and stayed out of trouble— except at home.

uvinq wren pnysicxL xeuse
Things really didn't seem so bad. I just did what I had to do and

thought my life was fairly normal—except for one thing. The
beatings I took from my stepfather didn't seem normal to me. They

were frequent, whenever he could find the slightest excuse—and

they were nothing like the loving chastening a godly father should

give his child.They were beatings. But I took them, not seeing any

alternative, and made the best of things. I could cling to the belief

that my mother and grandmother loved me. This was my life

through the age of 1 2.

^:ne eexrnNqs come xzo a.n eNt)
I was 1 3 the day I saw my stepfather hit my mother with his fist.

I didn't take time to think . I just reacted in a reflex built way down
deep inside my very nature. I jumped him, pulled him away from

her, and a wild fight followed. Although he was much larger than

I, and I was only a boy, I fought with the fury of a son rescuing his

beloved mother, and with the pent-up anger of a lifetime of

physical and emotional abuse. I fought him to the floor. He got up

and left the house. Although I didn't realize it, this part of my life

had come to an end.

you musr: qo-
The next afternoon, when I came home from working at the

drugstore, my mother was waiting forme in the front yard. She was

crying. She stopped me short of the house and said, "Jimmie, Joe

says you must pack up and leave. He says he can't stand having you
around here anymore, and you must go."

She was choking on the words. And as the reality of what I was
hearing came into focus in my mind, weeping rose up within me
and spilled over. We wept there, standing in the front yard, but this

was something we both had to face. She now had four younger
children besides me and a life she had to live.

r:ne seer> is pLXNi^:et>
As I shouldered my school books and what little clothing I had,

my mother went on to say, "Now, Jimmie, I want you to get a room
near your work; and since you have been supporting yourself
anyway, maybe it won

' t be too difficult for you. Jimmie, I want you
to try to be a man. Try to be like your Uncle Irvin (her brother); he
is a good man and a Mason. He goes to church and is good to his
family and if you get to know him better maybe you can grow up
to be a good man and a Mason like he is."

My mother knew nothing of what Freemasonry is but she knew
her brother as a hard-working, church-going, good man.
My stepfather had forbidden that anyone in our family attend

church services, saying that all the people in the churches were
hypocrites. I believe that the fact that Uncle Irvin was an active
member of the Methodist Church was the main reason my mother
looked up to him. She wanted me to be like him. The seed that
would later germinate, spring up, and grow to full fruit in ardent
commitmentto Freemasonry, takingme to its high levelsofservice
and leadership, was planted.

Although I didn't realize it then, the course of much of my life
already was set. But I wouldn't just become a good Mason like my
Uncle Irvin; I would go far beyond him in the Craft, far, far beyond
him, for it would become the center of knowledge, wisdom and
religious fulfillment in my life.

My life would come to be built around my search for light and the
reUowship I found in the Masonic Order and its various bodies.
As we stood there in the front yard that pivotal, painful day shewent on to advise me. "Stay out of pool rooms," she said, and I

always have. "Don't smoke cigarettes," she said, and I never have.
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She added, "If you must smoke, smoke cigars like your Uncle

Irvin;" and for many years of my life, I did.

As she spoke, I began to realize the enormity of what was

happening. With this realization growing within me and blinded

with tears, I reached out to her, hugged her, turned and walked

away. As I took each step up the street and away from mother, the

weight of the world and of an unknown future settled down on my
13-year-old shoulders.

I was on my own.

Chapuer 2

IN

purruRe
The first thing I had to do after leaving home and my mother—

now on my own for the first time in my life— was to find a place
to live. Mother had suggested that I find a room nearmy work and
I did, at a rooming house just down the street from the drugstore.
The owner of the drugstore gave me longer hours to work so that
I could give up the paper route. I began to adjust to my new life.

Working in the drugstore, going to school and studying filled my
days and nights. But I was able to keep up with my school work and
in this way finished elementary school and high school, including
four years of ROTC.
During those first years on my own, my grandmother was even

more important in my life. She was a real rock of stability and
support and we became very close.

She tried to get Uncle Irvin to take me places and spend time with
me because she knew I had never known a father. She wanted him
to help fill that void in this growing boy's relatively empty life and
I very much wanted that. But he was too busy— always too busy— with his Masonic Lodge activities, his work at the post office
and his own family.

13
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Mother had set him up as my father figure and role model, and

I really wanted to know him; but he was too busy.

XLONe xqxin
After high school graduation, with the encouragement and finan-

cial support ofmy grandmother, I began the study of law. In those

days it was possible to enter the study of law directly out of high

school, earn the LLB 2 degree from the state university and take the

bar examination. But after only one yearmy grandmother died and

I was forced to drop out of law school. My world suddenly became
much more empty. My one real friend and supporter on earth was
gone. I was alone again.

BONNie eN^eRS my Lipe
But my work kept me busy, and I got an additional job that

summer, hoping that maybe I could earn enough money for another

year of law school. By this time I was definitely interested in girls

and, although there was precious little time for them, I began to

meet some and get to know them. That summer I met Bonnie and

almost everything in my life changed ! It was another turning point.

But, as usual, I didn't realize it at the time.

Bonnie was wonderful. She seemed to return this sentiment and

her family liked and approved of me. Things developed quickly,

we decided to marry and soon did. Since my second job (in hopes

ofanother yearoflaw school) was in a restaurant and I was learning

a good deal about the restaurant business, Bonnie's family sug-

gested that we go into that business. They lent us the money to buy

a place that was for sale. We cleaned, painted and decorated it

nicely and were soon doing a good business. We were enjoying the

work, prospering and were quite happy with it all, and with each

other. Life was good.

Law school was disappearing on the road behind me now. The
path of my life had taken a permanent turn in another direction.

my pRsr: expepjesjce op
PRACeRNM, OJ£DeRS

One day a man who was eating in our restaurant asked to see me.

I went over to the side table where he was seated and asked him

what he wanted. He said he was a representative of the Loyal Order
of the Moose and that I had been selected to be a member. He also
said that it would provide important social and business contacts
and would be good for my restaurant business.

It sounded good to me and before long I was a member. At the
same time, Bonnie joined the Women of the Moose. It was the
beginning of our active involvement in fraternal orders and I had
not the slightest idea of where it would eventually take me.
The Moose Lodge was quite different from the Masonic orders

I would later know so well. For one thing, the Moose meetings
were quite short. Our lodge met upstairs over a lunchroom and bar.
When the relatively short meetings were over, nearly everyone
went downstairs to the bar where things continued for a much
longer time (sometimes it almost seemed that this was the real
reason for meeting).

Still, I didn't attend the Moose meetings very often until I was
approached about being an officer. Now, for the boy who had never
felt accepted and had never been an officer in anything, this was
pretty heady stuff; I immediately accepted, necessarily becoming
much more active.

The lunchroom underthe Lodge Hall belonged to the Lodge. The
man who operated the business had to pay no rent, nor did he have
any utility costs, which made his brisk business even more profit-
able. He was a member of the Lodge and I envied his advantage in
business, compared with my own situation.

rnooiep:s lasc qoobsye
In all the time that Bonnie and I had operated the restaurant,

Uncle Irvin had never been there, so I was surprised one day to see
him coming in. He said that my grandfather was outside in the car
but didn't feel well enough to come inside. I went out to the car to
see him and could see at a glance that grandfather was very, very
sick and weak. We visited briefly and then Uncle Irvin drove away.
It was the last time I saw grandfather alive; he died the following
week. 6

At his funeral, I noticed that mother did not look well at all. She
appeared pale and weak, struggling, it seemed, just to sit up. I had
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never seen her look so ill, but I thought it was j ust the pain and stress

of losing her father. I didn't feel free to stay very close to her, since

my stepfather was there. But I comforted her as best I could and,

as we parted, she told me goodbye. How could 1 have suspected

that it was her last goodbye? The following week she died, and the

following Saturday, exactly one week after grandfather's funeral,

we buried mother.

I have never been able to find out what caused her death. Even to

this day, there is something mysterious about it as if something is

being concealed; but it seems to have been a heart attack.

After the funeral service was completed, my stepfather came
over to where Bonnie and I were standing and said, "Jim, I feel that

I need to tell you something. I believe that your mother would still

be alive had it not been for the way I treated you."

Then he said, emotionally, "I will never marry again!" Six

months later he was remarried. But I do believe there was truth in

what he toldme about mother's death. He was never again any part

of my life.

w\r cocoes
Not long after mother's death, the Great War came and ended the

Great Depression. The Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor and Amer-
ica entered the conflict. We were in it at last and the operator of the

lunchroom at the Moose Lodge was drafted. This opened up that

position and the governing board asked me to take it over. Bonnie

and I talked it over and decided I would probably also be drafted

soon, so we sold our restaurant (in order to be ready) and were soon
working full time at the Moose Lodge. Our lives were even more
closely tied to fraternal orders now. Still we had no idea where it

would lead.

More than a year went by. I tried to join the Navy but was turned

down. We stayed busy with the lunchroom and lodge activities. I

had really forgotten about the draft when the notice came. 1 had

been drafted.

r:ne cdxsonic coNNeeciON
I had been out of high school more than six years and married for

five years when I entered the Army during World War II. Yet from

^The "DecxdLy "DecepCioo
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the very first I began to remember what my mother had said to me,
that awful day at age 13 when I had been forced to leave home.

'

Maybe it was because, once again, I was alone and entering into
an unknown way of life. I remembered about my Uncle Irvin and
his active involvement in the Masonic Lodge. As I went through
basic training I noticed that many of the officers there wore Ma-
sonic rings.

Toward the end of basic training, two men from my unit were to
be selected for Officer Candidate School 'to be trained as officers
and commissioned second lieutenants. I was not selected and the
two who were selected were both Masons. I thought about my four
years ofROTC, my age, my experience and wondered why I had
not been selected. I didn't realize then that these men had been
selected by Masons because they were Masons. In later years I

would understand very well . But at the time I could only wonder.

CLimBINQ SDXW V>\LV
I was much older than the other men in my company. As a matter

of fact, I was older than my company commander. In spite of my
"advanced age," I had been assigned to the infantry, and was
baseplate man in the mortar platoon of a rifle company. We
traveled on foot and I had the heaviest load to carry. The others
called me "Pop," but I didn't mind. I carried my baseplate, plus my
own weapon and all my individual gear, and usually outdid the
younger men.
As a matter of fact, during a training march from Camp Butner

to Raleigh, North Carolina, I was the only man in the company able
to carry another man to the top of a certain hill along the way.
My platoon commander congratulated me, named it "Shaw

Hill," and that little honor meant a lot more to me than anyone else
there could have known. I still think at times of that hill about
halfway between Camp Butner and Raleigh, and what Lieutenant
Ram said that day about this abandoned little kid from the big city.
The war came and went and, with that behind me, I was even

more sure that I could make it in life. With Bonnie at my side, I
knew that I could succeed. Mother would be pleased if she knew.
I really could be a successful, good man like my Uncle Irvin.
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P*ornorcs
'Reserve Officer Training Corps, a training program that prepares young men

to be officers in theArmy. High SchoolROTC prepares the menfor college ROTC,

and that leads to a commission as second lieutenant.

1Bachelor ofLaws and Letters, the traditional law school degree.

Chapter- 3

8Rougr>r:

The war was over and I was home again with Bonnie. We were
supremely happy — and together we were about to enter into the
Masonic fellowship that would become our world.

I soon told Bonnie that I would really like to join the Masonic
Lodge. I remembered the Masonic officers in basic training and I

had a need to belong, a need for acceptance in a group, for friends,
for a family.

Immediately I received a surprising revelation from Bonnie: she
had been a member of the Order of the Eastern Star since age 1 8,
and her father was a Mason! I was amazed; I had no idea of any of
this. She had never attended a meeting or even mentioned it to me
since I had known her. But she was happy that I wanted to be a
Mason.

I was happy that we already had this little foundation laid, and
now I earnestly pursued the idea.

wny xll zrnese peNNies ?
I was still a member in good standing in the Moose Lodge.

During the war, while I had been away, my dues had been sus-
pended (it was the patriotic thing todo).We had many good friends

19
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in the Moose Lodge, I was made welcome there and it was as if I

had never been away — except that we no longer operated the

lunchroom.

I told a few friends in the Moose that I was thinking ofjoining the

Masonic Lodge and discovered that there was no conflict at all.

Three ofmy Moose brothers were also Masons. They were pleased

that I wanted to be one too.

Each one ofthem gaveme apenny and toldme to "keep it handy,"

as I would be needing it.

They were a bit mysterious about it and didn't explain, so I

wondered what all this penny business was about but didn't ask. I

wondered even more as days passed, because every Mason I

mentioned this to did the same thing! I soon had quite a few pennies

and was certain that it was important to "keep it handy," but hadn't

the slightest idea why. Then, the mysterious nature of Masonry

was one of the things about it that attracted me. I began to look

forward to entering in with increased anticipation.

As the Christmas season approached in late 1945 I found a

temporary job at the post offiice. Uncle Irvin was assistant post-

master and could have helped me to get the job, but he didn't, I got

thejob without his help, was working the second shift, and we were

getting along fine.

PRsr: srreps uowxiid rrne uQryc
Bonnie and I had two close friends, Mac and Merle, whom we

had known before the war. Merle had worked for us at the restau-

rant and had later married Mac. One evening they invited us over

to their home and, after dinner, when the ladies were in the kitchen,

I asked Mac (who was a Mason) how I could get into the Masonic

Lodge.

He was delighted, and replied, "All you have to do is ask. I will

get a friend of mine at the Fire Department to recommend you, and

with my recommend 1

that will get the ball rolling."

About two weeks passed and I had a phone call from a man who
said he was on the Masonic Lodge committee that would be talking

with me and asked if they might come over that evening.

I told him I would be glad for them to come and after dinner that

C^^e DecxdLy- "Deception 21

evening, three men2 came. We visited and they asked me questions
about myself, including my reasons for wanting tojoin. They were
pleasant, and Mac had already told me what to expect so I was at

ease throughout the interview. They left in agreement that I would
be taken into the Lodge.

PRep^pj^moN por iNirnxmoN
A few days later I received a letter telling me to be at the Lodge

Hall at 7 p.m. Tuesday evening. I arrived promptly and found that

two others were to be initiated along with me.
We were met by the Lodge secretary who told us what the cost

of the initiation would be and explained that these dues (fees that

must be paid) would have to be paid for all three degrees before we
could proceed with the first degree initiation.

I paid my dues and, when the others had settled their business, we
were taken to a room which I later knew very well as the "Prepa-
ration Room." But at the time I had no idea where I was or why I

was there. In the Preparation Room we were told to remove all

clothing, and were then given a two-piece garment made of thin,

white material that looked like pajamas; and we were given one
sandal each. We were told to put the sandal on the right foot,

leaving the left foot bare. We were now prepared to receive the
Entered Apprentice Degree, or the First Degree in Freemasonry.
A man called "The Senior Deacon" then entered and asked

questions of us such as "Why do you wish to become Freemasons;
do you join because you believe it will help you in your business,
or help you to gain influence in your community?"
Now, to such questions the candidate is supposed to answer as if

he had no such selfish motivation. But it has been my experience
that the vast majority of Masons enter for these very self-serving
reasons. As a matter of fact, although the theory is that Masons do
not recruit, or advise prospects that there are business and profes-
sional advantages in being a Mason, both are commonly done.
Again, Mac had prepared me by warning me about such questions
and I gave satisfactory answers. But I was able to do so honestly,
for I really did have an earnest desire to join and to belong— just
to belong. Then the Senior Deacon left.
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After the departure of the Senior Deacon, I was blindfolded. The

blindfold is called a "hoodwink," and the candidate so prepared is

said to be "hoodwinked," unable to see or know the truth of his

surroundings or situation.

After the hoodwink was placed over my eyes, a heavy cloth was

further placed under it and over my eyes to insure that I would not

be able to see anything, not even a crack of light.

Then the light cloth shirt was arranged so that my left arm was out

of it, and the left side of the shirt folded back and tucked under,

leaving the left arm and left side of the torso bare. The left leg of

the "pajama bottoms" was rolled up high, leaving the left foot and

leg bare. A blue rope (called a "cabletow") was tied around my
neck. I was ready.

Although I very much wanted to be taken into the Masonic

Lodge, I began to experience real fear. I couldn't see, didn't know

where I was, was half-naked among an unknown number of strang-

ers, being held by a rope around my neck, and I certainly didn't

know what would happen next. There was a sense of unreality and

helplessness and a rising groundswell of disorientation, insecurity

and fear. Mac had told me (although he was under a terrible oath

not to do so) a little of what toexpect. I knew I would be blindfolded

but expected to be able to see a little bit anyway. However, I could

see nothing at all.

This being in total darkness produced a deep-down feeling of

helplessness, and gave rise to thoughts of terrible things that might

be done. The thing that kept me from being overwhelmed with fear

was the knowledge that Mac, Uncle Irvin and my Masonic friends

in the Moose Lodge were all alive and well. Since they all had

somehow survived this, I believed that I would survive it too. But

I was extremely uncomfortable.

iNrro -crye noLy puxce
The Steward led me to the Lodge Hall door and instructed me to

give three raps. Nothing happened at first and then there were three

answering raps from inside and a voice asked, "Who comes here?"

The Steward, answering forme, replied, "A poor blind candidate

who desires to be brought from darkness into light, and receiving

a part of the rights, lights and benefits of this Worshipful Lodge
dedicated to the Holy Saints John, as many a brother and fellow

have done before him."

I was asked, "Is this an act of your own free will and accord?"

Prompted by the Steward, I replied, "It is."

It was already becoming apparent to me that, although I really

wanted to be a Mason, this was not to be an honest exchange
between me and these unseen persons; there were prearranged

"right" answers to all their prearranged questions, and I would be

told how to reply. The voice on the other side of the door asked if

I were properly prepared and worthy and well-qualified. To both

questions the Steward replied in the affirmative.

Then the other voice asked, "By what further right or benefit does
he expect to gain admission?"

The Steward replied, for me, "By being a man, free born, of
lawful age and well-recommended." 3

The voice on the other side then said, "Let him wait with patience

until the Worshipful Master is informed and his answer returned."

After another period of waiting in the black silence the door was
opened before me and the voice said that I was to be allowed to

enter and be received "in due and ancient form." I was led through
the door. Although I didn't know where I was, I had passed through
the protected portals and into the holy and secret place. I was inside

a Lodge Hall for the first time in my life.

That same voice I heard from inside the door (it turned out to be
the Senior Deacon) then said, from directly in front ofme, "You are

received into this Lodge of Entered Apprentices upon the point of
a sharp instrument piercing your naked left breast, which is to teach
you as this is an instrument of torture to the flesh, so the re-

membrance of it be to your mind and conscience, should you ever
presume to reveal any of the secrets of Freemasonry unlawfully."
The "sharp instrument" was actually a large compass with the

two sharp points brought together as one, and "sharp" it most

i
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certainly was. I /-ra//y d/d feel pain as it was pressed into my flesh.

When he said "presume," he emphasized the word by jabbing me
again. This thing was becoming more and more serious and I was

even more afraid. Yet, under the circumstances, I stood silently and

made no reply.

I was then caused to walk again, led by the same man who was

holding me by the rope around my neck and by my left arm. We
stopped. Another voice (it was the Worshipful Master) ordered me
taken to a place in the center of the room for prayer. I was led there,

made to kneel, and the Master prayed a formal, generalized prayer,

never mentioning Jesus, and ending with, "So mote it be."

After the prayer he came to where I was kneeling, placed his hand

on my head and asked, "In whom do you place your trust?"

Except for the few times as a child with my grandmother I had not

been taken to church or taught about God and I really didn't know

how to reply. I was awkwardly silent for what seemed a long time.

Finally the Senior Deacon leaned over and whispered in my ear

that I should say "In God,"4 and I did. The Master then said that

since my trust was in God my faith was well-founded and I was to

follow my "conductor" (the Senior Deacon, who was leading me
around by the rope around my neck) and not be afraid. That helped

a little but I was still far from being at ease.

I was then led to another place in the room where another man
(the Junior Warden) asked the same questions as before my being

allowed to enter the room. He then directed me to be led to still

another place where the Senior Warden asked the very same

questions and received the same replies. At each stop someone

rapped once with a gavel.

It was all very strange and formal and the questions and answers

were beginning to sound familiar. From there I was led to the

position of"the Worshipful Master in the East" where he asked the

very same questions and received the very same replies. It was

really beginning to be repetitious. Then, at the direction of the

Worshipful Master, I was instructed in the proper manner of

"approaching the East."5 The Senior Deacon, my principal escort,

turned me around saying, "You will face the East. Take one step

with your left foot, and bring the heel of your right foot to the

hollow (instep) of your left foot, feet forming the angle of the

oblong square,"

He helped me do this because I could not see. He held on to me
or I might have lost my balance. It was an unnatural way to stand
and being blindfolded made it even more difficult. Then, suddenly,
he shouted, "STAND ERECT!"6

I was startled and wondered what that was all about (I was
already standing up, although my feet were somewhat twisted
around). But I was beginning to expect such unexpected things
and. although I certainly didn't know it, an even more startling

surprise was just ahead.

The voice of the Worshipful Master, somewhere in front of me,
said, "Friend, for the first time in your life you have advanced to

the altar of Masonry; you stand before us a candidate seeking ad-
mission to our Order. But before going farther be warned of the
solemnity and importance of the step you are about to take. If you
are unwilling to proceed, withdraw while there is yet time."
There had been moments of fear when I wanted to leave, but felt

trapped in what was taking place. And now, as I awkwardly stood
there, blindfolded and disoriented, not knowing what (or how
many) men may be looking at me, I began to feel a strange kind of
numbness. I felt somewhat like a victim still, but really didn't want
to leave. I was beginning to feel as if I were being carried along,
propelled by a force I neither knew nor understood. The Master
went on with remarks about the nature of the Order and of the high
moral character required to belong.

Then I was placed in a kneeling position before the altar, "in due
form." This was to kneel on the naked left knee, right leg extended
to form the Tau Cross ("angle of a square"), left hand under the
Bible on the altar (on top of which were the square and compass),
right hand resting thereon and body erect. I was now ready to take
the oath, although I certainly didn't know it, and I knew nothing of
what would be in that oath.

KJSstNQ jesus QooDeye
The Master then assured me that the oath which I was about to

take would in no way "conflict with religious, political or private
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pursuits be they what they may,"7 and, asked me if I were willing

to continue. I really didn't know what he was talking about but it

sounded reassuring so I said, "I am."

I was then led to swear, repeating after the Worshipful Master,

the oath of an Entered Apprentice Mason. He would speak a few

words and I would repeat them, having no idea to what I was

swearing until each small group of words was spoken for me to

repeat.

As it progressed I realized that I was swearing to protect the

secrets of the Lodge. Then I heard myself saying that I was

"binding myself under no less penalty than that ofhav ing my throat

cut from ear to ear, my tongue torn out by its roots, and buried in

the sands of the sea a cable's length from shore, where the tide ebbs

and flows twice in twenty-four hours, should I ever willingly,

knowingly, or unlawfully violate this, my Entered Apprentice

Oath, so help me God and keep me steadfast."

The awfulness of the oath dawned within me as I was speaking

it and it was both frightening and repulsive to me. But, having

begun, having "come this far," I just continued to the end.
8 The

Master then told me that, in order to seal this oath, I was to kiss the

open Bible before me. I had my hands on it so I knew where it was

and I leaned forward and kissed it. I had no idea that I was actually

kissing Jesus goodbye at a pagan altar. I didn't know that through-

out my lifetime in Masonry I would not be allowed to pray in His

name, or even to hear or speak His name in the Lodge, even in

Scripture readings.
9 But I didn't know Him then, so would have

had no sense of loss even had I known this.

i WAjsirret) a. qvkss op WArrep.
The Worshipful master then directed that since I was now bound

to the Lodge "by an oath which cannot be broken," I was to have

the rope (cabletow) removed from my neck.

The Senior Deacon removed it.

Then the Master said to me, "My brother, in your present blind

condition, what do you most desire?"

Well, I had been through a lot of stress by that time and was very

thirsty. I assumed from his question that whatever I asked for, I
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would probably be given. So I thought it over briefly and was just

about to say, "a cold glass of water," when the Senior Deacon
leaned over and whispered in my ear, "Light."

So, a little disappointed, I said, "Light."

The big surprise was just about ready. The Master called the

lodge members to the altar and they gathered in two rows, one on
either side of me, aligned east-to-west.

He then quoted from Genesis where God said, "Let there be
light" and said, "In solemn imitation of Him I, in like manner,
Masonically declare, 'let there be LIGHT!' "

When he shouted "LIGHT" all the other men present around me
clapped their hands and stamped their feet simultaneously, star-

tling me half to death and, at the same moment, the Senior Deacon
ripped off the hoodwink and I was blinded with brilliant light.

The Worshipful Master then said, "And there is light."

I was stunned and dazzled momentarily. Then the Master went
on talking, explaining the objects I was beginning to be able to
focus my eyes on and see before me. He told me about the Bible, '

°

square, and compass, their meaning, and called them the "three
great lights of Masonry." Then he referred to the three candles
around the altar and said they represented the "three lesser lights"
of Masonry, which in reality are the sun, the moon, and the
Worshipful Master of the Lodge. None of this meant much to me
at that time, except that I already had a vague idea that the Bible was
supposed to be a sacred book.
Then the Worshipful Master showed me how to perform the due-

guard (by holding my hands in the position in which they had been
at the altar, left one palm-up and the right one over it, palm-down),
and the sign. The sign was performed by drawing the open hand
from the left ear, across the throat to the right ear, as if cutting the
throat across. I was still kneeling at the altar. The Master then
demonstrated the secret grip (pressing the knuckle of the right
index finger) and gave me the secret word, ("Boaz").
He helped me to stand and instructed me to go and salute the

Jumor and Senior Wardens with the due-guard and sign. Led by the
Senior Deacon, I did.

Returning then to the west side of the altar, I waited while the
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Master approached the altar and presented me with a lambskin
apron. He explained that it was an emblem of innocence and the

mark of a Mason. He further spoke of its importance and then told

me to take it to the Senior Warden in the West who would instruct

me in the way to wear it. I did it, thinking that there is a very great

deal of moving around in these ceremonies.

The Senior Warden explained its use by ancient stonemasons
and by members ofthe Lodge, or "speculative" Masons, including

the way I should wear it (with the bib turned up). Then he put the

apron on me, led me back to my place at the altar, we both saluted

the Worshipful Master and he reported, "Your orders have been
obeyed. Worshipful Master."

CT>e peNNies expLxiNeo
At this point the Master asked me to deposit something of value

of a metallic kind and directed me to search my person for such an
object.

"The pennies," I thought, "this is what the pennies were about."

Well, I knew there was no use looking in those pajamas foracoin
for they had no pockets. The Master then explained that all this was
to remind me ofmy "poor and penniless condition," should I ever
meet a friend, particularly a brother Mason, who is destitute. I was
to give to him, as able to do so "without inconvenience."

Then I was sent to the preparation room to dress again and then

return for further instruction.

I went, thinking, "This explains all that mysterious stuffabout the

pennies, and yet it doesn't. They said I would be needing them and
I really don't."

It was a partial truth— but not the clear, plain truth. I had actually

been misled. I wondered if somehow this was an indication of
deceptions to come. I had believed them completely and it had
really not been true.

Upon my return, I saluted the Worshipful Master and was seated

as a member ofthe Lodge, I watched, with growing understanding,

as the other two candidates were initiated after me.
I was a Mason at last— without any help from Uncle Irvin.
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'A recommendationfor acceptance is calleda "recommend" in the Lodge, as
is the case with Mormons seeking admission to the secret rituals ofthe Mormon
Temple. Joseph Smith

,
founderofMormonism and writer ofthe temple ritual, was

a Mason. Much of the Mormon Temple ritual is the same as in Masonic ritual,
having apparently been "borrowed" from it by Smith. Two such "recommends"
are required before admission to the Masonic Lodge can be pursued.

2 These three men constituted the "Investigation Committee " ; there are always
three men, and they are elected each year to this position.

*Although essentially the same, the ritualsfor thefirst three ( "Blue" ) degrees
vary in small waysfrom state to state in the USA. In most states the wording here
includes "white,"forNegroesandwomen are entirely excludedfrom the Masonic
brotherhood. There is a Negro Masonic system, called the Prince HallLodge, but
it is not associated in any way with "white" Freemasonry. It is referred to as
"clandestine" Masonry.and is consideredby the rest ofMasonry to be a spurious,
illegitimate imitation.

''Some reallyfunny thingsdo happen in these ceremonies. Once, later on, when
I was Worshipful Master, Iplacedmy handon a candidate's headandasked him,
"In whom do you place your trust?" Without hesitation the man replied, "My
wife."

"The east" is the location within the Lodge Hall where the Worshipful Master
sits upon his thronelchair of authority. In the ancient mystery religions, from
which Freemasonry springs, the Sun was worshipped, and the most sacred
direction was east, where the sun arose each morning to renew life on earth,
«Thh position ofthefeet is no coincidence whenfacing the Worshipful Master

"in the East." This position ofthefeetforms the "Tau Cross" a phallic symbol
from antiquity associated withphallic worship andSun worship in which the Sun
was viewed as the source oflife (male), rising each day in the east to impregnate
the Earth (female) with new life. Such worship wasalwaysdonefacing East Here
in the ritual, the command "STAND ERECT' is also not a coincidence, and is of
obvious symbolic meaning. See Appendix B. "Masonic Symbolism."

7
This is, at best, logically absurd. He could have no way ofknowing this,forhe

hadno knowledge ofwhatsuch values , beliefsandstandardsImayhave held, then
or in thefuture. One clear exception to thisfalse assurance,for example, is that
all Christians are forbidden by Scripture from taking such oaths, particularly
blood oaths ofmayhem and murder.
"There have been cases reported ofmen who stopped at thepoint ofthe terrible

oath and refused to continue, but such cases are rare. By the time most men are
at this point, nearly finished with the oath, they will, because offear, their
humbling position, the rope around the neck, and the hypnotic effect of the
ceremony, proceed with the oath , although they mayfeel revulsion at it.

"In a "well-ordered Lodge" the name of Jesus is not allowed to be spoken.
Praying in His name is a serious offense andean even bring about the closing of
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a lodge. When New Testament Scriptures are read in the rituals, portions

including the name ofJesus are simply omitted,
10 In this part of the ritual the Worshipful Master tells the initiate.'' the Holy

Bible is to be your rule and guide to yourfaith and practice." Years later, when

I was a Worshipful Master, afriendwho wasan officerin theLodge askedme, after

an initiation, "Jim, ifit is true that the Bible is to be our rule and guide, why don't

wefollow its teachings?" He had an excellent question, onefor which I had no

answer, and he soon left Masonry.

Chancer- H

"I'm qoinq r:o
pLOR1t>X"

After the three of us had been initiated into the Entered Appren-

tice Degree we were immediately assigned an instructor from

among the experienced brothers in the Lodge. He was to meet with

us at least once weekly at the Lodge Hall for several weeks 1

to

instruct and coach us in the necessary memory work until we were

ready to recite before the Lodge and actually have the degree

conferred.

This memory work consisted of portions of the initiation ritual

(in which we had been prompted during initiation, or had simply

had them shown us or spoken for us), such as the secret word, due-

guard, sign, grip, and the oath (obligation). Then, when we were
ready, we would be examined orally before the Lodge, the ques-

tions being put to us by our instructor.

Our final examination for the Entered Apprentice Degree would
be given on the same night that we would be initiated into the

Fellowcraft Degree, making for a very long meeting on that night.

The instructor set a regular night for the three of us to meet with
him and I was looking forward to it. I was definitely motivated, an
eager beaver, ready to "get on with it." I wanted to take the oral

exam for Entered Apprentice and be initiated into the Fellowcraft

Degree as soon as possible.

Meanwhile, Roy, a friend with whom I had been in the Army,

31
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called me. He was living in South Florida in one side of a duplex

house. The other side was empty. He urged Bonnie and me to leave

the North, with its long, cold winters and come to Florida with him

and his family. He painted a most appealing picture and said he was

sure we could both find jobs there.

We really didn't want to leave, for the city was "home" to us.

Both of us had grown up there and what families we had were there.

So I just went ahead with my job at the post office and looked

forward to the training sessions with our instructor at the Lodge

Hall. I believed that I would soon be ready, with the othertwo men,

to take the examination. I kept thinking about Roy and what he had

suggested, but it was just too big a change to make so lightly.

oNe covo snqmr
Christmas had come and gone, then New Year's Day, and the post

office still kept me on. I was working second shift, from 3 to 1 1 p.m.,

on the south side of town where packages were handled. The

weather was extremely cold.

One bitterly cold night, when my shift was over, I walked out to

the parking lot to get into my car and drive home as I always did.

When I tried to start the car it wouldn't do a thing; it was frozen.

A lot of the gasoline being sold at the time had water in it and I was

the victim of a tank full. The fuel line and the carburetor were

frozen and it simply wouldn't start. I was stranded in the middle of

a very cold winter night.

There was no one left in the lot to giveme a ride, so there was noth-

ing to do but walk to town where I could catch a streetcar home.

I locked the car, wrappedmy coat around me and set out for town,

walking into a cold north wind. As I walked along on painfully cold

feet I began thinking of Roy and his proposal. The more I thought

of it, the more attractive the thoughts of that warm climate became.

Soon, with each step I was saying to myself, "Fm going to

Florida, I'm going to Florida, Fm going to Florida," keeping

cadence with my steps crunching on the frozen ground. With each

step I was more determined to do it and by the time 1 reached town,

and the first streetcar stop, the decision was made. We were going

to Florida, and the sooner the better!
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When I presented the idea to Bonnie she was willing and imme-

diately we began to make preparations. Thoughts of how this

would affect my progress as a Mason didn't have much impact;

that could be worked out somehow. The cold weather and contrast-

ing thoughts of palm trees, warm breezes and orange groves

prevailed. We were going to Florida at least until the awful winter

was over.

Within a few weeks we were on our way south.We drove through

Kentucky, Tennessee and Georgia . The farther south we drove the

warmer it was and the happier I became. It felt so "right."

k cempopApy scwstdscill
In Florida we moved right into the other side of the duplex Roy

and his family were in and settled down. I was in contact with the

Lodge back home and they thought I would soon be back. So did

I but I felt no compulsion to be in a hurry about it. My degree

instructor finally wrote and told me that the othertwo men who had

been initiated as Entered Apprentices with me were already Master

Masons (had completed the first three degrees); he wanted to know
when I would be coming back and was concerned that I would not

be able to remember the material after so long a time. Actually, I

did remember it— very well— for I frequently went over all of it

in my mind. I remembered it though I had not been able to attend

even the first training session with the instructor before leaving for

Florida.

It was suggested that I might be able to go on with the degree

work right there in Florida so I inquired about it. I learned that, with

a letter from the Lodge back home, I could continue in Florida as

a "courtesy candidate" and finish all three degrees right there.

Since I had already paid for all three of the Blue Degrees, 2
it

wouldn't cost me anything to take the degrees in Florida. I was de-

lighted, made the necessary arrangements, and immediately com-
menced the memory work with an instructor from the local lodge.

so wny Lexve?
Meanwhile, I applied for a job with the City Port Authority and

was accepted. Bonnie had a good job, already, and we were doing
nne. Spring had come and cold weather was over back home but
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thoughts of returning to the North were rapidly losing their appeal.

We talked it over, discussed it with Roy and his wife and consid-

ered the facts that we both had good jobs where we were, had no
jobs back home, and liked Florida better each day. So, we rea-

soned, why leave? We decided to stay right where we were, at least

for the foreseeable future.

bxck. iNrro xrne cp^pc
It may seem that my ardent seeking into Freemasonry had been

interrupted, that it had been displaced in my life's goals and values,

but it hadn't been — not at all. I had been preoccupied with the

move to Florida and the search for a goodjob there, but actually all

this had only involved a few months. I had continued to rehearse

the secret degree work in my mind all the while and I had kept in

touch with the Lodge in Indianapolis. There had been a little "time
out," but no real change in my heart.

With my acceptance by the Florida Lodge as a courtesy candi-

date for the rest of the Blue Degrees, I stepped right back into my
active pursuit of the Masonic mountaintop.

I was soon ready for the oral examination for the Entered
Apprentice Degree and initiation into the Fellowcraft Degree. I

had never ceased to remember and to prepare, and was anxious to

proceed with it.

x peLLOWCRXFx; chksom
Although I was now in another Grand Lodge (each state is a

separate "Grand Lodge" and, in many ways, independent of the

others) and in the Southern Jurisdiction
1

, things were essentially

the same in Florida and I felt a basic familiarity with what was
happening as I was being prepared for the Fellowcraft initiation.

When I arrived at the Lodge Hall and was led into the Preparation

Room I was much more relaxed than I had been that first time a few
months earlier in Indianapolis. There were three other men to be
examined with me, including one who had previously taken the

examination and failed it. We waited in our street clothes while the

Worshipful Master opened the Lodge in the Master Mason's

Degree (the Lodge is always opened in the Master Mason's degree

when candidates are to be examined for the Blue Degrees). Then

the Lodge was "called off to the Entered Apprentice Degree for

the examination and the Senior Deacon escorted us into the Lodge

Hall, placing us near the altar.

Our instructor had now changed roles and become our examiner,

as we had known he would do. He took his place at the west side

of the altar, facing us, and began to ask us the questions for which

we had been prepared. No one of us was asked all the questions;

but, of course, it was necessary for each of us to know all the

answers for we couldn't know which ones we would be asked.

We answered his questions in order, without a flaw, and were

then escorted back to the Preparation Room to wait while the

Lodge members voted on whether to award the degree to us-
4

After a rather short time, the Junior Deacon came into the

Preparation Room and told us that we had all been accepted and

awarded the Entered Apprentice Degree. We were all pleased, but

not too surprised, and were immediately told to remove our clothes

to prepare for initiation into the Fellowcraft (Second) Degree. We
undressed and were given pajama tops and bottoms, very similar

to those I remembered from the Entered Apprentice initiation, and,

again, one slipper. This time, however, we were told to put the one
slipper on the left foot, leaving the right one bare. The right leg of

the trousers was rolled up above the knee and the right arm left out

of the top leaving the right side of the torso naked.

We were ready, but this time I was not to be first; the man who
had failed and been forced to retake his examination was taken into

the Lodge Room for initiation first.

When the first man had completed the initiation, put his street

clothes back on and been seated in the Lodge Hall to watch the rest

of us, it was my turn.

I was hoodwinked, just like before. But when the cabletow was
tied onto me it was not put around my neck; instead, it was wound
twice around my right arm. The Steward led me to the inner door
and told me to give three raps. After a brief delay, there were three

answering raps on the other side of the door. The Steward opened
the door just enough to allow discussion and the question was
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asked (it was the Senior Deacon, as in the first degree), "Who
comes here?"

The Steward, who was holding onto me, replied, "A brother who
has been regularly initiated an Entered Apprentice and now desires

to receive additional light in Masonry by being passed to the degree
of Fellowcraft."

I was then asked by the Senior Deacon, "Is this an act of yourown
free will and accord?" and I replied, "It is."

This time things were not so strange and new; in fact, I could
anticipate some of it before it took place. I was much more relaxed.

The Senior Deacon asked the Steward if I were duly and truly

prepared and if I were well qualified.

To both, the Steward replied that I was.

The Senior Deacon asked the Steward if I had made suitable

proficiency in the preceding degree, and was told that I had. The
Senior Deacon then asked "by what further right or benefit" I

expected to gain admission. The Steward replied, "By benefit of
the Pass."

The Steward was then asked if I had the pass and replied that I did
not, but that he had it for me.

The door was opened just enough for the Steward to whisper the

password to the Senior Deacon who then said, "Let him wait until

the Worshipful Master is informed of his request and his answer
returned."

The door was closed. After a short delay the door was opened and
the Senior Deacon said from right in front ofme that it was the will

of the Worshipful Master that I enter the Lodge ofFellowcrafts and
that I be received "in due and ancient form." That part sounded very
familiar.

The Senior Deacon then said to me, "My brother, it is the will of

the Worshipful Master that you be received into this Lodge upon
the angle of a square at your naked right breast, which is to teach

you that the square of virtue should be a rule and guide to your
conduct in all yourfuture action with mankind and more especially

with a brother Mason.
"

As he was saying this, he pressed the point of the square into my
bare chest; it was uncomfortable, but nothing like as painful as the

compass points pressed into me in the first initiation. He then took

me firmly by my bare right arm and began to lead me around the

room. It is awkward to walk in a strange place blindfolded, even

when being led along; there is always the thought that you are about

to run into something.

In this way I made my way around the Lodge Hall and, as we
passed certain places, I heard tapping sounds, two each time. We
seemed to be going around again, and this time stopped (at the

station of the Junior Warden) and there were three taps. The same

questions and answers that were exchanged at the door were

repeated.

Then the Junior Warden asked, "Has he the password?"

The Senior Deacon replied, "He has it not; I have it for him."

Upon being told to advance and give the password, the Senior

Deacon did so, saying "SHIBBOLETH." The Junior Warden

replied, "Right. Pass on."

We began moving again and stopped as before (this time it was

at the station of the Senior Warden). The same questions and

answers were exchanged and the Senior Warden directed that I be

conducted to the Worshipful Master in the East for final instruc-

tion. We began moving again and stopped at the Master's station.

Here the very same questions were asked and the very same replies

given. (The similarity with the Entered Apprentice initiation ritual

was apparent to me, even at the time.) The Worshipful Master then

directed that I be returned to the Senior Warden in the West who
would instruct me in the proper manner in which to approach the

East, So back to the Senior Warden's station we went and he said

that the Senior Deacon should so instruct me.

The thought that this was a wasted trip flickered across my mind
when the Senior Deacon turned me around (facing the East) and

told me to step off with my left foot as an Entered Apprentice, then

take a step with my right foot, bringing the heel of my left foot up

to the hollow (instep) of the right one, forming the angle of an

oblong square (the Tau Cross).

This was just the way 1 had done it in the first initiation, except

that the extra step resulted in reversing the Tau Cross made with my
feet. Then, as before, the Senior Deacon suddenly and loudly said
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in my ear, "STAND ERECT!" This time I rather expected it, so
wasn't startled as I was the first time, but it still had a strange effect
on me that I didn't understand.

Then the Worshipful Master began to speak from directly in front
ofme. He said that ourknowledge as Masons is progressive and our
obligation is similarly progressive and binding. But he gave me the
same assurance as had been given in the Entered Apprentice
initiation that nothing in my oath or obligation would conflict with
my duty to my God, my country, my neighbor or myself, but said
it would merely bind me more closely to the brothers ofthe Lodge.

He then asked me whether, with that assurance, I were willing to
proceed, and I said, "I am." He then told the Senior Deacon to place
me "in due form" at the altar to be made a Fellowcraft.

The Senior Deacon said to me, "Advance! Kneel on your naked
right knee, your left forming a square, your body erect, your right
hand resting on the Holy Bible, square and compass, your left
elbow forming a right angle, supported by the square." He helped
me to get into this position, and then said to the Master, "The candi-
date is in due form, Worshipful Master." There were three raps of
a gavel, some shuffling noises, and the Master said, "You will re-
peat your name and repeat after me: "I, James D. Shaw, ofmy own
free will and accord, in the presence of Almighty God and this
Worshipful Lodge, do hereby and hereon solemnly and sincerely
promise and swear." I reaffirmed the oath that I had taken as an En-
tered Apprentice and swore not to reveal any ofthe secrets ofa Fel-
lowcraft Mason to any Entered Apprentice or to any "profane per-
son."5

I promised to abide by the laws, rules and regulations of a
Fellowcraft Lodge and that I would respond to degree. Then I

swore not to cheat or defraud, knowingly, a Fellowcraft Lodge or
a brother of that degree. 6 To all this I swore, "binding myself under
no less a penalty than that of having my left breast torn open, my
heart plucked out and given to the beasts of the field and fowls of
the air as a prey" should I ever knowingly or willingly violate the
oath.

The Worshipful Master then said, "In token of your sincerity,
kiss the Holy Bible open before you." As I had done in the first

initiation, I leaned forward and kissed the Bible. It gave me a

strange sensation.

The Master then told the Senior Deacon that, since I was bound
to the Lodge by an oath which cannot be broken (a bond much
stronger than any rope) that he was to remove the cabletow from
my arm. As soon as it was removed, the Master asked me what I

most desired. Prompted by the Senior Deacon, I replied, "Further

light" (by this time, I knew better than to ask for cold water).

The Master then said, "Further light being your desire, you shall

receive it." As in the first degree, the brothers came down and lined

up on either side of me and, as they and the Master clapped their

hands, the hoodwink was removed from my eyes. Then the Master
called my attention to the fact that this time one point of the

compass was hidden beneath the square, which was to teach me
that there were still more secrets hidden from my view. He then

approached the altar and demonstrated the due-guard and sign of

a Fellowcraft Mason. The due-guard consisted of the right arm
extended, just below the chest, palm-down, and the left arm raised

to form a right angle, just as mine had been while taking the oath.

The sign was given by raising the right hand to the left breast and
drawing it swiftly across the chest as if tearing it open with claws

and then dropping the hand to the side, all in one motion.

The Master then extended his right hand to me "in token of
brotherly love and confidence" and demonstrated the pass grip by
shaking hands and pressing his thumb between the first and second
fingers where they join the hand. He gave me the word, the name
of the pass grip, "SHIBBOLETH."
Next came the "real grip," made by putting the thumb on the first

knuckle of the second finger so that each can stick the nail of his

thumb into the knuckle of the other. The name was given to me as

"JACHIN," spoken in the following manner.

While giving the grip, you say, "What is this?"; the answer is "A
grip." Then, "A grip of what?"; the reply is "The grip of a

Fellowcraft Mason." Question: "Has it a name?"; reply: "It has."

Next you say, "Give it me." Reply: "I will letter it or halve it." Then
you say, "Halve it and begin." Answer: "Nay, you begin." Again
you say, "You begin." The reply: "Ja."My response: "Chin." Then
he replies: "Jachin; right brother, I greet you." It was all so
complicated but I could only accept it.

_--
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Then the Master got an apron and put it on me with appropriate
remarks about its importance. The Senior Warden tucked the
lower left corner under the top. I was then excorted by the Senior
Deacon to the station of the Worshipful Master in the East who
presented and explained the significance of "the tools of a Fel-
lowcraft Mason/' the plumb, square, and level, applying them to
principles of virtue and morality.

He then said, "I further present you with three precious jewels;
their names are Faith, Hope and Charity. They teach us to have
faith in the Grand Architect of the Universe, hope in immortality
and charity to all mankind, more especially a brother Mason."
Then he directed the Senior Deacon to conduct me "out of the

Lodge Room" and to "reinvest him with that of which he has been
divested" (in ordinary language, to take me back to the Preparation
Room and let me put my clothes back on).

My Fellowcraft initiation was almost completed, and I was
feeling pretty good about it.

When I had re-dressed I was readmitted to the Lodge Hall and
seated. I was told that our forefathers, the ancient Masonic breth-
ren, worked at the building of King Solomon's Temple and many
other edifices, Masonic buildings, cathedrals and the like.

The Senior Deacon described the two columns (or pillars) of the
Temple, said the name of the left one is Boaz, and that of the right
one Jachin, He also went into considerable detail in describing the
symbolic significance of the decorations on them.
Then the Master said that I had been admitted to the "Middle

Chamber" of King Solomon's Temple for the explanation of the
letter "G." He said that it denotes "Deity" before whom we ought
all to bow in reverence to worship and adore. He said that it also
denotes "Geometry" by means of which "we may track Nature
through her various windings to her most concealed recesses." He
said that by means of geometry we may better comprehend the
perfection of Nature and the "goodness ofthe Great Artificer ofthe
Universe."

With this brief lecture on the letter "G" my initiation ended and
I watched as the remaining candidate was initiated. As was the case

when I was initiated into the Entered Apprentice Degree, my
watching the other man not only helped me to understand it all

better, but helped me to be off to a good start in memorizing it all

for my coming examination in the degree. I was back on the
Masonic pathway and picking up speed.

^o<ycruyccs

'The exact amountoftime requiredfor this varies depending on how quickly the

candidate can memorize the material required, but is usually completed in 4-6
weeks.

2Basic Freemasonry consists of the first three degrees; Entered Apprentice,

Fellowcraft, and Master Mason. These constitute thefoundation of all Masonry
and are conferred and conducted in the local, hometown lodge. The lodge is

referred to as "Blue Lodge, " and the first three degrees as the "Blue Degrees,

"

because of the importance of the blue sky and its heavenly host of stars and
planets. Astrology is extremely important to Masonry, and it is also important
that ancient pagans worshiped on high places (hill tops) "under the starry

canopy ofheaven."
3American Freemasony (Blue Lodge and Scottish Rite) is divided into two

jurisdictions. The Northern Jurisdiction includes 15 northern and northeastern
states; the much-larger Southern Jurisdiction includes the other 35 states, plus
all U.S. territories and trusts.

4
This voting is done with white and black balls, dropped into a box. A white

ball is a "yes" vote, and a black ball is a "no" vote. Ifthere is even one black ball

in the box. the candidate is not acceptedfor the degree. All such voting is done
while the Lodge is in session in the Master Mason (3rd) degree, and only 3rd
Degree (Master) Masons can take pari.

s
All non-Masons are. according to Masonic law and tradition, "profane"

persons. This includes the Mason's wife, children and parents, unless they, too,

are Masons. The English word "profane" is derived from the Latin word
"profanis, " meaning "before, or outside, the temple, " hence not holy, not clean,

debased and unworthy, a thing to be avoidedfor it would contaminate the holy
and clean ones. Ifyou are not a Mason, this is whatyou are to the Masonic world.
See, in this regard. I Timothy 1:9-11 for the Bible meaning of "profane."

"Note that there is no promise not to cheat or defraud the "profane. " That seems
to be accepted in Masonic morality. See Appendix C, "Masonic Morality."
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For the next two weeks the three of us attended training sessions

at the Lodge three nights a week. Once again, it seemed easy and

natural for me to learn the secret degree work. I was glad to have

the first two degrees behind me and was eager to get on with the

work and become a Master Mason. I really liked the growing sense

of acceptance my commitment to the Lodge gave me; those men
were devoting time and energy to me and my progress in the Craft

and the feeling of belonging did something good for me —
something I had wanted for a very long time and not known.

At the end of two weeks (which passed very quickly) we met at

the Lodge for our examination in the Fellowcraft Degree and

initiation into the Master Mason Degree. Once again, we waited in

the Preparation Room in our street clothes while the Worshipful

Master opened the lodge in the Master Mason's Degree and then

"called it off' to the Fellowcraft Degree for examination.

The SeniorDeacon escorted us into the Lodge Hall and placed us,

as before, facing the altar and the Worshipful Master. Our instruc-

tor, who was now our examiner, stood (as before) facing us with

his back to the altar. I felt a strange mixture of apprehension and

eager confidence— like a well-trained athlete at the start of a race.

I was ready.

The examiner questioned us in tum and we all gave the correct

answers; although no one of us was asked all of the questions, I

43
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could have answered them all. We were then escorted back into the

Preparation Room to await the voting by the membership.
They didn't take much time in the voting and the Junior Deacon

came into the room to announce that we had all been accepted.
There had been no black balls in the ballot box; "the ballot was
clear." We were Fellowcraft Masons!
Immediately I was told to remove my clothes and prepare for

initiation into the Master Mason degree. The others would be
initiated in the following weeks; I was to be initiated alone. I put
on the same pajama-like bottoms as before, but this time both legs

were rolled up above the knees: and both feet were left bare. I was
not given the shirt to put on and was left naked above the waist. The
cabletow was wound about my body three times at the waist and
then I was hoodwinked. I could see nothing at all— not even any
light.

The same questions as before were asked and answered at the
door and I was led through the door and into the Lodge Room . The
Senior Deacon said, "Brother James, you are received into this

Lodge of Master Masons upon the points of the compass extend-
ing from your right to left breast, which is to teach you that, as the
most vital parts of the man are contained between the breasts, so are
the most valuable tenets of Masonry contained between the two
extreme points of the compass, which are virtue, morality and
brotherly love." The compass points were sharp and I felt them as

he made his teaching points.

After being received at the door, I was led to the Worshipful
Master who asked for the password. The Senior Deacon, in a
whisper, communicated it to him, for me, "Tubal- Cain." Then I

was led by the Senior Deacon around the room as before, stopping
at the station of the Junior Warden, who sent me to the Senior
Warden, who then directed that I be placed at the altar in due form
to receive the obligation. I was led to the altar and stood waiting.

From directly in front of me the Master spoke, giving again the
assurance that there was nothing in the oath that would conflict

with my other duties and commitments; and, once again, I had no
way ofknowing that what he was saying could not possibly be true.

Asked, as before, if I were willing to proceed with the oath, I
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replied "I am," and he directed the Senior Deacon to place me "in

due form" at the altar to be made a Master Mason.

t:xKJNQ izne cnxsr:eR cdxson oa£T>
The Senior Deacon placed me in position, kneeling this time on

both bare knees, body erect, legs forming a square, both hands

resting on the square and compass upon the Bible.

Told that I was "in due form" to receive the obligation, the

Worshipful Master had me repeat after him, a few words at a time,

the oath of obligation: "I, James D. Shaw, ofmy own free will and

accord in the Presence of Almighty God and this Worshipful

Lodge, do hereby and hereon solemnly promise and swear; that I

will always hail, ever conceal and never reveal, any of the secret

arts, parts or points of the Master Mason's degree to any person or

persons whomsoever except it be to a true and lawful brother of this

degree and not unto him or them until after due trial and strict

examination I have found him or them justly entitled to receive the

same. I furthermore promise and swear that I will conform and

abide by all the laws, rules and regulations of the Master Mason's

degree, and of the Lodge of which I shall hereafter become a

member, and that I will ever maintain and support the constitution,

laws and edicts of the Grand Lodge under whom the same shall

work, so far as they shall come tomy knowledge. Furthermore, that

I will keep the secrets of a worthy Master Mason as inviolable as

my own, when communicated to and received by me as such.

Furthermore, I will aid and assist all worthy distressed brother

Master Masons, their widows and orphans, I knowing them to be

such, so far as their necessities may require and my ability will

permit without material injury to myself. Furthermore, that I will

not assist in, nor be present at, the initiating, passing or raising of

a woman, an old man in his dotage, a young man in his non-age. a

madman or a fool, I knowing them to be such. I furthermore

promise and swear I will not visit a clandestine lodge of Freema-

sons, nor converse Masonically with a clandestine Mason, or with

one who has been expelled or suspended, while under that sen-

tence, knowing them to be such.

"I furthermore promise and swear that I will not cheat, wrong or
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defraud a lodge of Master Masons or a brother of this degree,

knowing them to be such, but will give them due and timely notice

that they may ward off all approaching danger. I furthermore
promise and swear that I will not violate the chastity of a Master
Mason's wife, his mother, sister, or daughter, knowing them to be
such. 1

I furthermore promise and swear that I will not give the

Grand Masonic Word in any other manner than that in which I shall

receive it, which shall be on the five points of fellowship and at low
breath. I furthermore promise and swear that I will not give the

Grand Hailing Sign of Distress except it be in case of most
imminent danger, my life in peril, or within a lawfully constituted

lodge of Masons. When I hear the words spoken and see the sign

given, I will hasten to the aid ofthe one giving it if there be a greater

possibility of saving his life than that of losing my own.
"To all of the which, I do most sincerely promise and swear with

a firm and steadfast resolution to keep and perform the same,
without the least equivocation, mental reservation or self-evasion

whatever, binding myself under no less a penalty than that of
having my body severed in twain, my bowels taken out and burned
to ashes, the ashes scattered to the four winds of heaven that there

should be no more remembrance among men and Masons forever

of so vile a wretch as I should be, should I ever knowingly or

wittingly violate or transgress this my solemn and binding Master
Mason's obligation. So help me God and keep me steadfast."

As had been the case with the oaths of obligation of the first two
degrees, I had no idea of what I would be swearing to do unti 1 1 was
actually hearing and repeating each line. Had I been able to hear or
read the oath in advance. I might not have been able to say it. Even
while taking it as I did, one might expect that the nature of parts of
it would have made me hesitate; but I really wasn't thinking of the

nature ofthe oath. I was thinking of Uncle Irvin and how I was now
going to be a good and successful man as I supposed him to be. If

mother were alive, she would be pleased.

eur: imep_e w^s moRe
Upon completion of the oath, the Master came down to the altar.

He directed the Senior Deacon to remove the cabletow from
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around my waist since I was now bound by my obligation to the

Lodge. He then asked me what I most desired; prompted, I replied

"More light." He replied that, since that was my desire, that was

what I should receive. As the hoodwink was suddenly removed,

the brothers (assembled as before) clapped their hands in unison

and my eyes were again dazzled by the sudden bright light. Even

though this had happened to me twice before, it was still somewhat

startling and disorienting. It was as if a susceptibility or fear had

been planted in me the first time and it remained.

The Master then instructed me in making the sign which was

made by dropping the left hand to my side, bringing the right hand

to the left of my waist, palm- down, and then bringing it quickly

across my waist as if severing my body in twain with my thumb,

then dropping my right hand to the side.

I was shown to make the due-guard by extending the hands,

palm -down, as they had been placed on the square and compasss

while taking the oath. The pass grip was shown me by grasping the

hand in the normal (handshake) way, but pressing the thumb

between the second and third joints of the fingers where they join

the other's hand. The name of the pass was then given me: "Tubal-

Cain."

Thinking I was just about finished with the Master Mason
initiation, feeling I was "down to the short rows," I was both

listening to the Worshipful Master and feeling a growing sense of

pleasant release. I had it made, I thought, and it had been so easy!

I was given an apron and the Senior Warden helped me to put it

on as a Master Mason with the "bib" hanging down in front. I was

then returned to the preparation room and told to take off the

initiation drawers I was in and put my street clothes back on, with

the apron.

A plumb emblem, the Junior Warden's "Jewel." was put around

my neck; I was now dressed as a Master Mason. I looked myself

over as best I could, and was thinking, "Wow ! I am a Master Mason

at last!"

It was a heady moment and I was exhilarated. But my newfound

sense of having arrived didn't last long. I was told that I must be

returned to the Lodge Room for further instruction.
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Back inside the Lodge Room, still feeling very pleased and proud

to be a Master Mason, feeling the exciting newness of wearing the

Master Mason's apron and with the plumb emblem around my
neck, I was taken to a position before the Worshipful Master.

He said tome, "You have been taught to wear yourapron as a Ma-
ster Mason and you are doing so at the moment. This would imply
you are a Master Mason and qualified to travel and work as such.

Nay, more, I observe that you have upon your person the badge of

office, the Jewel ofthe Junior Warden, one ofthe principal officers

of the Lodge. This mark of distinction must be highly pleasing to

you and doubtless you now consider yourself a Master Mason. Is

that not so?"

Suddenly the exhilaration left me and fear took its place. Some-
thing was going on that I hadn't expected. I was afraid to say "yes,"

so I said nothing at all. The Senior Deacon then answered for me,
saying, "He is of that opinion, Worshipful Master." The Master
then said to me, "It is my duty to tell you that you are not yet a

Master Mason, nor do I know that you will ever be. The road you
must travel in order to prove yourself is a long, hard and rough one,

upon which lives have been lost, and you may lose yours."

Well, that ended any doubts I had about whether my initiation

was over; now I knew I was not yet finished. I was not yet a Master
Mason and what he said about losing my life sounded ominous.
With that strange fear still stirring within me, I was led to the altar

and told to kneel and pray for myself, either silently or out loud. I

had no idea how to pray, so Ijust knelt silently with my head bowed
and waited.

UV1NQ ouc zrr>e Leqesjt>
After kneeling and waiting silently, appearing to pray, I was told

to remove all articles from my pockets, take offmy watch, and to

lay them all on the altar. The hoodwink was once again put overmy
eyes and I couldn't see a thing.

The Senior Deacon then said to me, "My brother, heretofore you
have represented a candidate in search ofMORE LIGHT; now you
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will represent another character, no less a personage than our

Grand Master Hiram Abiff2 , Grand Master and architect at the

buildingofKingSolomon'sTemple. It was the custom of thisgreat

and good man, at high twelve, when the craft were called from

labor to refreshment, to enter the Holy of Holies, to offer up his

adorations to Deity and draw his designs upon his trestle board."

All the time he was telling me this, he was leading me around the

room. Trying to listen and understand while stumbling along

blindfolded was difficult and awkward for me.

He continued, "He then passed out by way of the South Gate to

talk to the workmen, as you will do now."

After being led a few more steps, I was accosted by a brother

representing the character Jubela, (it was actually the Junior

Warden). He spoke to me as if I were actually Hiram Abiff, and

grabbed me by the lapels. He said that I had promised to reveal the

secret word of a Master Mason when the Temple was completed,

that it was nearly completed, and demanded that I give him the

secret word then and there. All the while, as he spoke roughly to

me, he was jerking me around and really roughing me up.

The Senior Deacon, speaking for me, said, "Craftsman, this is

neither the time nor the place. Wait until the Temple is finished and

then you shall have the secrets of a Master Mason."

Jubela then got even more violent, demanding the secret word,

right then ! Again speaking for me, the Senior Deacon said, "Crafts-

man, I cannot and will not give them," upon which Jubela struck

a blow across my throat with the 24-inch gauge. It hurt and startled

me and I was immediately hurried a few steps farther where I was

stopped and grabbed by a second "ruffian," called Jubelo. This one

reallyjerkedme around, and said, "Grand Master Hiram Abiff, the

craft are waiting and many are exceedingly anxious to receive the

secrets of a Master Mason, and we see no good reason why we are

put off so long. We have determined that we will wait no longer.

I therefore demand of you the secrets of a Master Mason!"

Again speaking for me, the Senior Deacon said, "Craftsman,

why all this violence? When the Temple is finished, you shall

receive this secret word; I cannot, nor will not, give them to you at

this time."
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Jubelo then became even more furious and again demanded the
word, upon which the Senior Deacon answered for me, "I cannot
give them nor can they be given except in the presence of three:
Solomon, King of Israel; Hiram, King of Tyre; and myself."
Jubelo, becoming still more violent, reminded me that there was

no one there to help me and threatened to killme if I didn ' t give him
the word.

For me, the Senior Deacon replied, "My life you may take, but
my integrity, never!"

Jubelo then struck a heavy blow across my chest with the square.
It hurt, but I was immediately jerked away and led a few more steps
when I was grabbed a third time and shaken. This was all very real,

even though it was obvious that parts were being acted out. I was
being jerked about, shoved, shouted at and hit by people I couldn't
see. I had great difficulty in keeping my balance (if the "ruffians"
hadn t been holding onto my coat I would have fallen many times),
and the violence was even more shocking because I couldn't see
it coming.

The third "ruffian," Jubelum, said as he was shaking me that he
had heard me speaking to Jubela and Jubelo and saw that I had
escaped, but said I would not escape from him ever. He said that

what he said, he would do, and that he held in his hand "an
instrument of death." He said that if I didn ,f give him the secrets of
a Master Mason immediately he would kill me.
Speaking for me again, the Senior Deacon replied as he had

already replied to Jubela and Jubelo. Jubelum then shouted at me,
"For the last time, Grand Master Hiram, give me the secret word
or I will take your life!"

I, of course, didn't realize it, but as Jubelum readied himself to
deliver the death blow, several of the brothers moved into position
behind me, holding a large canvas, stretched out so as to catch me
when I fell.

With that, Jubelum shouted, "If you will not give me the secret
word of a Master Mason, then...DIE!"

As he shouted the word, "DIE," he hit me right in the middle of
my forehead with a setting maul! I saw stars. They were brilliant

and in colors, and I fell backward onto the canvas, unconscious. 3
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I wasn 't out very long and I came to, head still ringing and aching,

with the three "ruffians" standing around me, talking over the

situation, and discussing how to dispose ofthe body. They decided

to conceal the body "in the rubbish of the Temple" until "low

twelve" (midnight), when they would meet and decide what to do.

So they carried me, on the canvas, a little distance and covered me
with "rubbish," consisting ofchairs and other objects in the Lodge

Hall. There was silence, then I heard a bell strike 12 times and the

"ruffians" returned. Jubela said, "This is the hour."

Jubelo said, "This is the place." Jubelum then said, "And there is

the body. Assist me to carry it in a due west course from the temple

to the brow of a hill where I have dug a grave, six feet due east and

west, and six feet perpendicular, in which we shall bury it."

They removed the chairs and other "Temple rubbish" from me,

picked me up on the canvas, carried me to the west side of the

Lodge Room and laid me down between the stations of the Master

and the Senior Warden, my feet to the east. They lowered me to the

floor a little at a time, pausing three times, to simulate lowering me

into a grave.

After I was "buried,"Jubelum said, "I will set this sprig ofAcacia

at the head of the grave, that the place may be known should the

occasion require it. And now let us make our escape out of the

country by the way ofJoppa. We should be able to get a ship to take

us to a foreign port."

The "ruffians" then acted out a scene in which they talked with

a sea captain and asked for passage on his ship which was to sail

the next day. Learning they could not sail without a pass from King

Solomon, they decided to flee into the mountains and hide.

Meanwhile, the Worshipful Master, acting the part of King

Solomon, heard a lot of commotion made by other brothers acting

as workmen in the Temple. Solomon asked what the noise was all

about and was told that Grand MasterHiram Abiffwas missing and

could not be found.

King Solomon ordered that a search be made and the brothers

then did a lot oftalking back and forth while I lay there, saying such

things as, "Have you seen him?" "Not since high twelve yester-

day," and, "Where is our Grand Master?"
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Then King Solomon ordered that a search be made with one party

going west, one east, one north, and one south. At this point there

were three loud raps on the door and when the "alarm was at-

tended" there were found to be 1 2 "fellowcrafts" who confessed to

the King that they and three others had conspired to force Hiram
to reveal the secret word. They said that they (the 1 2) had not been
able to go through with their evil plan, having "reflected with

horror on the atrocity ofthe crime," but reported that the other three
had gone through with it.

The King then sent out those 1 2, three in each direction, to search
for Jubela, Jubelo and Jubelum. One group of three spoke with the

sea captain and, following the direction he gave them, followed the

murderers
1

path and found the new grave, marked with the Acacia
sprig. Digging down, they "discovered" my body.
Reporting to Solomon, they were sent back to identify the body

and, if Hiram, to raise it with the grip of an Entered Apprentice.
As the dramacontinued, they returned to the "grave" and saw that

I was indeed Hiram4
; but they could not "raise" me, as the body was

decomposing, so the "flesh left the bone." They reported the

problem to Solomon, who sent them back to raise the body with the

grip of a Fellowcraft. When "the skin (slipped) away" they re-

ported this failure to Solomon.

Then the Master, playing King Solomon, came over to me and
took my hand with the grip of a Master Mason, "the strong grip of
the lion's paw"5 and, with the other hand behind my back, assisted

me to a standing position. I was fully recovered by this time, but

still stiff and a little wobbly from the strain and from lying still for

so long while the latter part of the drama was acted out.

The Master explained that while the secret word of the Master
Mason had been lost when Hiram was killed, the first word he
spoke when raised from the dead was the substitute for the "lost

word." He then placed his right foot alongside mine, instep to

instep, his knee against mine, his chest against mine and his mouth
next to my right ear. With my hand placed on his back, we were "on
the five points of fellowship: foot to foot, knee to knee, chest to

chest, hand to back and mouth to ear." He whispered into my ear

the Grand Masonic Word. "Mah-Hah-Bone," and instructed me
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that it must never be given to any but another Master Mason, only

"on the five points of fellowship" as he had given it to me and never

above a whisper, under penalty of death.

I was then instructed by the Worshipful Master in giving the

"Grand Hailing Sign of Distress." The Grand Hailing Sign of

Distress is given by raising the hands above the head and looking

up, then lowering the hands in supplication, then dropping them to

the side. The words accompanying the sign are, "Oh, Lordmy God,

is there no help for the widow's son?"

He explained to me that I was never to give this sign unless in the

most extreme distress and that it is the most important Masonic

secret. I was reminded of the part of my obligation relating to my

responsibility should another Master Mason ever give this sign to

me and, with this, my initiation as a Master Mason was really

finished at last.

With the instruction finished I was seated and there followed a

rather long and involved lecture on the meaning of the symbols of

a Master Mason and the lengthy charge of a Master Mason. When

the Master closed the Lodge, the brothers crowded around me with

congratulations and then went home.

Bonnie was waiting up for me and we shared the sense of

accomplishment together. She was pleased and proud ofme. It was

a really wonderful moment of fulfillment. If only mother could

know; I had a good job, a wonderful wife, and I had finally caught

up with Uncle Irvin. I was a Master Mason.

ppoCrKJCes

'// is noteworthy when considering Masonic morality that the Master Mason

swears that he will not have sexual intercourse with the wife, mother, daughter.

or sister ofanother Master Mason, "knowing her to he such" ; apparently this is

alright with anyone else's wife, mother, daughter, or sister and is even all right

with those of a Master Mason if unaware of the Masonic relationship. See

Appendix C. "Masonic Morality."

2For thepurpose and significance ofthis dramatization ofthe legend ofHiram

Abiff, see Appendix D. "The Legend ofHiram Ahiff."

3The man portrayingJuhelum isn't supposed to hit the candidate that hard, hut

I was really knocked unconscious. The man who hit me was an undertaker, and

we had many laughs laterabout his trying to drum up business in the Lodge while

acting the part ofJubelum.

'In the drama, the JuniorWarden'sjewel (which was stillaroundmy neck) plays
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a significant role in the candidate' s being recognized as Hiram by the searchers.
5 The Master's Grip, or the "Strong Grip ofthe Lion's Paw," was not explained

to me; but I hadfelt it and, in watching subsequent initiations, / learned it, I later
had occasions to use it as a Master Mason's pass grip, an alternate means of
recognition to the primary grip explained by the Master that night. This grip is

given by grasping the other's hand in the normal way, except that the thumb and
smallfinger are wrappedaround the edges of the hand,just below the thumb, with
the middle threefingertips dug into the inside ofthe other's wrist. As Worshipful
Master myself, later on. 1, of course, used it in "raising the candidate"

Chtxpzrcr 6

qoinq nigneR
Before I was even through with the Master Mason degree, I had

noticed and decided something: two things that would influence

the rest ofmy life. I noticed that a great many Masons were not only

content to stop at the Third Degree, but often came to Lodge and,

after about 45 minutes, went to sleep and slept through the meet-

ings. This offended me. What I decided was that I did not want to

be that kind of Mason— not ever!

I was determined to learn and to grow, to keep moving on up in

the fraternity, to climb the "Masonic mountain." At that early point

in my Masonic career I really didn't know what there was to be

accomplished. I didn't know what higher ground there was to be

reached; but I knew that I didn't want to come to Lodge and sleep

like those men did. Whatever there was to achieve, I wanted it. I

was going higher!

Procd QdsrDiT>Kce r:o insttruccor
Within a month after I was raised to the Third Degree there was

a new class of candidates to be brought through the Blue Degrees.

I was still a "courtesy candidate" (Bonnie and I were still expect-

ing to go back to Indianapolis before long), and grateful to that

Lodge for bringing me through the Second and Third Degrees.

I was never bashful about such things, so I said to the Worshipful

Master, "Sir, I am grateful to this Lodge and to you, and feel that

I owe you something for what you have done for me. If you will

appoint me, I will be glad to be the Instructor for this new class of

candidates."

55
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He thought a moment, looking at me intently, and then said that
I had the job. I could hardly believe it. I had just been raised, a
member of the most recent class, and now I was the Instructor! I

thanked the Master and promised to do my very best. I could hardly
wait to get started.

The next week we took the class through the Entered Apprentice
initiation and they took their first obligation. The following week
I arranged to meet with them for instruction and a month later they
were ready to take their examination. They all passed, were then
"passed" into the Fellowcraft Degree, and the week after that I

began to instruct them in the memory work of that degree. At the
end of that month they were ready for examination in the Fel-
lowcraft Degree and again they all passed easily.

They were motivated and I had taught them well. Then, one each
week, they were raised to the Master Mason degree and I had the
satisfaction of knowing that I had brought the entire class through
all three Blue Degrees. I was not only a Master Mason now, I was
a maker of Master Masons. It really felt good.

Why Lexve ktz klv?
By this time I had gone to work for the city and had an excellent

job. Bonnie was well established in her job and was enjoying it. I

was accepted in the Lodge and had a real sense of belonging. The
more we thought and talked about it, the less reason we saw in

leaving to go back to Indianapolis. There had been no hurry about
leaving Florida and what we had found there through the winter
and spring; and now, as we considered the situation, we asked
ourselves, "Why shouldn't we just stay here? Why leave at all?"
So we decided: we would just settle in and stay right there.

Florida would be our home. I would no longer be just a "courtesy
candidate" or a visitor in the Lodge; it would be my Lodge. I would
really belong there. With the decision made, we began to settle in

and "get permanent."

Roy and his family moved to the west coast of Florida and we
missed them, but that didn 't matter so much now. We were making
new friends in the Lodge.
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cnoviNQ up xmROuqn xzrye cnxiRS
Not long after, elections were held in our Lodge and a new

Worshipful Master was elected. I had already found out that there

was a normal progression through the offices in the Lodge, begin-

ning with the lowest office (Junior Steward) and proceeding up to

the top (Worshipful Master). Since each office has a position (or

"chair") in the Lodge Hall, this progression upward through the

offices in the Blue Lodge is often called "moving up through the

chairs." The positions ofJunior and Senior Steward and Junior and

Senior Deacon are appointed positions and men are selected for

them by the Worshipful Master. The three top offices, Junior and

Senior Warden and Worshipful Master, are elected positions. But

the normal situation is that, once elected Junior Warden, that man

will "move up." He can expect to move up to Senior Warden the

following year and to the chair of Worshipful Master the year after

that. Barring something unusual, these elections are virtually

automatic.

As soon as I had the opportunity, I went to see the newly elected

Worshipful Master and told him that I didn't want to be an

"ordinary Mason." I said that I never wanted to be like those

brothers who slept through the meetings and asked him to consider

appointing me to a chair (an office) in the Lodge. I must have made

a positive impression on him for he appointed me Senior Deacon,

the highest appointed office in the Lodge. I had bypassed the three

lowest offices and was offto a big head start in moving up through

the chairs.

eeyosro xzx^e eme Looqe
Blue Lodge Masonry is the heart of Masonry and the Third

Degree is the heart of the Blue Lodge. If one is not a Master Mason

in good standing in the Blue Lodge, he cannot "go on" into the York

Rite or the Scottish Rite and thence to "the top of the Masonic

mountain." And, once advanced in the York Rite or the Scottish

Rite, he cannot remain in those bodies (or the Shrine) if he doesn't

continue in good standing in the Blue Lodge. This is the general

structure and the Blue Lodge is its foundation.

I had been in the Blue Lodge about four months, had taken a class
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of candidates through all three degrees, and was Senior Deacon,
learning, growing and feeling good about it when one day I was
talking with a brother who owned a lumber yard.

He said, "I thought you joined the Masonic Lodge."
I said that I had and that I was very active.

He said something about the Scottish Rite and wondered why he
hadn't seen me there.

I didn't know what he was talking about, but sensed that it was
something I would want to do.

He said, "Jim, you've just got to get into the Scottish Rite,

because you really don't know what Masonry is all about until you
do. The Scottish Rite and its 29 degrees will really open your eyes."
He said that if I wanted him to, he would get me a petition and get

things rolling.

I said that it sounded good to me and asked him to go ahead.
Although I was eager to begin, I found out that I couldn't enter the

Scottish Rite until I had been a Master Mason for six months. But
he went ahead with the petition while I waited. I went right on with
my work in the Blue Lodge, the most eager and zealous man they

had.

2 pxcns ppxxn Which -co CT>oose
As I have already said, the Blue Lodge, with its three degrees, is

the heart and foundation of Freemasonry. This is where the vast

majority of Masons stop and go no farther, their local lodge being
all they ever know of Masonry. However, for those who are not
willing to stay at that level, there are two options for "going on
higher," twopaths to follow: they are the Scottish Rite and the York
Rite.

The Scottish Rite includes 29 degrees beyond the Blue Lodge,
culminating in the 32nd. The York Rite has the equivalent of the

29 degrees of the Scottish Rite and advancement along this path
culminates in the degree "Knight Templar." In addition, the Shrine

("Ancient Arabic Order, Nobles ofthe Mystic Shrine") is available

to 32nd Degree Masons and Knights Templar who wish to partici-

pate.
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Devoted to community service and fun, the Shriners are looked

upon as the "party boys" of Freemasonry and are best known for

their hospitals for crippled children, for light-hearted participation

in parades, and for their riotous, drunken parties and conventions.

Although at the time I was not fully aware of these options and

how it all goes together, my path was determined. I was going into

the Scottish Rite.

inj-co vxye scor:r:isn pjce
Themoremy friend talked tome about the Scottish Rite, the more

eager I was to get started in it. In the Scottish Rite, initiations are

conducted and degrees conferred during meetings called "Reun-

ions" which are normally held twice a year, fall and spring.

In addition to the initiations into the degrees, there is also

recognition of those brothers who have died since the previous

Reunion. They are, in this sense, memorials to the departed broth-

ers. I could hardly wait for the Fall Reunion to come. As the time

approached, I was told to report to the Secretary ofthe Scottish Rite

for a briefing. I was there early, waiting formy turn to be called into

his office.

The Secretary greeted me and explained the nature and structure

of the Scottish Rite. He explained that the 29 degrees are divided

into four groups called the "Four Bodies" of the Rite and that each

of these bodies is somewhat like a separate lodge within the

system. He also explained to me that the Reunion would last for

four Sundays and that it would be possible for me to take all 29

degrees in the one Reunion, or just go to the 14th Degree at this

Reunion and then continue to the 32nd Degree in the spring. He

said that some men could not afford to take all of the degrees at one

Reunion because of the cost. ' He told me that the first of the four

"bodies" of the Scottish Rite is called "Lodge of Perfection" and

is the one in which business meetings are held on meeting nights.

The second body, he said, is the "Chapter ofRose Croix," the third

is the "Council of Kodosh" and the fourth is "The Consistory."

It all sounded wonderful tome and I asked the Secretary if I could

just pay for all 29 of the degrees right then! He gave me the figure,
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I wrote the check, and he told me to report on the next Sunday (the
first day of the Fall Reunion). He told me that we would meet from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. each Sunday for the next four Sundays to receive
instruction, and that on the fourth Sunday I would be made a 32nd
Degree Mason.

I asked him if I would have to memorize all the passwords, signs
and grips and then pass examinations as we had to do in the Blue
Lodge, and he roared with laughter!

He said, "Are you kidding? It would take you a whole year of
Sundays to do that! You just be here Sunday and you will find out."
On the morning of the first Sunday of the Fall Reunion I arrived

promptly and, as soon as all the rest arrived, we were ushered into
a large classroom. There were about 250 of us and our class was
given the name "George Washington Bicentennial Class" (each
class is given a name, or title, which it retains as long as there are
any of its members left alive).

Our instructor was an attorney, a man in his sixties. His age and
knowledge made him seem a little "larger than life" to me, very
impressive, and I listened carefully to all that he said. He also had
a sense of humor, which made him even more effective. I was
totally receptive.

We had to have an "opening ceremony" which gave our class
official identity and status and then we had a class picture taken.
We also had to elect class officers, but I didn't try for any of those
offices as I was only interested in the degree work (the lessons in

religion and morality). I wanted to learn.

With all the preliminaries completed, we were taken into the
auditorium. It was like a large and very nice theater, with fully
equipped stage, sophisticated lighting and theater seats. We were
told to be seated and the presentation of the Fourth Degree began.
The Fourth Degree was put on just like a play, with one candidate

chosen from the class to represent us all as he participated. The
presentation went on until time to take the oath at the end. At this

time we were told to stand, put our hands over our hearts and repeat
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the oath 2 of obligation with the representative candidate on the

stage. After we finished the oath we were given the sign of that

degree, 3 and the Fourth Degree was completed. When a degree is

given in this way it is said to be "exemplified."

When a degree is not put on as a drama, but merely explained, it

is said to be "communicated." Such was the case with the Fifth

Degree. Back in the classroom the Degree Master explained the

content andmeaning ofthe degree, administered the oath, and gave

us the sign.

Now we were Fifth Degree Masons, and ready for the Sixth

Degree. And so we progressed, through the degrees. The relatively

unimportant degrees, about one third of the total of 29, were

"communicated" in this way. It is also true that some degrees

which are merely "communicated" in one Reunion will be "exem-

plified" at the following Reunion. The degrees of the Four Bodies

(the four degrees whose names identify the Four Bodies), how-

ever, are always put on in full and not merely "communicated."

That Sunday we completed the Fourth through the Ninth Degrees

and I went home feeling good about it all.

I was so interested in the degree work that I could hardly wait

from one Sunday until the next. The "old religions" (the mystery

religions of Egypt, Greece, Persia, etc.) were taught. And, as I had

never had a religion, but had only heard passing references to the

major ones, I was fascinated.

There was also a great deal said about the ancient philosophers

and occultists and I felt that I was really growing in knowledge.

Each week I would tell my brother Masons in the Blue Lodge how
great it was and how much they were missing by not being in the

Scottish Rite. But this was not always well-received; some were

really offended and a few hurt, because they could not afford to go

into the Rite. So, although my zeal didn't diminish any, I tried to

be more careful about such enthusiastic talk.

On the second Sunday we completed the 1 4th degree, the Degree

of Perfect Elu, generally considered the halfway mark in the

Scottish Rite. With this attainment comes the 14th Degree ring.

This fiat gold band with the Hebrew letter "YOD" on it is the

official Masonic ring.
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Many kinds of rings with Masonic symbols may be purchased
and worn; but, except for the Thirty-Third Degree ring, this ring is
the only official one. It is the patent and property of the Supreme
Council of the Thirty-Third Degree, and is only obtained when
presented with the 1 4th degree. In ourcase the rings had not arrived
so we had to wait to get them the final Sunday.

ANoisrcreD k ppjesc ajstd k
PRopr>e^:

Finally, the last Sunday of Reunion arrived and we progressed to
the 32nd Degree. Upon completion of the degree work, climaxing
with the 32nd Degree lecture, we stood and were brought forward.
One by one, we were anointed with oil. As the man placed his hand
on my head and applied the oil, he said to me, "I anoint thee a Priest
and a Prophet, and a Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret."
This part was definitely a new experience for me and I certainly

didn't understand the part about being a priest and a prophet, but
it was impressive and I liked the sound and solemnity of it. Forme,
it was rather awesome and a little unreal.

Each of us was presented, along with the Scottish Rite ring, a
copy of Albert Pike's book, "Morals and Dogma." 4 We were told
that it was the source book for Freemasonry and its meaning. We
were also told that it must never leave our possession, and that
arrangements must be made so that upon our deaths it would be
returned to the Scottish Rite. It was clearthat this book was not only
a terribly important source but was, it seemed, almost sacred.

It had all been so very interesting to me and, in a way, the time
had passed much too quickly. I felt that I had learned so much, yet
felt that I had so much more to learn.

"Perhaps in the future I will get to work in these degrees," I

thought/Then I can really learn about religions."

It was only about 5 p.m. when we finished and, after a lot of
exchanging congratulations, I hurried home to tell Bonnie all about
it (at least the parts I was free to tell her). As I headed home I was
thinking, "If only mother had lived to see this day— she would
really be proud."
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'There is a price to be paid, in dollars, for all "earned " Masonic degrees , from

Entered Apprentice to the 32nd Degree. Dollar values change with time andfees

vary somefrom place to place, but the total cost ofgoing all the way to the 32nd

Degree can be very substantial, well into the thousands ofdollars today.

'There was a blood-oath of obligation for each degree, as in the Blue Lodge.

Unlike the Blue Lodge, however, since there was no memorizing, and since they

were not written down, the candidates normally remember nothing ofthese oaths

once they are spoken.
3In all my years ofMasonry that followed, I was never once asked to give this

sign.
4 Albert Pike (1809-1891 ) is easily the preeminentfigure in American Freema-

sonry. His many titles included Sovereign Grand Commander of the Supreme

Council ofthe Thirty-Third Degree (Mother Council ofthe World) and Supreme

Pontiff of Universal Freemasony. Scholar, student of ancient languages and

occult philosopher, he completely rewrote the degrees of the Scottish Rite into

their presentform. This work is explained in his book Morals and Dogma of the

Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry. His position in Masonry

was, and is today, unparalleled, not only in the United States, but throughout the

world.
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The Monday after my initiation into the 32nd Degree, I was

congratulated by a number ofmy superiors at work whom I had not

even realized had been there. The extent of Masonry and its

influence was far greater than I had suspected. Realizing that there

were so many men such as these, seemingly everywhere, who were

part of the Masonic brotherhood, and that they knew who I was and

what I was doing, was both comforting and vaguely disturbing. B ut

it was mostly comforting. I was seeing that this Masonic family of

which I had become a committed part reached much farther into

every part of life than I had suspected.

SUTDDeNLy K pROCOCKTION
A short while after, the director of my department called me in

and asked me to take an examination for a higher position which

was opening up. I felt that I was completely unqualified for this

position and told him so. But he smiled reassuringly, said that he

thought I was qualified and urged me not to fail to take the test. 1

was so convinced that I wasn't qualified for the job that I almost

decided not to show up; but, because of his urging, I went.

Expecting a room full of men competing for so important a job.

65
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I was surprised when I arrived to find that only two others were
taking the test with me. I was given the examination paper and told
to turn it face down on my desk until time for the examination to

begin. When we were told to begin and 1 looked over the test, I was
amazed at the simplicity ofthe questions. I thought, "Is this all there
is to it? I'm sure glad the boss insisted that I come!"

I finished my paper quickly and easily. The other two men
continued to struggle with theirs and were still working when the

examiner told them to stop. We were told to turn our papers face
down on the desks and leave, for time had expired. He said we
would be notified later as to how we had done. I left thinking about
how easy the test had been and wondering why the other two had
seemed to have such a difficult time with it.

I went directly to the office and the director was waiting for me.
He met me at the door, stuck out his hand and said, "Congratula-
tions, Jim, you got the promotion! You were the only one who
knew all the answers. You will soon be called to take an 'on-the-
job

1

training course, and then you can start on your new job."
He shook my hand again and went back to his office. I was

pleased but a little bewildered. I still could not understand how it

had been so easy and how could he know so soon that I was
selected? Why, the ink was barely dry on my paper!
With questions about this still whispering in my mind, but mostly

just excited and happy, I hurried home at the end of the day to tell

Bonnie. She was, of course, delighted too. In light of her goodjob,
plus my promotion, we decided to move out of the duplex apart-

ment and buy our own home. We were making progress!

eur: uNcue irvin w\SNr pue^set)
I called Uncle Irvin to tell him the good news about my being in

the Scottish Rite. I thought he would be pleased and proud. But he
didn't seem pleased or proud of me at all. He appeared to resent it,

envious of my being a 32nd Degree Mason.
He said that he had never been allowed to enter the Rite, and went

on to explain, "Even though I was Past Master of my Lodge, I

couldn't go in because there was a man in the Scottish Rite who
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didn't like me. He said that if I ever tried to enter he would

'blackball' me."

I was amazed, and asked, "Whatever became of ' Masonic broth-

erhood'?"

Uncle Irvin wouldn 't answer my question, so I didn 't tell him he

had been lied to by that brother Mason. As long as a man is a Master

Mason in good standing in his Blue Lodge, he cannot be black-

balled and kept out of the Scottish Rite.

^rne rxisinq op crme xn*d rrne

roNt>s-opp poucy
Working with me on the same shift was a man named Mike. He

was a Scotsman with a wonderful accent, a warm heart and a

somewhat quick temper. He was not very tall, but very solidly built

and strong as a bull. He had been badly injured as a fireman in New

York City and, after a long time in the hospital, had retired from the

Fire Department. He had come to Florida, found work with the

civil service of our large city, was assigned to my department, and

we had become friends. Mike knew that I was a Mason (I had

spoken to him about it from time to time), and one day he told me

that he would like to be a Mason too. I, of course, was pleased, and

asked him if he would like to belong to my Lodge. He said that was

exactly what he wanted, so I got a petition and had another man

(who worked with us) to sign it with me. Mike was duly investi-

gated, approved, and was soon ready to take the degrees.

As I was now Senior Deacon, I was the one to conduct candidates

through the initiations. I was pleased that I was going to get to lead

my friend through. It happened that Mike was the only man going

through at that time so things moved along smoothly and quickly.

I had a pretty easy time of it. Until the latter part of the Third

Degree.

Before we began that final night of Mike's Blue Lodge initiation,

I spoke with the three men who were to portray the "three ruffians"

Jubela. Jubelo, and Jubelum. I asked them to take it easy on Mike

andexplained why. They said they understood and would be gentle

with him.
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Everything went smoothly until we came to the part where I was
leading Mike, as Hiram Abiff, to the "South Gate" where he was
met by Jubela, the first "ruffian." As is always done, Jubela
grabbed him and jerked him around a bit. It was gentle compared
with what the candidate usually goes through, but it was too much
for Mike, much too much, and he erupted] He pushed Jubela away,
ripped off the hoodwink, roared like a mad bull and picked Jubela
up! In one mighty motion, Mike threw him across the Lodge Hall.
Jubela hit the black and white tiles and went sliding across the floor
on his back, spinning slowly around and slid right up against the
altar, which stopped him. He wasn't hurt badly, but lay there
against the altar, not moving.
Mike had assumed a wrestler's stance, feet widespread, power-

ful arms at the ready, and bellowed out, "No mon puts his honds on
me!" At first there was not a sound in the Lodge Hall, except for
Mike. He stood there, looking slowly around the room, glaring at

the brothers assembled, and continued to roar, "No mon puts his
honds on me!"
Suddenly the Lodge was in an uproar. Some of the brothers

convulsed with laughter, some were shouting excitedly at one
another and some sat still in stunned silence. Mike was still

standing there, challenging them all, and continuing to roar, "No
mon puts his honds on me!" This scene in the sacred Hall was
unprecedented, unheard of, unthinkable!

Many of the brothers were looking at the Worshipful Master,
expecting him to "do something"; but he wasn't any more ready to
"do something" about Mike than was Jubela the ruffian, who was
still lying quietly against the altar. The Master just sat there, still

as a statue in his black top hat, looking straight ahead.
I tried to calm Mike down but had no effect at all on him. I then

went over to consult with the Worshipful Master. I tried to explain
and told him that if I could take Mike out to the Preparation Room
I thought I could calm him down and we would be able to proceed.
He nodded his head and continued to sit there as if stunned, not
moving.

I went back to Mike, who was still turning slowly from side to
side in the center of this sudden storm, and spoke again with him.

He agreed to go out with me.We closed the Lodge Hall door beh ind

us. In the Preparation Room Mike began to relax some and I told

him I was really sorry about what had happened and would try to

work it out so that we could proceed with his initiation. He just said,

"All right Jim— but no mon puts his honds on me."

I left Mike in the Preparation Room and went back out to consult

again with the Worshipful Master. I told him I thought it would be

best to leave out Jubelo and Jubelum and just have Mike lie down

on the canvas and let them bury him. The Master looked at me

strangely and then asked, "Forever?"

Since that was all the Master said, I took it that my compromise

solution was acceptable, so I returned to the Preparation Room. I

explained to Mike the whole scene and what was going to happen.

I told him that ifhe would just let us do the rest of it, gently, it would

soon be over and he would be a Master Mason. He agreed, but

firmly repeated the admonition, "No mon puts his honds on me."

So we went back into the Lodge Hall, let him lie down on the

canvas and completed his initiation, albeit considerably modified.

Mike never lived down that night and for many years jokes were

made about Mike and the "Honds-Off Policy."

1 eecome a. -Deqp.ee mxs^reR
The Master of the 25th Degree in the Scottish Rite moved to

California. I was appointed to replace him. I got from him the

degree book and, although it was not required of me, memorized

the entire degree (the ritual and lesson to be taught or performed in

that degree). It was to be exemplified (put on in full, as a dramati-

zation) at the next Reunion. I was determined to do it better than it

had ever been done.

Mike and I continued to be friends, becoming closer. With my

encouragement he soon came into the Scottish Rite with me; since

it is the "Scottish" Rite it seemed to me that we should have at least

one Scotsman. Since by that time I was Master of the 25th Degree.

I appointed Mike Orator. With his heavy Scottish accent, he

seemed the perfect choice. I gave him his part and had him

memorize it. When I told him he would have to wear a pasted-on

artificial beard he decided just to grow his own, and he did.
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When Reunion came around we were ready. It all went perfectly.
The Secretary was so pleased with the way we exemplified the
degree that he thanked and congratulated us all, making all the hard
work and rehearsing worth it. We had not just "gotten by/' we had
done it better than anyone could remember its ever having been
done before.

PLL1NQ CT>e VOID
As I had said to the incoming Worshipful Master when asking

him to consider me for "a chair" in the Blue Lodge, I had no
intention of just settling down and getting comfortable. Looking
back on it all, I'm really not sure why I was so eager to get to the
higher offices and to do it so soon. I am sure it was not just prideful
ambition, or a desire for recognition. It was something much more
valid and substantial, some need down deep inside of me.
Having grown up with no religious training, no church affiliation

of any kind, and no spiritual identity, I really had no concept of the
meaning of life. I had no philosophy nor any basic view of life,

death and eternity. And, without realizing it at first, this emptiness
in my life was being filled with what I was learning and doing in
Masonry.

From the very beginning I had been troubled by the fact that so
many of the menjustcame to Lodge and sat there. When the Master
rapped, they stood up; when he rapped again, they sat down. When
he said anything that called fora vote, they said "So mote it be," and
when the meeting came to an end they got up and went home. Some
had to be awakened and told it was time to leave. Many were
members for many years, and always sat in the same seat. I was
determined not to be such a "seat warmer"; I wanted to function,
to learn all that there was to leam. I wanted to grow, and that was
exactly what I was doing— at last.

k cnxpuuN LeXRNS xzo pRxy
In the Scottish Rite I became acquainted with the undertaker who

had knocked me out with the setting maul when I was initiated into
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the Third Degree. He was to be the new Venerable Master of the

Lodge of Perfection (one of the Four Bodies and the one in which

all business meetings are held).

I hadn't seen him for a while and told him ofmy appointment as

Senior Deacon in the Blue Lodge. I then told him that I would like

to be an officer in the Lodge of Perfection, if he had room for me,

and he said he would keep me in mind.

I realize that this may sound a little pushy, but actually it wasn't;

it is not at all easy for incoming Masters to get men to volunteer for

offices and they usually appreciate such willingness.

As is the case in all walks of life, most want the "honor" of

belonging, but do not want to do the work. I didn't know what to

expect from him, but when he assumed office he appointed me
Chaplain.

At last I was finding a place for myself; I was an officer in both

the Blue Lodge and the Scottish Rite. But there was a problem—
a big one; as Chaplain I w*s going to have to pray and I didn 't know

how. I had not been in church since the last time my grandmother

had taken me and knew nothing of prayer. I had heard the prayers

from the ritual in the Lodge, but couldn't remember any of them.

I asked the new Venerable Master about praying and he eased my
mind some. He said that he would give me two cards with the

opening and closing prayers printed on them and that I could

simply read them out loud. But he also said that I would be expected

to "give prayers" at banquets and at the assembling ofthe Scottish

Rite Guard. So I would have to get an idea of how to pray and what

prayers to use. There was no way around it. I was going to have to

learn to pray.

We had a new man in the incoming class at the Blue Lodge who

was pastor of the Methodist Church next door to the Lodge Hall.

I called on him and told him I was the new Chaplain in the Lodge

ofPerfection and that I needed to know something about prayer. He

said he would help me and the next day when I looked in my mail

box I found a book called "The Prayers of John Wesley."

I studied the book and then wrote out several of the prayers, just

as they were in the book, just as Wesley wrote them. I thought they

were really good and felt that I was at last prepared for my new
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office. Whenever I was called upon to pray, I could just read one
of those prayers out loud. I was ready— or so I thought.

At the next assembling of the Scottish Rite Guard (for the

opening of the initiation of a new class at Reunion) I gave the

prayer while the Guard of 25 men stood. It was one of the prayers
of John Wesley I had taken from the book.

I thought the prayer was first rate and felt good about it; but when
the opening ceremony was finished the Commander of the Guard
called me aside and rebuked me sharply. He said, "You kept my
men standing at attention for five whole minutes!" He also called

me a "religious fanatic" and said that it was bad enough I kept the

men standing five minutes, but then I had ended the prayer "in

Christ's holy name." For that, he said, I would be reported! I was
stung by his rebuke, especially since I had worked so hard to get

it right and had no idea I was doing anything wrong.
I said since he was so rude to me I didn't care what he thought,

that I didn't know anything about his 30-second prayers, and that

from that time on he could say them himself!

As I walked away, I thought, "Some brother he is, to speak to me
like that! At least he could have left out that part about 'religious

fanatic' since I don't even know what prayers are except for the

ones on the cards and in the book."

Very soon after, I was called in to see the Secretary ofthe Scottish
Rite about my unsatisfactory performance. He was nice about it,

but told me that I was never to end a prayer "in Jesus' name" or "in
Christ's name." He said, "Make your prayers universal." >

I wondered about all this fuss over a prayer, especially one that

came out of a book a preacher had lent me; but I just thanked him
and left.

I was to learn the meaning and significance of this fuss over a
prayer later on, ' but for the time being I just accepted it. At least

the Secretary was nice about it. Many years later, when he died, I

learned that he was a Christian Scientist.

incto x^ne eAScreRN scar
Bonnie had supported and encouraged me in Lodge work from

the start. As already stated, she had been an inactive member of the
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Order of the Eastern Star when we were married, although I had not

known it at the time. After my promotion, and as I became more

and more active in Blue Lodge and the Scottish Rite, Bonnie told

me one night that she intended to begin attending the Eastern Star

and thought it would be good for me to join.

I agreed, submitted my application, and was soon approved and

initiated. Many people believe that "The Star" is only for women,

but it isn't.

The Order of the Eastern Star was conceived by a man, men

organized it, men wrote the rituals, and no meeting can be held

without at least three male officers present. Men, one might fairly

say, control The Order of the Eastern Star, but only from the

background.

The social life was pleasant, and now there was one meetingeach

week that Bonnie and I could attend together.

Although I could have been an officer in the Eastern Star, I had

no desire to be. I had plenty to do already in the Blue Lodge and

Scottish Rite and I was content just to enjoy going with Bonnie to

the meetings and the social functions that went with them.

c:r>e koran, pez, and pjN:

eecomiNQ a sr>RiNeR
The Shrine (Ancient Arabic Order, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine)

is easily the most conspicuous of all forms of Freemasonry and the

most far-removed from basic Masonic principles and traditions.

Many who know nothing ofMasonry in general who perhaps don't

even recognize the word "Mason" except for thinking it means

some kind of bricklayer, have at least a vague awareness of "The

Shriners."

At the mention of the word "Shriner" most will think of men in

red hats with tassels, perhaps in colorful costumes, parading,

clowning and doing some kind of public service.

If they are a little more aware than that, they will think of them

as men who have big conventions and drink a lot. Most of the

general public will go through life with no knowledge of the

existence of the Scottish Rite or the York Rite; the degrees ofthese
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Bodies and such titles as Prince Adept, Master of the Royal Secret
or Knight Templar will have no meaning at all for them.
They may never even have heard of the Blue Lodge and the

degree of Master Mason. But they will probably have heard of the

Shriners and will have some knowledge of what they do. The
Shrine, the "Show Army of Masonry," maintains a v&y high
profile.

I had been aware of the Shrine for a long time when I had only the
most vague knowledge of the rest of Freemasonry. From the time
of my very first entrance into the Lodge, I had the thought of
someday being a Shriner. It seems to me that this is true of most
Masons who go on beyond the Blue Degrees.

For this reason, one of their practices always puzzled me: after

each Reunion in the Scottish Rite, the Shriners would come
around, recruiting the new 32nd Degree Masons for the Shrine and
it seemed unnecessary. Such was the case with me. Shortly after

receiving the 32nd Degree they began approaching me about
joining. In my case they were wasting their time, for I had decided
a long time before to join them.

It is necessary to be a 32nd Degree Mason for six months before
being eligible to join the Shrine. Unlike myself in a way, I didn't
rush in as soon as the six months passed. I was fully involved in the
Blue Lodge and already was an officer in the Scottish Rite;

perhaps, also, I sensed that work in the Shrine wasn't as serious as
in Blue Lodge and the Rite. I wanted to learn— about religions and
the meaning of life— and I had plenty to learn where I was. So I

didn't enter the Shrine after the Spring Reunion when I became
eligible.

I was Chaplain in the Scottish Rite and a Degree Master. In the
Blue Lodge I was Senior Deacon and preparing to be the Junior
Warden, only two chairs away from the office of Worshipful
Master. I was very busy with all this responsibility.

The following fall however, after Reunion, I decided it was time
to enter the Shrine. Mike had come into the Scottish Rite at Spring
Reunion and was now eligible also. We went into the Shrine
together. I knew that the Shrine initiations got really rambunctious
and wondered what might happen when they laid hands roughly on
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Mike. The initiation was performed in the Coliseum before a very

large crowd of Shriners who came to see the fun. One of the first

things done was to identify the men with health problems that

might make the initiation a risk.

There were physicians there to question and examine the candi-

dates; those considered risky were separated out, had a white tape

put around the left wrist, and they simply sat while the other

candidates went through the rowdy part of it all. In this way,

because of his previous back injury, Mike was spared the hazing

and the Shrine was thus spared a demonstration of the "Honds-Off

Policy."

We began the initiation about noon that Saturday. After the medi-

cal screening came the hazing, which was very childish. Some of

it was not only childish, but downright vulgar. At one point we

were placed in a large, mesh cage, and one ofthe Shriners climbed

up on top of it. He exposed a very convincing rubber penis which

was connected to a water bag concealed in his clothing and hosed

down all of us in the cage to the delighted howls of the spectators.

After the hazing it was time for the serious part, the ritual, and

then time to take the oath. We took the obligation, again with

terrible bloody consequences if we revealed any of the "secrets"

(one form of mayhem we promised to accept was to have our

"eyeballs pierced to the center with a sharp, three-edged blade").

And, with the Koran on the altar, we sealed our solemn oath in the

name of "Allah, the God of Arab, Moslem and Mohammedan, the

God of our fathers."
2

I had taken so many bloody oaths already (one for each degree)

that I paid little attention to this one, except to notice that it, like the

rest ofthe ritual, featured desert settings, Arabs and Allah, the Mo-

hammedan god. I was disappointed and a little offended at the

childish and vulgar nature of the initiation but not really surprised.

This, after all, was the Shrine; and "fun" was the Shriners' trade-

mark.

The initiation was completed by 4 p.m., so we could all be ready

for the big celebration banquet that night. With still another

initiation behind me, I headed home to share the moment with

Bonnie and to get ready for the celebration. It was to be a BYOB
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("bring your own bottle") affair, Mike was going with us, and we
were looking forward to wearing our brand-new fezes. We enjoyed
the party, which lasted until 2 a.m.; we were Shriners at last and it

felt good.

There was no "degree work" in the Shrine for there is no actual

degree, so it didn't look like I would be learning a great deal there.

However, I looked forward to being a part of all their benevolent
community services. I was proud of my new red fez with its gold
trim and tassel.

1 didn't see how my life could be much more full— except for

one thing. I still had a spiritual emptiness; I was still in search of
a religion.

poomoccs
'In a well-ordered lodge, Jesus is never mentioned except in vague,philosophi-

cal terms. Prayers are neverprayed in His name, and when scriptures are quoted

in the ritual, all references to Him are simply omitted. For example, II Thessalo-

nians3 :6 is used in the ritual, hut not the way it is in your Bible ; the words "in the

nameofour LordJesus Christ" are entirely omitted. Likewise, the ritual includes

I Peter 2:5, hut with the words "by Jesus Christ" omitted. Albert Mackey, after

Albert Pike the highestMasonic authority, calls this changingofthe scriptures "a

slight but necessary modification" (Masonic Ritualist, pg.272)
2Every Shriner, kneeling before the Koran, takes this oath in the name ofAllah,

and acknowledges this pagan god of vengeance as his own ( "the God of our

fathers" ).And, in the ritual, he acknowledges Islam, the declared blood-enemy of
Christianity, as the one true path. ("Whoso seeketh Islam earnestly seeks true

direction:' ) How it must break the heart ofGod to hear these wordsfrom the lips

ofHis own children, particularly the leaders ofHis church.

ChapCer 8

k ReuqiON
KCLXSC

As I continued my progression "through the chairs," from office

to higher office in the Blue Lodge, I also continued to work in more

and more of the Scottish Rite degrees. As I continued to study in

the degree rituals and lectures, I developed more and more of a

clear understanding of religious beliefs and moved ever closer to

a personal religious belief of my own.

"rrne LOtxje is x qootd esiouqr>

ReUQION"
Through the years I must have heard hundreds of men say, "I

don't need to go to church— the Lodge is a good enough religion

for me." So very many such men never attend a church except with

the Lodge once a year to hear Masonry exalted. They trust Lodge

membership and their own "virtuous life" to assure them accep-

tance in the "Celestial Lodge above."

In a sense I agreed with such men, in that I believed that the

churches and synagoguesknew and taught only imperfect remnants

and perversions of the "old religions," the ancient mystery relig-

ions of the East. But I was not in agreement with them in another

sense: I was not going to be satisfied with basing my life on

77
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anything so vague. I was going to continue the search until I had
a specific, foundational religious belief. And I wasn't there yet.

'cne "cesi cornrnA^txr)esjcs
Still motivated in my search for religious understanding, I was

happy when asked to become Master of the 18th Degree. In this

degree, the Degree of the Rose Croix, I read that "The ceremonies
of this degree are interpreted by each individual according to his

own faith, for in no other way can Masonry retain its universal

character."

The degree book went on to say that the symbolism for this

degree comes from the "ankh," the Egyptian symbol for life, which
comes from Deity (God), meaning that the Egyptian gods were at

least the equal of the Christian God. It also said that "In all religions

there is a basis of truth; in all there is pure morality."

As I read these words I thought they sounded wonderful. I didn't

stop to realize that this endorsement of "all religions" included all

cruel forms of paganism with mutilation and human sacrifices,

voodoo, witchcraft (which often refers to itself as "The Old
Religion") and all forms of Satanism. The degree book tied all this

together by saying that Masonry has the mission of bringing
together "all men of all religions" under the Masonic banner and
around the Masonic altar.

The degree also features the Ten Commandments, which I

thought particularly nice, and in performing this part of the ritual

one day a very important insight came to me.

x *discurbinc; CTouqnr:
At the next Reunion this Degree ofRose Croix was exemplified.

I had my team well prepared for the performance. I was feeling

good about it— not only the "truth" I thought I was expressing, but
also the effective way we were performing the ritual. One of the

candidates in the class of initiates was the mayor of our large city,

a very important man and, in a way, my boss. As usual, one of the

men in the class was selected to actually participate, representing

the rest; we chose, of course, His Honor, the mayor.
At the end of the oath I had him kneeling at the altar, I had the

Book of the Law in my hand, and he was vowing to keep the Ten
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Commandments. As I read each one from the book, he repeated it

after me and promised to keep it. About half way through the

Commandments the thought occurred to me, "You cannot possi-

bly do what you are promising to do. I know you, and know

something of your life, and you cannot keep these Command-

ments. As a matter of fact, I don ' t think I know anyone who could."

Nevertheless, the mayor promised with a terrible oath, "So mote

it be." This interesting contradiction stayed with me, returning to

my thoughts from time to time. The vast majority of men admini-

stering and taking the oath, however, seem only to say it, get it over,

and promptly forget it.

i eecome woRsmppuu m^srep.
When my time came to be elected Worshipful Master of the Blue

Lodge I had to stop taking on extra responsibilities in the Scottish

Rite. I was already working in four degrees, plus my participation

in the Eastern Star and Shrine. Serving as Worshipful Master takes

most of the "spare time" one has, for the duties are demanding. Of

course, I had the full cooperation ofmy superiors at myjob, forthey

were Masons and were pleased with what I was doing. They gave

me plenty of time off for Masonic funerals and other extra activi-

ties, and this was never a problem.

xn iNi:eResr:iNQ rres^icnoNy
On the evening after my installation as Master we had a special

dinner party for the outgoing Master. It was very nice, with a

private party room in a large hotel, complete with its own bar.

During the party we asked the outgoing Master to share with us the

story ofhow he had entered Masonry and his progression in it. He

had already had quite a bit to drink and was very frank in the telling

of his "testimony" as a Mason.

We laughed as he told us that when he applied for membership

he was amazed that the Investigating Committee approved him for

membership. He said, "I could hardly believe that they were telling

me I was approved, for I was so drunk when they arrived that I

couldn't get up. My wife had to let them in, for even if I had been

able to get up on my feet I could not have taken the chance of

walking across the room and falling down."
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I laughed with everyone else at first. Then I was troubled by the

obvious contradiction there. One of the basic tenets of Masonry is

sobriety. Yet this Past Master was accepted for membership when
so drunk he couldn't stand up and walk. This troubling thought,

like the one about the Ten Commandments, stayed with me.

cneopy
We had regular luncheons at the Acacia Club, for Masons only.

We would usually have a drink at the bar, then go into the club room
and have lunch. After lunch we always had a speaker.

One such speaker was a Methodist preacher, a dedicated Mason
and a student of the Ancient Mysteries. He had a strange and
interesting theory to the effect that Masonry was actually founded
by Nimrod at the building of the Tower of Babel, Ofcourse I knew
nothing of the Bible, so accepted everything he said as truth.

Now that I have made a study of the Scriptures I know that they

teach no such thing. However, having also learned much of the

dark and shadowy origins of Masonry, I realize that the strange

preacher may not have been so far from the truth.

My year as Worshipful Master of the Blue Lodge was a pleasant

experience. I enjoyed the work in the weekly meetings and bring-

ing classes through the first three degrees. It was also nice being
treated with such respect and being called "Worshipful" and
"Master."

Because the office required so much ofmy time and energy, my
thoughts were once more really focused on the Blue Lodge (rather

than on the Scottish rite degrees and the Shrine work). I had
questioned things almost from my beginnings in Masonry, not that

I was skeptical, but because I wanted so much to learn and to

understand. I wasn't satisfied just to sit through it, say it and get it

over with; I wanted to learn. Masonry was giving meaning to my
life, and I wanted to grasp it all.

WDAjC is k cowxn?
I remembered a question that occurred to me during one of the

very first lectures I heard. It was about Masonic origins and the

lecturer said that the name
4<

Blue Lodge" came from "our ancient

brethren who met on the high hills and low vales at night, meeting

under the starry canopy of Heaven," the blue sky. The lecture went

on to say that the ancient brethren set guards "to keep off cowans

and eavesdroppers."

My mind grabbed onto the word "cowan," as I had never heard

it before. After the meeting I asked the Tiler (the officer in the

Lodge responsible for guarding the door and keeping cowans and

other "profane" persons out of the hall) what a cowan is. Since it

was his duty to keep them out, I assumed that he would know what

they were.

He looked puzzled, and finally said, "I think it is a no-good bum

.

So I asked about a dozen other men (including all the officers) the

same question that night and no one could tell me what a cowan is.

Many years later I finally learned that it is an old term for an

untrained builder of walls who hadn't the knowledge of stone

masonry and who in the middle ages could be found eavesdropping

on meetings of builders' guilds, trying to learn their secrets.

This questioning became a pattern in my life as a Mason. It

sometimes got me in trouble but it also made me a much better-

informed Mason than most. Had anyone asked me, when I was

Worshipful Master, what a "cowan" was, I could have answered

the question. But no one ever asked.

cne junior wxpxxrN Leaves x^e
uroqe

While I was Worshipful Master the man who was Junior Warden

asked me one day about the Bible. He pointed out that in the ritual

we say that the Bible is a "rule and guide for faith and practice" and

that it teaches that the Christian God is the only true one and that

Jesus is the only means of salvation.

Yet, he reminded me, we teach in the Lodge that all religions are

valid. He pointed out to me that there is a contradiction there and

-
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asked me to explain it to him. When I couldn't do it he left the
Lodge and renounced Masonry. I thought he was a bit extreme but
never forgot the question. This man had been a dedicated Mason
and a hard worker in the Lodge, only two chairs away from being
Worshipful Master. He left it all for Jesus and the Bible.

cnoRe QuesnoNS wirrnour:
XNJSWeRS

With the closing of my year as Worshipful Master I returned to
the work in the Scottish Rite with all my might. I studied more of
the degrees, studied the references in "Morals and Dogma" and
other sources and continued to ask questions. As before, my
questions continued to be met with annoyed silence or advice to
"Stop asking questions that have no answer and just follow the
Ritual/' I asked so many questions the Secretary finally had a
special meeting of the officers to deal with the "problem" I was
creating.

When they told me that my questions had no answers and that I

should be satisfied just to follow the books, I said my piece.* I told
that body of officers that I believed the answers were there but that
no one cared enough to find them.
For example, I wanted to know why we were called "Scottish"

Rite, when the degrees and the system originated in France. "Why
not call it the French Rite?" I asked. Again there was no answer,
and the conference concluded with, "Just stick to the Ritual and
stop trying to write your own opinions into the system. It is
Scottish, no matter what anyone else may say."
In spite of the special meeting's conclusions, several of the

officers approached me later and asked how I had learned these
things that were so disturbing. I gladly shared with them my
irrefutable Masonic sources and they seemed to be taking it all in.

But it didn't change anything. Their interest was only mild and
temporary. They had no real desire to know the truth.

I began to realize that there are two classes of Masons: one that
just sits through the meetings; and the other that does the work, but
just keeps to the Ritual and memorizes or reads it without under-
standing.
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I really didn't fit into either category but was still blind to the

Bible and its truth. So I kept on asking. I continued searching for

answers in the degrees and other writings of the Masonic authori-

ties.

k icNiqnr: comrnxN'oeR op r:r>e

coupx: op noNOR
In spite of the fact that I was "making waves" with all my

questioning and seeking for understanding, I continued to make

real progress in the Rite and to accumulate honors and recognition.

There is a special honor, beyond the 32nd Degree, called "Knight

Commander of the Court ofHonor " (K.C.C.H.). With the lifetime

title goes a special red cap with the K.C.C.H. emblem. It was a

happy day when I was notified that I had been selected (by the 33rd

Degree representatives) to receive this high honor.

In order to receive the K.C.C.H. it was necessary forme to travel

to a distant city. Since Bonnie was working she was not able to go

along, so Mike said he would go with me. We were given time off

from ourjobs to make the trip (our superiors were pleased about it

all) even though it wasn't necessary for Mike to go. We took the

train to the Conclave, and it was a pleasant trip. I was excited and

Mike was happy for me.

There was a great deal ofdrinking at the Conclave and it bothered

me. "Why must we always do so much drinking?" I asked myself,

but had no answer. I enjoyed a little drinking and did it regularly.

But it bothered me that there was always so much of it and that it

played such a major role in the Masonic life. I received the Honor

and we enjoyed a banquet after the ceremony. The next morning

there was a meeting in the Lodge Hall and a lecture was given by

the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Florida, a very prominent

Mason. I felt honored by all of it.

That afternoon Mike and I took the train back home. As we

reflected on it all, he said that he hoped he could become a

K.C.C.H. someday and I said that was my hope also. Bonnie was

glad to see me, was proud of the honor I had received, and thought

I looked distinguished in my snappy new red cap.
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k Reuqious eeuep kc Lxsr:
It was time again to be getting ready for Reunion and there was

much to be prepared as I was now working in four degrees at once.
As I studied more and more, I saw with increasing clarity that

Masonry teaches that whatever a man sincerely and conscien-
tiously believes is truth, and that all religions are ofequal worth and
validity. Thus, Jesus Christ is reduced to the level of the other
"exemplars" such as Buddha, Mohammed, Confucius, Pythagoras
and Emmanuel Swedenborg.
Albert Mackey wrote (in The Masonic Ritualist), "Thus the

trestleboard (blueprint for life) of the Jew is the Old Testament, of
the Mohammedan the Koran; the Veda Scriptures ofHinduism and
the writings of Baha-ullah are just as good as the Word of the
Christians' God, for the fact is that all religions are never as good
as the pure teachings of Freemasonry.

1 T

Albert Mackey, that eminent Masonic leader and philosopher
who believed that all the religions of man are of equal validity, but
are inferior to the "pure teachings of Masonry," also believed in

reincarnation. As a matter of fact, Mackey believed that in one of
his previous lives on earth he had been Jacques DeMolay, the
medieval soldier crusader who was burned at the stake in France
for betraying the faith and victimizing pilgrims in the Holy Land.

'

A. SepJOUS CONTRADICTION
Of course, there are immediate problems here because many of

these religious systems that are "all correct" or of "equal validity"
claim to be the only valid and correct one. So it becomes obvious
that they cannot all be "right" or ofequal validity. But my mind was
not prepared to see this serious contradiction. I accepted this idea
that it doesn't really matter what you believe as long as you are
sincere. To undergird and hold together this unsubstantial assort-

ment of contradictory beliefs, there was the theory of reincarna-
tion.

As Mike and I finished up the degree work in still another
Reunion, we discussed the lecture he gave in the 25th Degree and
the one I gave in the 32nd Degree. Neither of us had ever studied
the Bible. No one had ever witnessed to us plainly about Jesus as

the Redeemer, and so we decided that we would find the truth about

religion in the degrees. Mike had been a Catholic in Scotland, but

had left all that behind when he came to America. He said, "I don't

want any more to do with Christianity."

we emep-xce rcincxrnx^ion
With the degree work and other Masonic writings as our source,

we finally decided that the truth lay in reincarnation and that if we

would try to live a good life now, be good to our brother Masons,

help the sick and attend to good deeds in general, when we died we

would enter the next life on a higher plane — just like going

through a door. However, if we did not try to live right and do well

in this life, then we could expect to go through that door into a 1ower

form of life, perhaps as a barbarian in the Dark Ages, or a poor

wretch living in ignorance and poverty in the Far East.

We remembered, for example, the exemplification of the 31st

degree. In this degree the candidate, as a typical man who has just

died, is defending his life before the gods and goddesses of Egypt.

The candidate tells of his good works in his just-ended life and of

his hope for a better incarnation in the next. As the candidate tells

ofeach work he has done, one of the Egyptian deities drops a stone

into the pan of a scale. As the last stone is dropped into the pan by

the god Anubis (a man with a ram's head), the scale tips and Osiris

and Isis, who are presiding, say, "Weighed in the balance and

found wanting." The candidate listens then as the Soul of Cheres,

symbol of immortality, is brought before the Chamber of the Dead

and he learns that he must improve in his next life in order to

advance in the cycle of reincarnation.

k dual commicmeNr
So we decided to accept the doctrine of reincarnation and made

a dual commitment. We made a commitment to the concept as a

religious belief. We also made a commitment to one another to do

the best we could in this life so as to be together on a higher plane

in the next. We examined all the evidence at our disposal, made a

decision, and then a sincere commitment to try to live up to it.
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Mike and I thought that somehow, by accepting reincarnation

and doing the best we could, we would someday find ourselves
together in that "Grand Lodge on High/'

Bonnie really didn't agree with us concerning reincarnation but
didn't say much about it. She seemed to know something, way
down deep, that we didn't know. But she didn't object to our
decision and commitment and we pressed on.

At last, I had a religion ofmy own! I had the religion ofMasonry
(the Egyptian Mystery Religion of Isis and Osiris) with its under-
girding doctrine ofreincarnation and the Lodge really was "a good
enough religion for me,"

'The Order ofDemolay, Masonic organization for boys loo young to enter the

Lodge, is namedfor Jaques DeMolay, regarded in Masonic tradition as a hero.

Chtxpt

rrne

srropro
With a religion ofmy own, at last, I entered into a period of four

satisfying years. It was a time of steady, single-minded work and

accomplishment, a stable period of progress. In my work in the

Scottish Rite, especially, they were years of fulfillment. But with

the satisfaction of the work and the learning, there were some

disappointments and a measure of disillusionment.

•DisxppoiNxrmeNr: in cne snpJNe
Soon after becoming a K.C.C.H., I spoke to the Illustrious

Potentate of the Shrine about the possibility ofmy "moving up" to

the office of Illustrious Potentate. I was working in the Shrine as

much as my responsibilities in the Scottish Rite and Blue Lodge

would allow. As a matter of fact, I was one of the hardest workers

in our Shrine Lodge. I had become one of that committed few upon

whom the Potentate depended to keep things going. Every organi-

zation, it seems, has such people who do most of the work.

you tx)Nt: QUMjpy
When I told him I was interested in becoming "Illustrious

Potentate" someday (this office, like that of Worshipful Master in

87
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the Blue Lodge, is held for only one year), I Thought he would be
pleased— that he would encourage me to seek it.

Instead, he looked at me a moment and then said, "Jim, you can
never expect to be Illustrious Potentate in the Shrine. The office

requires someone with more money and a nicer house than you
have. This office requires entertaining visiting Potentates and
other important people and you would not be able to do that

properly. You may as well forget it.'
1

This really took me by surprise and it hurt my feelings. Once
again, I saw a sharp contrast between the seriousness and depth of
the Blue Lodge and Scottish Rite and the shallow, social and public
relations emphases of the Shrine.

rr>e mx-sckp. poocmix Q*jme
Another disappointment came as I continued to work hard in the

Shrine. I was appointed to a demanding and responsible job in

connection with the All-Star Football Game we sponsored in order
to raise money to build and operate our bum centers and hospitals
for children. I was responsible for all arrangements for lodging,
feeding and entertaining the coaches, players and others involved
in putting on the game itself.

I was saddened and disillusioned by the vast amount of money
that was spent on accommodations and entertainment for all these
people, rather than going into the hospitals themselves. It really
troubled me. But I soon learned that there was nothing I could do
about it. So I just did my job and took comfort in the money that did
go into the building and operation of the hospitals. But I couldn't
forget it and it continued to trouble me.

cnxsrrep. op mx sco^rcisn \uxze
BCTDieS

I went on working diligently in the Scottish Rite degrees, learn-
ing more and more about the "Old Religion" that had become my
own, and believing that I was growing spiritually. During the next
four years I continued to work in still more degrees, to make
occasional waves by asking questions (which still went largely
unanswered) and to gather recognition and honors.
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By the end of this time I had become, in succession, Masterof all

four of the Scottish Rite Bodies and served as such with success

and satisfaction. I had become, without seeking to be, the man

generally looked upon as the outstanding leader in the Rite— the

one most likely to "really amount to something."

Except for all my questioning and seeking for knowledge and

understanding, I maintained harmonious and friendly relation-

ships with all in the system. I was a little "hard-nosed" in my

insistence on getting the job done, maintained a no-nonsense

attitude about the work and demanded excellence of those work-

ing with me. But it was all positive, except for a few lazy ones I

wouldn't tolerate, and the results were consistently good.

By becoming Master of all four Bodies I had accomplished

something seldom done. I felt good thinking of how much I had

learned in the process and had satisfaction, both in the sense ofjobs

well done and ofgrowing in my religion. I had my roots down deep

in the "Ancient Mystery Religions," was depending upon reincar-

nation and my good works to eventually get me into that "Celestial

Lodge on High" and I was growing rapidly in terms of responsibil-

ity and accomplishment in the Lodge. I felt good about it all, and

wondered how it could be any better. I soon found out.

qooo News xn*d exr> News
Fall Reunion was a hard but good one with a large class of

candidates coming through. At the end of Reunion I was told that

I was being considered for the 33rd Degree.

The 33rd Degree! This was almost too good to be real! I was

K.C.C.H. and Past Masterof all Scottish Rite Bodies and that was

a lot of success and honor for one who had been an abandoned little

boy. The thought that I might also be given the 33rd Degree made

my head swim.

The 33rd Degree cannot be earned or bought. As a matter of fact,

it cannot even be sought, for to ask for or seek it means automatic

and permanent disqualification for the honor.

The Supreme Council ofthe 33rd Degree, seated in Washington,

D.C. at the House of the Temple, reaches down and selects those

it chooses. Except for a seat on the Supreme Council itself, this
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honor is the end of the line— there is none higher. Not only that,

I had been a K.C.C.H. for only four years. A man cannot even be
considered for the 33rd Degree until he has been a K.C.CH, four

years. I was being considered for the 33rd in the minimum time!

I was told that in about six months I would be notified as to

whether I would actually be granted the 33rd. I thought, even if I

were not selected, what an honor it was even to be considered!

Along with this almost unbelievably good news I began to notice

a problem in my work and increasing difficulty on the job. In my
work with the Port Authority I needed to be able to see names and
numbers of ships and boats at a distance. Rather quickly, this

became a problem. No matter how hard I tried, I noticed I could not
read the names and numbers clearly from a distance as I had always
been able to do.

Thinking I only needed to get some glasses that would solve the

problem, I went to see an optician. He examined me and said he had
bad news for me. He couldn't help me with the problem by
prescribing glasses for distant vision. As a matter of fact, he said

that he couldn't help me at all. He said that I had a progressive

cataract developing on my left eye and would need to see a

physician.

k "doctor wrcr> simpLe qoot)
News

I went home and told Bonnie what had happened. She said she
knew of an ophthalmologist she could recommend. This doctor
had helped a lady she knew and she felt that he was the one I should
see. This recommendation of Bonnie's was perhaps the most
important turning point in my life. Of course I had no way of
knowing it at the time. Simply doing what seemed the logical thing

at the time, and with not the slightest inkling of the importance of
what I was doing, I called his office and made an appointment.

K BOVO t>1AQNOS1S
When the day arrived I went to the doctor's office. My time came

and I went into the examining room to wait for my pupils to dilate.

The doctor came in, spoke with me briefly and began to examine

my eyes. In what seemed to be a very short time, he completed his

examination and then proceeded to give me a bold and startling

diagnosis.

This man looked as if he were looking right through me for a

moment and then said, "Mr. Shaw, it is true. You do have a

developing cataract on your left eye, and there is one coming on

your right eye also; but while your physical vision is bad, that isn't

your real problem. Your real problem is with your spiritual

vision."

I sat there feeling a strange kind ofemotional impact, wondenng

what he meant.

Before I could ask, he spoke again with the same powerful

simplicity and asked, "Mr. Shaw, are you saved?"

This time I did reply, and I asked him, "Saved from what?"

He said, "I mean, have you ever received the Lord Jesus Christ

as your Savior and made Him the Lord of your life?"

By this time I was regaining my usual ability to carry on such

verbal exchanges and, with a religious haughtiness rising up within

me, I said to him, "Sir, I know more about religion than you do—
as a matter of fact I know more about religion than most people will

ever know!"

But he was neither impressed nor taken aback by my proud

declaration. Without taking his eyes from mine or changing his

expression he asked me, "But what do you know about salvation?
"

Suddenly I had no more spirit for this exchange. I sensed that I

was up against something very powerful, and said quietly, "I will

think it over and let you know" and left as quickly as I could.

i*\'ne is k Reuqious pxnattic"

I left the doctor's office and went to my boss's office. I knew that

I had a serious problem with my eyes and thought that I may have

another problem of a different kind— one that I definitely didn't

understand.

I asked my boss if I could take a two-week leave. He said, "Sure,

Jim" and I went home to call my half-brother in Indianapolis. He

was a Mason also, and I thought he might give me some advice. I
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told him what had happened, what the doctor had said, and he
quickly gave me his opinion.

"That man is a religious fanatic," he told me. "You take the next
plane here and I will meet you at the airport. Then I'll take you to

see my ophthalmologist." The next plane left at 9 o'clock the
following morning and I was on it.

"QO BXCK. hO(T)e XNt) TX>

wmrrevep. r>e rreixs you''
"When I arrived in Indianapolis my half-brother was waiting. He

told me that I had an appointment with his doctor for the next day
and took me to his home to rest and wait. The following day the
doctor there examined me and then asked me where I lived. I told

him where I lived, and also what the other doctor had said about my
eyes (I didn't mention what the other man had said about my
spiritual vision).

He replied, "I will look the man up in our Register."

When he came back into the examining room he said to me, "Mr.
Shaw, you have the very best medical facilities available to you in

Florida, and the doctor who examined you there is one of the very
best. My advice to you is to go straight home and do whatever he
says."

My brother wasn't at all pleased. I was feeling a strange combi-
nation of dread and excited anticipation. There seemed to be no
alternative except to do as he said. But what, I wondered, would
that strange and intense doctor in Florida tell me to do?

iNCRexsiNQ KJsjowueoqe xktd
qrowinc; "DiscompDRr:

Back home, I made another appointment and went to see the
doctor. There was an unexpected complication: I had an infection

in my eyelids. He said that he would not be able to operate for at

least six weeks. So I returned to work and went each week for the
next six weeks to be treated for the infection. Each time when I

went to see the doctor for examination and treatment, he spoke to

me about God's plan of salvation and my need of Jesus as my

^
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personal redeemer. He spoke to me about the Lord and quoted

verses of Scripture.

sexRcniNQ zne scpjpr:up_es

His speaking to me this way no longer offended me. The verses

of Scripture he quoted seemed to go way down inside ofme. Some

of them seemed to explode down there, stirring things I could

neither describe nor understand. I decided that I would look up the

verses he spoke of and read them for myself. The more I thought

of it the more strongly I wanted to do it.

I had no Bible to read except for the big one on the coffee table.

Bonnie had bought it when we were married and said that it would

be our "family Bible." But it had lain there all those years without

being read. At last it was opened and I began to look up the verses

the doctor quoted and read them in their context. They sounded

good as I read them. I would go back and read some of them again

and again.

As the weeks passed I would sometimes wake up in the night

thinking about one of the verses, get up and go into the living room

to read it from that big Bible. The Scriptures definitely spoke to me

— to needs deep within me. I noticed that they continued to speak

to me, reverberating with meaning, no matter how many times I

had read them. Those Bible verses were different from anything I

had ever read before. They seemed alive.

There was a definite conflict going on within me as the Scriptures

collided in my understanding with the teachings of the Masonic

authorities and philosophers. I could feel the clouds swirling in my

mind and was vaguely troubled, but didn't try to understand it. I

just continued to read the big Bible in the living room, listen to the

doctor as he witnessed to me, and do my Lodge work as well as I

possibly could.

cne scRiprruRes weixe so simpLei

I didn't try to sort it all out or understand it. But I did notice

something that became clearer and clearer. In addition to the

strange "life" I sensed in the Scriptures, I noticed how simple their

message was compared with the complexity of the Masonic writ-

ings.
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cr>e coNpucc comes isrco pocus
I had the surgery on my left eye and it was successful. With new

glasses I could see well with that eye and after two weeks I went
back to work. The operation on the right eye was scheduled to be
done in six months. As surely as my vision was coming into clearer

focus after the surgery, so was the conflict between the teachings

of the Bible and the teachings of Masonry. I was increasingly

aware of this in general terms, but it became clear in specifics when
I gave the 32nd Degree Lecture at the next Coronation.

oNe or cne omeR wxs wronq
I had been understudy for some time to the judge who gave the

Lecture of the 32nd Degree before I began to give it myself. I had
heard it or given it many, many times and knew it well. Reunion
was coming up, and Mike and I were making preparations. I

studied all ofmy work thoroughly— the 32nd Degree Lecture with

particular care. As I studied the lecture, and when I delivered it to

the new class of 32nd Degree Masons, I saw that there was a

significant difference here. I saw for the first time how different

from the teachings of the Bible was the lecture, this summing up
of all the Masonic teachings the men had gone through in working
up to this climactic degree. There was a difference there— one that

could not be reconciled and I saw it clearly.

Either the "Old Religions" and the teachings of Masonry are

right and the Bible is wrong, or the Bible is right and the "Old
Religions" and Masonic teachings are wrong. Both could not be
right. It was, I now saw clearly, that simple.

ON K COLLISION COURSe Wir*> K
cnoice

With this fundamental conflict now clearly in focus in my
understanding, I saw the long-range implications of it all. Masonry
taught salvation by works, depending on one's own "virtuous life"

to redeem him. The Bible teaches salvation by grace, depending on
the perfect life of Jesus and His atoning death for us. Masonry
teaches that Jesus is no greater than the other "exemplars" of
history (such as Mohammed, Buddah, Aristotle or Joseph Smith),

j.
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and was neither divine nor inspired. The Bible teaches that Jesus

is God the Son, that He has always existed, and that no man can be

reconciled to God the Father except through Him. ' There is a

choice to be made here—I saw this clearly—and I was on a

collision course with that choice.

seewNq tme couNseL op o^r>eRS
Seeing clearly the conflict and the choice it demanded, I began,

discreetly, to seek the counsel of others. I spoke with Bonnie and

Mikeaboutit, and with a few other close friends. I even went to see

the Methodist preacher who had lent me the book of John Wesley's

prayers when I was made Chaplain of the Lodge of Perfection. He

really wasn't much help. He was not a zealous Mason and seldom

attended Lodge meetings, but had no intention of leaving the

Lodge altogether. He wasn't going to make that kind of trouble for

himself! No one seemed to understand as clearly as I did. Bonnie

came close, but none ofthem really saw the conflict and the choice

it demanded, probably because they had not been reading the

Scriptures as I had.

oie uqr*c ©Rexics ^cnROuqn
During one of my regular visits to the doctor after the operation

on my left eye, I was sitting in one of his examination rooms,

waiting for him to come to check me. I am very much inclined to

read whenever I must wait, no matter how brief the waiting period,

so I looked around to see what was in there that 1 might read until

he came. There was not a thing in that room to read, except a Bible.

I picked it up, opened it to John 's Gospel, and began to read again

some of the verses I had read so many times in chapters one, three

and four. Then, turning over to chapter six, I began to read verses

I had not read before.

My eyes seemed to move quickly over the words of Jesus: "I am

the bread of life; he that cometh to me shall never hunger; and he

that believeth on me shall neverthirst. ..him that cometh tome I will

in no wise cast out...and this is the will of him that sent me, that

every one which seeth the Son, and believeth on him, may have

everlasting life: and I will raise him up at the last day."
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mey txxrjs rrnis p.ejoxy erRue?"
Then my eyes beheld verse 47, "Verily, verily, I say unto you, he

that believeth on me hath everlasting life."

In spite of all the verses and passages of Scripture I had already
read, and for reasons probably known only to God, this verse
reached down inside me and grabbed my heart. I was staggered
with the simplicity of what it said and the power of what it did to
me. Trumpet fanfares inside my head could not have more effec-
tively locked my attention on that simple verse, or more clearly
shown its importance to me. It was doing powerful things, both in
my heart and in my understanding.

"Could it really be true," I wondered, "that it could all be so
simple? Could this really be true?"
Without thinking about courtesy or propriety in a large doctor's

office, I called out loudly, "Hey, Doc!"
When, after a few seconds, he looked into the room where I was

sitting, I pointed to that verse and asked, "Is this really true?"
He looked at the page, read the verse my finger was on and said,

'Sure. Yes, Jim, of course it's true."

'cr>\s ttcne re wxs p_e\L
When one has been exposed to Masonic religion and philosophy

with all its confusion, doubt and doubletalk, for as long as I had
been, it is hard to believe the simple truth when finally confronted
with it— even the living truth of the Bible.
After being really convinced of the truth of the "Old Religion"

and the doctrine of reincarnation, after believing and teaching
others that Jesus was neither divine nor unique, it is not at all simple
or easy to accept the truth that He is divine and unique.
Even though the doctor had been quoting Scriptures to me for

nearly six months, and I had been studying them myself, there had
been much confusion within me about it all.

But the supernatural power of the words of God had been doing
their work within me and the simple truth of this verse suddenly
broke through the clutter of tangled concepts in my mind.
The light of Truth suddenly broke through the fog of confusion

and doubt.

.

It was TRUE! It was really that simple and it was TRUE! I had

told Doc on occasion before that I believed the verses he spoke of,

but I really hadn't. Much of that time I had been playing mind

games with him. Now I did — I really did! This time I wasn't

playing any mind games; this time it was real.

someeniNq iNSire me cnxNqeo
With the realization that the simple message of John 6:47 is true,

a dark power within me was broken, a door in my heart opened and

light came flooding into me. I felt an overwhelming sense of

gladness and sadness— a rush of mixed emotions swirling within

me.

I didn't try to interpret what I was feeling, but it was definitely a

breakthrough of truth. I really knew it was truth and I was never the

same again. Something inside me had changed, something that

opened my eyes to truth and error, and the change was permanent.

I would see things differently from that day on.

xn opeRxciON. k ppj^yeR xstd x
nuRpjcxNe

The time came for me to have the second operation, the one to

remove the cataract on my right eye, and I went back into the

hospital confident that it would turn out as well as the first one. I

wasn't worried at all. When the operation was over and I was back

in my room, someone came in and took me by the hand.

I couldn't see, for both eyes were bandaged. When I asked him

who he was, he said that he was the doctor's pastor.

He said, "Mr. Shaw, I just came from the operating room. The

doctor always prays for his patients, and he and I prayed for you—
before and after the surgery."

His words penetrated clear to the center of me and shook my
emotions loose. I had never before, to my knowledge, had anyone

really pray for me, never, and I choked on the significance of it.

When I could speak again I said to him, "Sir, as soon as I get out

of the hospital and am able, I will be at your church."

He squeezed my hand and left me to think about it all. It was an

overwhelming experience but definitely a good one.
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Before my recuperation was complete a hurricane approached
and the hospital authorities were asking all patients who were able
to leave to do so. I was making much more rapid recovery than had
been expected, so I called Bonnie and asked her to come get me.
As she drove me home, I told her that although people from the
doctor's church had visited me and had prayed for me, not one
person from the Lodge had been there to see me. She told me that
she had announced to the Eastern Star members that I was having
the surgery. But not a one ofthem had come. The contrast was clear
and unmistakable.

The physical hurricane that was approaching was paralleled, if

not exceeded, by the spiritual and emotional one building up inside
of me.

\-OOCnOOC

'See Appendix A, "Masonic Doctrine Versus Christian Doctrine.

"
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The hurricane came and went without any harm to us. But the one

within me continued to gather force. It seemed strange, from my

point of view, for all the people around me seemed calm. Even the

doctor was no longer speaking much to me about the Lord, for I

wasn't seeing him regularly. Bonnie was quietly supportive, but

we really didn't say much about it. Mike and my other friends went

on with life. It was "business as usual" around me. but definitely

not that way inside of me.

rre niqnes^ mxsosnc "Decree
Easter was approaching and one quiet morning I was at home

recuperating from the second operation when the doorbell rang. It

was a special delivery letter from the Supreme Council in

Washington, notifying me that I had been selected for the 33rd

Degree.

I could hardly believe it was true! This honor is one most Masons

never even think of receiving. It was just too much, too far out of

reach, beyond limits of reality. It was unreal to think I had actually

been selected. It was an honorjust to be considered for this ultimate

degree and I had actually been selected, chosen by that small and

powerful group, the Supreme Council of the 33rd Degree.

I called Bonnie to share the good news with her. In talking with

her, I surprised myself by asking her if she thought I should accept

it.

99
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"What a strange thing to ask her." I thought. But before I could
contemplate it she said, "Why, sure you should accept it. You have
worked so hard for so long to get there— by all means you should
accept it."

So I returned my acceptance immediately and began making
plans for the trip.

1 crwDe ic on my own
With plenty of time to reflect, I thought about my long climb up

the mountain of Masonry in search of light. I thought about the
odds against anyone's ever making it to the 33rd Degree. I realized
that in my case the odds had been even greater. I had made it by hard
work and dedication alone. Some men have an edge on selection
because of their wealth, political power or prominence. I had none
of these.

Like the day I had carried the man all the way to the top of"Shaw
Hill" between Camp Butner and Raleigh, I had made it to the top
of the Masonic mountain because I was willing to make the effort
required and refused to quit. Thinking of this, I felt particularly
good about it and wished my mother could know.

I had come a long way since leaving the front gate that terrible day
so many years ago. I had come the distance with no help from Uncle
Irvm. Who would have thought that the lonely walk, begun so
many years ago by that frightened little 13-year-old boy, would
have led to this point? I had reached the pinnacle— made it all the
way to the top.

Some of the most prominent and influential men in the world
would undoubtedly be there to participate when I was given this
ultimate degree— for me— little Jimmy Shaw, who had gone to
work at age five and made it alone since age 13. They would be
there to give the 33rd Degree to me. It was really a bit difficult to
take it all in.

3 t>xys kxz xrne roouNrrxiN cop
In order to receive the 33rd Degree it was necessary to go to

Washington, D.C. The initiation and related functions were to last
three days.

L.

Since Bonnie could participate in practically none of the things

I would be doing each day, she decided not to go along. We were

both excited as I made preparations to leave. But I was not as

excited as I expected to be. The edge was taken off the excitement

because, in me, it was mixed with a considerable amount of

conviction. Way down deep there was a growing restlessness, an

increasing conflict, produced by the things the doctor had been

sharing and by all the Scripture I had been reading. Preparing to

receive this "ultimate honor" was not as thrilling as it might

otherwise have been.

XRRiviNq Kso rrne nouse op me
cempLe

I flew into Washington National Airport and took a taxi to the

House of the Temple on Northwest 16th Street. Upon arriving at

the Temple I was met by a receptionist who asked if I were there

to receive the 33rd Degree. Iwas surprised to find a woman in those

sacred Masonic precincts, but said that I was and showed her my
letter from the Supreme Council. She then told me that in order to

receive the degree, I would be expected to make a "minimum

donation" of a very large amount of money (at least it was a "very

large" amount for me). This took me completely by surprise for

there had not been a word about any such "minimum donation" in

the letter sent me by the Supreme Council. I didn't carry that much

money with me and had left my checkbook at home but was able

to borrow the money from one of the other men and gave it to her.

We candidates were all unhappy about this unpleasant surprise and

grumbled to one another about it, but were not unhappy enough to

forsake the degree over it. We were too close to the "top of the

mountain" to turn back at that point.

me uempie rcsetp
The House of the Temple is quite impressive— a bit awesome,

really. Standing large, grey and silent on the east side of Northwest

16th Street, between "R" and "S" Streets, it looms very wide and

tall from the curb. There is a huge expanse of granite pavement in

front of it, including three levels of narrowing steps as the entrance
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is approached. Flanking the entrance are two Sphinx-like granite

lions with women's heads, the neck ofone entwined by a cobra and
decorated with the "ankh" (the Egyptian symbol of life and deity).

Adorning the neck and breast ofthe other is an image ofa woman,
symbolic of fertility and procreation. In the pavement, just in front

of the tall bronze doors, are two Egyptian swords with curved, ser-

pentine blades and, between the two swords, brass letters, set into

stone, saying, 'The Temple of the Supreme Council of the Thirty-

Third and Last Degree of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite."

Over the tall, bronze doors, cut into the stone, is the statement,

"Freemasonry Builds Its Temples in the Hearts ofMen and Among
Nations."

'

High above the entrance, partially concealed by stone columns,
is an elaborate image of the Egyptian sun god, backed with
radiating sun and flanked by six large, golden snakes.

Inside is elegance: polished marble, exotic wood, gold and statu-

ary. There are offices, a library, dining room, kitchen, Council
Room, "Temple Room" and a large meeting room. This room is

like a luxurious theater, rather elegantly furnished and decorated.

The ceiling is dark blue, with lights set into it to give the

appearance of stars. These lights can even be made to "twinkle"
like stars in the sky. There is a stage, well-equipped, and it is all

very nicely done. But the thing that is most noticeable is the way
the walls are decorated with serpents. There are all kinds; some
very long and large. Many of the Scottish Rite degrees include the

representation of serpents and I recognized them among those
decorating the walls.

It was all most impressive and gave me a strange mixture of the
sensations of being in a temple and in a tomb— something sacred
but threatening. I saw busts of outstanding men of the Rite includ-

ing two of Albert Pike, who is buried there in the wall.

iNcrepvieweo ey rr>e supreme
COUNCIL

The first day was devoted to registration, briefings and inter-

views. We were called into one of the offices, one at a time, and
interviewed by three members of the Supreme Council.
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When my turn came I was ushered into the office and seated. The

very first question I was asked was, "Of what religion are you?"

Not long before this I would have answered with something like,

"I believe the Ancient Mysteries, the 'Old Religion/ and I believe

in reincarnation." However, without thinking at all about how to

answer, I found myself saying. 'T am a Christian."

Then, to my surprise and theirs, I asked of them, "Are you men

born again?" The man in charge quickly stopped me by saying,

"We're not here to talk about that — we are here to ask you

questions."
,

After they sent me back out I sat down and thought about it. When

the next man came out, I asked him, "Did they ask you if you are

a Christian?" He said, "Yes, they did."

"What did you tell them?" I asked, and he replied, "I told them

'Hell no, and I never intend to be!'"

Then he said a strange thing to me, "They said I'm going higher,

and he left through a different door, looking pleased.

eecomiNq x soveReiQN qr^nd
iNSpeecoR qeNCRAL

The second day was the day of the actual initiation, held in the

theater-like meeting room. Those of us who were receiving the

degree were seated and the ceremony was "exemplified" (acted

out in full costume) before us, in the same way that we had

performed the lesser degrees of the Scottish Rite all those years^

The parts in the exemplification were played by men of the 33rd

Degree.

The representative candidate was dressed in black trousers,

barefooted, bareheaded and draped in a long, black robe that

reminded me of a very long, black raincoat. He had a black

cabletow around his neck but was not hoodwinked. During the

initiation he was led around the stage, conducted by two men with

swords, as the degree was performed for us.

Instructions and signs were given. Upon the altar were four "holy

books" (the Bible, the Koran, the Book of the Law and the Hindu

Scriptures). At one point the "candidate" was told to kiss the book
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"of your religion" and, representing us all, he leaned forward and
did so. I remembered the First Degree initiation, when I was told
to kiss the Bible, and at that moment something came full cycle. It
was the final such kiss to be a part of my life.

W1Ne IN K nUTDA.N SKULL
When it was time for the final obligation we all stood and

repeated the oath with the representative candidate, administered
by the Sovereign Grand Inspector General. We then swore true
allegiance to the Supreme Council of the 33rd Degree, above all
other allegiances, and swore never to recognize any other brother
as being a member of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry unless he
also recognizes the supreme authority of "this Supreme Council."
One of the Conductors then handed the "candidate" a human

skull, upside down, with wine in it.

^

With all of us candidates repeating after him, he sealed the oath,
"May this wine I now drink become a deadly poison to me, as the
Hemlock juice drunk by Socrates, should I ever knowingly or
willfully violate the same" (the oath).

He then drank the wine. A skeleton (one of the brothers dressed
like one— he looked very convincing) then stepped out of the
shadows and threw his arms around the "candidate." Then he (and
we) continued the sealing of the obligation by saying, "And may
these cold arms forever encircle me should I ever knowingly or
willfully violate the same."
The Sovereign Grand Commander closed the meeting of the

Supreme Council "with the Mystic Number," striking with his
sword five, three, one and then two times. After the closing prayer,
we all said "amen, amen, amen," and it was over.

PRomiNeN^: roes/ xzook pkjlxz
There were some extremely prominent men there that day,

including a Scandinavian King, two former presidents of the
United States, an internationally prominent evangelist, two other
internationally prominent clergymen, and a very high official of
the federal government, the one who actually presented me with
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the certificate of the 33rd Degree. Some made only brief appear-

ances; others stayed much longer. However, they didn't do much

mixing or socializing with us, except for those whom they already

knew. Even though these celebrities weren't extremely "broth-

erly," it was still quite an experience for me just to be associated

with them. It waseasily the largest gathering ofsuch prominent and

influential men of which I have ever been a part.

The third day there was a banquet to celebrate our becoming

"Grand Inspectors General, 33rd Degree." The banquet was a little

anticlimactic, at least for me, and I was anxious to get it over with

so I could return home. It was good to be a 33rd at last. But it wasn't

as exciting or fulfilling as I had thought it would be during all those

years in the Craft. I guess this was because of the profound changes

going on down deep within me.

I returned home as soon as the 33rd Degree award and related

social functions were finished, for it was time formy next appoint-

ment with the doctor. After he had examined my eyes he said that

they were healing fine, that he felt good about the way they were

looking, and as usual he spoke with me about the Lord. I told him

that I planned to come to his church the next Sunday and that I had

been reading the Bible.

Obviously pleased, he said, "Good. Keep studying, and your

sight will soon be much better." By this time I knew what he meant

— he was speaking of my spiritual sight.

roxusroy r:nuRSD>y
In the Scottish Rite the Thursday before Easter, "Maundy Thurs-

day," is an important day. On this day we always performed a

special service of Communion in the local Scottish Rite Temple.

At this time I was Wise Master in the Chapter of Rose Croix and

it was my job to preside over the exemplification (dramatization)

ofthe ceremony. I had done this many times and was known formy

knowledge of the service and for "doing a good job" of putting it

on.

rr>e wopr>s nM3 mexNiNq now
On Thursday evening we gathered at our home Temple and

dressed for the ceremony. It was always a most solemn occasion

.
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and seemed a little awesome, even to those of us who had done it

many times.

Dressed in long, black, hooded robes, we marched in, single file,

with only our faces partly showing, and took our seats.
There was something very tomb-like about the setting. The

silence was broken only by the organ, playing mournfully in the
background, and there was no light except for the little that came
through the windows. After the opening prayer (from which the
name of Jesus Christ was conspicuously excluded), I stood and
opened the service.

As I had done so many times before, I said, "We meet this day to
commemorate the death of our 'Most Wise and Perfect Master,

'

not as inspired or divine, for this is not for us to decide, but as at least
the greatest of the apostles of mankind."
As I spoke these words that I had spoken so many times before

I had a strange and powerful experience. It was as if I were standing
apart, listening to myself as I spoke, and the words echoed deep
within me, shouting their significance. They were the same words
I had spoken so many times before, but had meaning for me now.
They made me sick, literally ill, and I stopped.
The realization of what I had just said grew within me like the

rising of a crescendo. / had just called Jesus an "apostle of
mankind" who was neither inspired nor divine! There was a silent
pause that seemed to last a very long time as I struggled with a sick
smothering within.

When I was finally able, I continued with the service and we
gathered around a large table across the room in marching order.
The table was long, shaped like a cross, and covered with a red
cloth which was decorated down the center with roses.

K 8LXCK. cornmuNioN
Once we were assembled at the table, I elevated (lifted high) the

plate of bread, took apiece, put my hand on the shoulder ofthe man
in front of me, gave him the plate and said, "Take, eat, and give to
the hungry."

This continued until all had partaken of the bread.
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Then I lifted up the goblet of wine, took a sip, and said, "Take,

drink, and give to the thirsty."

Again, this continued until all had partaken of the wine.

Then I took the bread, walked over to the first row of spectators

and served it to the man previously chosen for the honor of

representing the rest of the Lodge.

As I handed it to him I again said, "Take, eat, and give to the

hungry."

In like manner I served the wine to him saying, "Take, drink, and

give to the thirsty," and he sat down.

After this we took our places at the table shaped like a cross and

sat down. The setting was dark, our long, sweeping robes were

solid black, our faces nearly concealed in the hoods, and the mood

was one ofheavy gloom. The Christ-less prayers and the hymns we

sang fit right in. The one word that would describe the entire event

would be "black." It was, indeed, a Black Communion— a strange

Black Mass.

exciNcjmsniNQ rr>e ousroLe

There was a large Menorah (candlestick with seven candlehold-

ers) in the center of the room, with seven candles now burning.

Standing again, I said, "This is indeed a sad day. for we have lost

our Master. We may never see him again. He is dead! Moum, weep

and cry, for he is gone."

Then I asked the officers to extinguish the candles in the large

Menorah. One by one they rose, walked to the center of the room,

extinguished a selected candle and left the room.

Finally, with only the center candle still burning, I arose, walked

sadly to the Menorah and extinguished the last candle— the candle

representing the life ofJesus, our"Most Wise and Perfect Master."

We had dramatized and commemorated the snuffing out of the life

of Jesus, without once mentioning his name, and the scene ended

with the room in deep silent darkness. I walked out of the room,

leaving only the darkness and the stillness of death.

Once again, the single word best to describe it would be "black."

All through the service I was shaking and sick. I have never felt

so sad. I had stumbled over the words but, somehow. I made it to
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the completion of the ceremony and went back to the dressing
room. I still didn *t know much about praying but felt that I had been
sustained by the Lord through it all.

Back in the dressing room we hung up our black, hooded robes,
put our street clothes back on and prepared to leave. Less than two
hours had passed since I arrived. But what had happened in that

period of time had changed my life forever.

Still sick in my heart, I changed clothes without a word to anyone.
The others asked me what was wrong. But I couldn't reply.

They reminded me that I had acted as Wise Master so many times
before, that I was known formy smooth performance of it, and they
asked what had gone wrong.
I was choking on the awful reality of what we had said and done,

the way we had blasphemed the Lord, and the evil, black mockery
we had made of His pure and selfless death. With weeping welling
up within me, I could only shake my head in silence and walk out.
Mike was waiting forme at the door, expecting to get a ride home,

and he asked, "What's the matter, Jim? Are you skkT
Finally able to speak, I quietly replied, "No, Mike, I'm just sick

of all this."

I started down the wide steps in front of the large Scottish Rite
Temple, realization and conviction growing within me, reached
the bottom step and stopped. Turning around, I looked back at the
huge, granite building and slowly studied the words, carved in the
stone across the top of the entrance: "ANCIENT AND AC-
CEPTED SCOTTISH RITE OF FREEMASONRY."
Something came clearly into focus in my understanding and I

made a decision. This crisis point in my life, one which had
required so many years for me to reach, passed in seconds. The
truth was revealed and the choice was made— a choice that would
be the difference between darkness and light, death and life, one
that would last for eternity. Looking up at those words I had walked
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under so many times, words of which I had been so proud, I spoke

to myself out loud. It was as if I were the only man in the world as

I heard myself say, slowly and deliberately , "It isn't ancient, it isn't

Scottish, it isn't free, and it isn't right
!"

I turned away and walked into the parking lot, knowing that I

would never return. As I walked into the deepening darkness of that

springtime night, I was walking into the growing light of the living

God. As the natural darkness closed around me, the supernatural

light welled up within me. With every step I took, as the Temple

receded behind me, I was more free.

"I will never return," I thought with each step. "I will never

return, I will never return..."

The decision was made, the die was cast. From that night onward

I would serve the true and living God, not the Great Architect of the

Universe. I would exalt and learn of Him, not Osiris, Krishna or

Demeter. I would seek and follow Jesus, not the will-o'-the-wisp

of "hidden wisdom."

I was walking, after such a long time, out of the darkness and into

the light.

'This statement is an interesting contradiction with the Temple it adorns as

well as with the thousands ofother such Masonic temples built around the World

at a total cost ofmany billions ofdollars.
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I tried to explain to Mike that Thursday night, and told him

quietly but forcefully that I was never going to return to the Lodge.

He looked atme for a few seconds, trying to understand, but unable

to do so.

Then he said, "Alright, Jim, but what you need is a drink. Let's

go get one."

"Alright, Mike," I replied, "but just one." As we started for the

bar near where he lived, I said, "I don't think I'll have adrink, Mike.

I think I'll just have a soda with you."

k ppjesro uoveoi at: mx rrimes
As we sat in the bar Mike continued to ask questions, trying to

understand what was happening. I answered him as well as I could.

He knew that I had dedicated my life to Masonry and how hard I

had worked in it. He had been there with me for many years,

working besideme when others were not willing to work. Since his

first moment as a Masonic candidate, we had been together. I had

urged him to join, had given him his petition, sponsored him and,

as Senior Deacon, I was escorting him through the Blue Degrees

when he threw Jubela across the Lodge Hall and established the

"Honds-Off Policy."

We had worked together in the Scottish Rite Degrees so many

times, working harder than all the rest. He had even taken time off

111
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and gone with me when I received the K.C.C.H. Ifanyone on earth
knew how truly I had loved and served Masonry, and how hard I

had worked in and for it, it was Mike.
Now he was mystified, trying to understand why I was leaving

it, but unable to do so.

The supernatural battle that had been going on within me was one
of which Mike had not been a part. The truth of Scripture that had
been lodged inside me from the doctor's witnessing and my Bible
study was something in which he had not participated. He could
not understand the things of the Spirit of God. At that point even
I didn't fully understand it all. I just knew it was real—I just knew
it was true.

But Mike was a friend — a real one — and even though he
couldn't understand this outrageous thing I was doing, he was still

sticking by me. Like the friend of Proverbs 17: 17, he was going to

love me "at all times," and was going to stick with me through
adversity. Sadly, the others would not feel that way about it. Finally
Mike said, "Jim, I don't understand why you are leaving the Lodge,
but I hope you won't be angry with me if I don't leave."

I assured him that I did understand his position and that neither
his staying nor anything else would ever cause me to stop being his

friend.

mxKJNQ ir: oppcixL
The next day I went to work. During my lunch period I wrote four

letters of resignation: to the Blue Lodge, the Scottish Rite, the
Eastern Star and the Shrine. I sealed, stamped, and dropped them
into the mailbox in front of the office. I have never forgotten the

"clang" ofthe mailbox lid when it fell shut. It seemed as though that
sharp and sudden sound had severed something and set me free; I

felt as if that "clang" sent anew life surging through me. However,
that was not to be the end of Freemasonry in my life— not by any
means. It was not going to be that easy.

my lxs^: mxsosnc puNep^u
The next day was my day off from work and I was at home when

the phone rang. It was the Worshipful Master of the Blue Lodge
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and he said, "Jim, we are having the funeral for George (the Tiler'

of the Lodge) this afternoon. Be at the Lodge Hall at 1 p.m. for the

Lodge of Sorrows (the Masonic funeral is always begun and ended

at the Lodge Hall).

Before I could reply, he hung up. I had only put my letters of

resignation in the mailbox after noon the day before. Yet, some-

how, they already knew! "How could they know already?" I

wondered. It was obvious that they were not going to let me go so

easily. ,

I had no intention of going to that funeral and it never occurred

to me that they might come to get me. But that is exactly what they

did. About an hour after the phone call, they drove up to the front

of my house and the Worshipful Master came to the door.

He said, "Jim, I thought you would be at the Lodge of Sorrows;

are you ready to go?"

I just looked at him for a moment or two and then said, I m not

going."

"jim. you nvo eerrceR qo"

-WHAT DO YOU MEAN, YOU ARE NOT GOING?" he burst

out angrily. "OF COURSE YOU ARE GOING!" Then, more

quietly, he said, "Come on, let's go."

i didn't move, and said, "I have just put in for a demit

.

He wasn't at all surprised, but said, "Jim, you must be out of your

mind! As long as you have served the Lodge, have served as

Worshipful Master, and all the honors you have received, how can

you do this?"

The tension was very great, and at that point Bonnie spoke up and

said, "Jim, you had better go."

By this time I was beginning to wonder if they were planning to

take me out and dispose ofme, or perhaps keep me a prisoner until

I "regained my sanity." But I said no more, kissed Bonnie goodbye

and went out the door. At the car I stopped. I only had on trousers

and a shirt. It is necessary in a Masonic funeral that participants

wear a coat and tie. Without a word, the Master opened the trunk,

took out a coat and tie and handed them to me. He had anticipated

this also.
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"Here;' he said. "1 know you think you won't have to take part
in the funeral because you are not properly dressed but I brought
these for you. Put them on."

I put them on, he ushered me into the car, and we drove away. At
the funeral home there was a brief service conducted by the dead
man's church. Although we took no part in it, I noticed how very
similar it was to Masonic services. It could almost have been lifted
right out of Masonic rituals. There was no mention of Jesus at all.
The man was a Christian Scientist.

my lksx: mxsoNic pp.xyep.
We left the funeral home and followed the hearse to the cemetery

In the graveside service I was "Great Lights Bearer;" I had a
wooden tray, supported by a strap around my neck, and on the tray
were the Book ofthe Law (Old Testament Scriptures), Square and
Compass, the "Great Lights" of Masonry.
The Master, who was Priest, stood at the head ofthe grave. I stood

at the foot and the others 1 ined up on either side. The Master did all
the talking until time for the prayer. Then it was my turn. I had the
"official" prayer card on the tray before me. I looked at that card,
decided not to follow it. and then prayed my own prayer which I

ended "in the name of Jesus Christ our Savior."
I had come a long way from that day when I had been made

Chaplain in the Lodge of Perfection and didn't know how to pray-
something else had come full cycle. The prayer was greatly
offensive to the Master and the other Masons who were there, of
course, but because of the setting not a word could be said to me
about it.

"klks, my BRor:r>eR

"

We all had a sprig of Acacia which we dropped, in turn, into the
grave and said, "Alas, my brother."

I dropped my sprig into the grave, said, "Alas, my brother," and
it was as if I were looking down through the grave, into a dark
eternity.
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I said, "George, I wish you could have known Jesus as your

personal Savior but, alas, my brother, it cannot be so. It is now too

late."

"i will ee qlat> tzo n^ve you qoNe"
We got back into the car and drove to the Lodge Hall where we

completed the service by closing the Lodge of Sorrows. I started

to leave when the Senior Warden came up to me and wanted to

know what had happened to me to make me think of leaving the

Lodge.

I told him as plainly as I could that I had been saved, I now

belonged to the Lord Jesus Christ, and I could no longer belong to

the Masonic Lodge, or any other lodge which denied Him as Lord.

He immediately became very angry and shouted, "I WILL BE

GLAD TO HAVE YOU GONE!"
I then insisted that I go to the office of the Secretary and talk with

him and was allowed to do so.

oNce k mxsosi. XLW/>ys k cdxson
The Secretary had just received my letter.

"Jim," he said, "I can hardly believe you would leave the Lodge

after all these years and after the hard work you have done and the

honors you have received. I just can't believe it" 1 knew that he

could not understand, but tried to explain that I was now indwelt

by the Holy Spirit and that He would be grieved if I went back into

a Lodge Hall.

At least the Secretary was not hostile and, with that, 1 left. Of

course, in the eyes of Masonry I would never leave— not really.

The obligations (oaths) are considered unbreakable.

As a matter of fact, the "demit," the Masonic form for withdraw-

ing from the Lodge, is looked upon by the Lodge only as a

document which keeps you in good standing for the day when you

will return. They do not look upon it as anything like a final

resignation. From the Masonic point of view, the only way one can

actually stop being a Mason is to die (and that, because of the

general belief in reincarnation and the Masonic concept ofHeaven,

is not even the end of it in their eyes).

After I got back home I called Mike at work and told him all that
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had happened. He said that he wished he could have been at the
service for the Tiler, for he had been a nice guy. Beyond that he
made no reply. Mike was doing a lot of thinking.

eeqiNNiNQ k New upe
Jesus was now in my heart and everything was changing. I was

seeing things in a different light, things I had never before seen at

all. The Spirit of God was living in my human spirit at long last. A
truly new life had begun.

There was still so much to learn, so much clutter in my mind that
needed to be cleared out and thrown away. But I was on my way.
I was learning to walk in the light and the Light of the World was
my constant companion and guide. It was wonderful.
Bonnie and I began attending the doctor's church regularly.

After a lifetime outside of church, a lifetime filled with pagan
religion and occult philosophy, it should have seemed strange to
begin suddenly to attend church regularly. It should have been a
cultural, emotional and spiritual shock for us— especially in that
church (where the Gospel was plainly declared and Jesus exalted).
But it seemed natural to be there. It was where we belonged.

T3PJNKJNQ IN A. New Lipe
We also began to attend night classes at the Bible College

associated with the church. It was a totally positive experience.
From the very beginning everything we learned was a blessing—
so positive, so "right"— that we wanted to learn more. What we
were learning was not just interesting. It was like drinking in new
life. We had, at last, found the real source of truth. We were taking
in all that we could get.

Lexp_NiNQ -co Lexr> someoNe xzo
rr>e lojtd

After a few weeks of classes in the Bible college I had learned
enough to realize that I really didn't know very much. Most
importantly, I didn't know how to lead someone else to the Lord— that is, to help someone have the personal relationship with Him
that I had found.
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Except for the doctor's witnessing to me and the Scriptures he

had shared, my being saved had been a thing entirely between the

Lord and me. I wasn't even certain as to just how or when it had

happened. I was learning that there are effective ways to witness,

to approach people with the Good News, and that it is important to

be able to show them the basis for it in the Bible.

But I also realized the importance of knowing how actually to

lead someone to the Lord and I knew that I didn't know how to do

So I asked one of the teachers at the college, a man who had been

a missionary to Cuba, to teach me.

He told me that there are many ways to approach it, taught me his

method, and then gave me some tracts he had written. He advised

me to memorize the verses of Scripture (such as John 1:12, John

3:3, John 3:16, Romans 3:23. Romans 6:23, Romans 5:8 and

Romans 10:9, 10, 13) and the basic outlines of the tracts. I did just

that and soon I was ready.

Die W1NN1NQ op miice

Vacation time was coming soon and I asked Mike if he could get

his at the same time as mine. I told him that the house needed

painting and, since we had done it together in the past, I hoped he

could help me with the job again. He agreed, our vacations were

arranged for the same period of time, and when the day arrived we

went to work. We would work for about two hours, then stop for

a coffee break at the kitchen table.

I had made plans to witness to Mike during the painting project

and, at the first break, on the first day, I began.

"Mike, do you ever worry about what would happen if you

should die?"

He said, "I worry about it sometimes but you and I decided to

believe inreincarnation. Also, as a Catholic I was taught to believe

in Purgatory, a place where I could spend time to pay for my sins."

I said, "Mike, I was wrong about reincarnation. The Bible says

(in Hebrews 9:27) that 'it is appointed unto men once to die, but

after this the judgment.' If reincarnation is true, the death of Jesus

was for nothing because we would eventually save ourselves. And
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as for Purgatory, there is no Scripture for that idea, not even in

Catholic Bibles."

I could tell that Mike didn't want to hear any more just then, so
I let the subject drop; but I could also tell he was really thinking.

He was very quiet and ordinarily he would have been doing a lot

of laughing and joking.

"i nxve Let> k vep^y wioceo upe*
At the next break I asked Mike if he would like to go to Heaven

when he died.

He said, "I have thought about it and, of course, I would; but I

have led a very wicked life. I believe the Masonic Lodge has helped
me, because I have a purpose now and things are much more
regular. I don't know as much about the Bible as you do but if you
want to talk about it I will listen."

So I said to him, "Mike, I am asking you the most important
question of your life— your joy and peace for all eternity depend
on your answer. Are you willing to receive the Lord Jesus Christ
as your personal Savior?"

Without waiting for his answer, I went on. "You say that you
have led a wicked life but if you are willing to confess your sins to

Him and receive Him as Savior and Lord, all your sins will be
forgiven and forgotten, washed away in His blood, and your life

will have a new beginning. There is no other way to have all-.this;

Jesus said, 'no man cometh to the Father but by me/ He also said,

ye must be born again.'"

Mike just lowered his head and quietly said, "I don't know how
to be born again."

I said, "Mike, would you be willing to try if I show you how?"
With his head still down as if already in prayer, he quietly said

"Yes."

IN momeNcs YZ \sJKS tX)Ne
We got down on our knees, right there in the kitchen, and prayed.

First I prayed for him and then I led him in a simple prayer, asking
Jesus to forgive him, save him and to come into his heart to live. In

moments it was done— a thing that would last for eternity.

Now Mike and 1 would no longer have to work and wonder,

trying to be good enough to make it into "that Celestial Lodge

above." Now we would be together, in the presence ofour wonder-

ful Savior, for all eternity. Mike was a child of God.

I told him to get up. He looked up at me, his eyes full of tears, and

tried to thank me. But I told him only to thank the One who had died

for him. Then I gave him some very simple instructions about

reading the Bible and praying.

I asked him, "Mike, are you saved?" and he replied, very

positively, "Yes, I am!"

We went back to work, were nearly finished when Bonnie came

home, and we all had dinner together.

When I prayed over the food. Bonnie said, "Amen" and then

Mike chimed in with a big "AMEN!" He was learning fast.

Later he asked me, "Jim do I now have V give up smokin' me

pipe?" .

I said, "No, Mike— just let the Lord speak to you about it. But

as you learn to stay close to Him, don't be surprised if He changes

the way you feel about a lot of things."

I didn't ask Mike to leave the Lodge. But he immediately gave

up all the degrees he was working in. He gave up the Shnne and

seldom attended the Blue Lodge.

Because so many of the men kept asking him why he continued

to speak to me after I had left the Lodge, he soon left the Scottish

Rite altogether. For all practical purposes he was out of it all,

although 1 had said nothing to him about it.

snuNNeo ey rr>e sRcrcrneRS

The change in our social life after I resigned from the Lodge was

immediate and complete. Bonnie and I were cut off. For all those

years we had been so busy with social functions and most of it was

pleasant. Suddenly we were shunned by our friends. It was as if we

had leprosy.

Not only had we been busy with parties, banquets and receptions

associated with the Lodges, we had enjoyed so many good times

in one anothers' homes. Never did I enjoy being a Mason more than

at these informal parties in the homes. In our home we had
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entertained as many as 20 guests at a time— complete with music
—and there was never a guest who left unhappy. We met so many
friendly people at these parties that it was seldom we went any-
where in the city that we didn't see someone we knew.
Now, not a one ofthem would even speak to us when we chanced

to meet, with the single exception of Mike. He stuck by us from the
start and it was the hostility with which the rest treated us that

hastened his decision about leaving the Lodge. I never had a better

friend, nor a more stubborn one, than Mike.
Now, however, we were making new friends in the church and

in the Bible College classes. The social functions that we were
beginning to enjoy with our new friends were a lot healthier than
the ones we had known before.

peRsecucioN on tne job brinqs
BLesstNq

On my job, I was almost immediately changed to the night shift.

There was no attempt to conceal the fact that it was because ofmy
leaving the Lodge.

At first I was stung by it. But the Lord quickly showed me that

it was a blessing. As was the case with Joseph of old, what was
intended for evil, the Lord had used for good. Now I was able to

enroll in the daytime program in the Bible College. Because the
work wasn't so demanding on the job at night, I could do my
studying at work and still do my job well.

UNCLe 1RV1NS pXpXTINQ WOJ2DS
My half-sister in Indianapolis called me one day to tell me that

Uncle Irvjn was in failing health and that she thought that I should
see him. I returned to Indianapolis and the two of us drove out to
his house.

Uncle Irvin did look ill, as if he might not live much longer.

I wanted to know that he would be with the Lord when he died,
but I didn't get to speak with him about his salvation. He had
already found out about my leaving the Lodge and was not at all

open to hearing my reasons. He was already upset when I got there
and went immediately to the attack.
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Quickly becoming very angry, he shouted at me, "Don't you ever

THINK? Don't you realize that Masonry is the SAME as JESUS

CHRIST?"
I made no reply, for he expected none, nor would he listen to me.

So, with this ultimate deception of the Masonic philosophy ex-

pressed in a few angry words ringing in our ears, we left. I never

saw Uncle Irvin again.

In a matter of weeks he was dead.

?3ne pxsc is pROtoque
I returned home, heavy in heart for Uncle Irvin, and went back

to work. I had my job to do and my studies at the Bible College to

pursue. There was so much to learn, and I was hungry to learn it all.

Likemy days in the Army in World War II, I was much older than

the rest ofthe students. It didn't botherme at all. As a matter offact,

in some ways it was an advantage, for I had seen a lot of life and

death that they hadn't seen.

There were many of them, for example, who were timid about

speaking before a group. Forme this was not a problem. My many

years as a leader in the Lodge had provided rich experience in

public speaking. When I went regularly to minister in one of the

nursing homes, two or three ofthem would often go with me. They

would help me with the music. I helped them to overcome the fear

of public speaking. My Masonic years definitely paid off in this

way.

so mMsjy cneN URe me
There were many times when I would think about all those years

I walked in darkness and wondered what I might have been able to

do had I used all that time for the Lord. I felt that, somehow, it was

not all wasted. As He promised in Romans 8:28, God could work

it all together for good. He could convert those "wasted" years into

something useful. If nothing else, those years in Masonry had

equipped me to reach out to otherMasons with the truth, the simple

truth that can set them free.

"There are so many men like me out there/' I thought, "so many

Mikes, so many Uncle Irvins, deceived and being destroyed by a

deadly deception. Some of them might listen to me."
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*c cne esro op k lonq Niqnr;
Very early one morning, as a long night was giving way to the

growing light of a bright new day, I stood on the pier, thinking. I

looked back over all those years that seemed to have been wasted
and tried to look into the years of my life that still lay ahead. I

thought ofhow far I had traveled, searching for truth, seeking light,

only to be led ever more deeply into the darkness by men who
meant to do right. I thought ofmother— looking so helpless as she
sent me up the street and out of her life, with nothing to give me but
her pitiful legacy of advice to try to be like Uncle Irvin.

I thought of all the men to whom I had passed on that deadly
inheritance; and I thought of the longsuffering of God as He had
pursued me through the years with His love.

"Maybe," I thought, "just maybe all this was preparation for
serving Him. Maybe, with His Spirit to guide and strengthen me,
I can lead some of those men out of the deadly deception of
Masonry and into the truth and light of Jesus."

A ship was underway outbound, growing smaller as it followed
the channel lights toward the open sea. Seagulls wheeled and
circled overhead, squawking and seeking.

"Maybe that could be His plan," I thought "perhaps the Lord
could use me to help them find their way. Maybe I can lead some
of those empty, victimized men out of the pagan darkness of the

Lodge and into the Light!"

With hope rising in my heart, with answers beginning to take
shape in my understanding, and with a vision finding form in my
spirit, I turned back toward the office. There was work to do.
"I am the Light ofthe World: He that followeth me shall not walk

in darkness, but shall have the light of life."

Jesus of Nazareth John 8:12

PooCnoCes
The Tiler is the officer in a Lodge responsiblefor keeping all "profane persons"

(non-Masons)from entering the Lodge Hall. He is usuallyarmedwithaswordand
guards the door during meetings.

A "demit" is the Masonicform for withdrawal (becoming inactive)from the
Lodge.

epitope

in r:ne

poixoweD
Jim and Bonnie attended classes at the Bible college together and

Jim continued his work with the Port Authority. Not long after

leaving the Lodge, Jim suffered the first of two detached retinas.

Laser surgery to restore his vision did so, but left him with

sufficient visual handicap to eventually force his retirement after

a bad fall on the job did additional, permanent damage to one of his

eyes.

Two years after being born again, Mike began to have increasing

pain and limitation in his back where he had been injured fighting

the fire in New York so many years before. He also began to suffer

a dramatic weight loss, and his once-powerful body became

steadily weaker.

He was found to have cancer of the spine and died in the hospital

where Jim had had his eye surgeries. During his last hospitaliza-

tion, one of his old girlfriends came to see him. She asked Jim

where the nearest Catholic church was, and said she would like to

go there to light a candle for Mike.

Jim said, "He doesn't need a candle lit for him. Mike has Jesus

in his heart now and his sins are all washed away."

Wearily, but gladly, Mike said, "Yes, that is true."

123
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It was the last time Jim saw him alive. In less than two days Mike
was dead.

Two years after retiring from the Port Authority, Jim graduated
from Bible college. Since graduation he has preached, written

many tracts and pamphlets and recorded many teaching tapes. He
is dedicating the rest of his life to reaching other Masons with the
simple good news of Jesus. He sends his teaching tapes, tracts and
books all over the USA and to foreign countries. He carries on a
steady correspondence with all who contact him for information.

He and Bonnie still make their home in Florida, traveling with the

message of truth and freedom as doors of ministry open.

Jim may be reached by writing to: Rev. James D. Shaw, P.O. Box
884, Silver Springs. FL 32688

— Tom McKenney

WORE) pp-oro
J1CD

As this true story is closed, I would be greatly remiss if I did not

make it clear that in my pre-Christian life I truly loved Freema-

sonry. I loved the men with whom I was associated in the Lodge

and the men with whom I worked so hard in the degrees and bodies

of the Scottish Rite. Most of all, I was so very sure that I was doing

what was right and pleasing in the sight of the Great Architect of

the Universe.

Never in allmy years ofdedicated service to Masonry did anyone

in the Lodge witness tome about the love and saving grace ofJesus.

The Lodge attended a church once each year as a group. Each time

the pastor (who was himself a Mason) would introduce us to the

congregation and then exalt the Craft, telling them about all our

wonderful works. We usually left the church thinking of how

wonderful we were and feeling sorry for all those in the church who

were not Masons, participating in all our good deeds.

After having been witnessed to by my ophthalmologist for some

time I read those simple, wonderful words ofJesus, "Verily, verily,

I say unto you, he that believeth on me hath everlasting life." These

words, so short and so sweet, went right through my heart. I looked

in the Bible for more and I found blessed assurance everywhere I

looked. Jesus the Christ, the Son ofGod, really loved me. That truth

set me free. I received the One who loved me as a real Brother! He

will do the same for you. — Jim Shaw
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OPSONIC txxrcpJNe
versus

cnpjsrriAisJ tx>ccRiNe
The following is a brief comparison of the doctrines and practices of Freemasonry

with the fundamental doctrines of the Christian faith and its foundational source, the

Bibte,

Masonic doctrines summarized here are, in every case, based upon the consensus

of the most revered and widely accepted Masonic philosophers, writers and source-

books. Any knowledgeable Mason will know at a glance that this is true. He has taken

oaths to lie if necessary in order to conceal such things, and so will probably deny

some things, andtry to justify others. Butthe Masonic writers, andcommon practices

in the Lodge, will verify it all.

Although most Masons have never read some of the sourcebooks cited, and have

been deliberately deceived as to some of the facts in them, they could read them if they

would. All these Masonic sourcebooks are in the libraries of most local Lodges and

the libraries of all the Grand Lodges of the stales. In addition, they can be purchased

from Masonic publishing companies or in bookstores. But most Masons have never

read them.

Many, many moresimilarreferences could becited in addition to theories included

here but these will suffice. Capitalization and other means of emphasis are as the

Masonic originals; nothing has been added or changed.

1. JESUS CHRIST
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

Jesus was just a man. He was one of the "exemplars," one of the great men of the
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past, but not divine and certainly not the only means of redemption of lost mankind.

He was on a level with other great men of the past like Aristotle, Plato, Pythagoras and

Mohammed. His I ife and legend were no different from that of Krishna, the Hindu god.

He is "the son ot Joseph," not the Son of God.

(1) "Norcan he (the Christian Mason) object ifothers see (in Jesus) only the Logos of Plato,

andthe Wordor Uttered Thought or firstEmanation ofLight, orthe Perfect Reason of the

Great, Silent Supreme, Uncreated Deity, believed in and adored by all. " (Albert Pike,

"Morals and Dogma, ' 26th Degree, p. 524)

(2) "Andthe Divine Wise Intellectsentteachers unto men... Enoch, andNoah, andAbraham,

andMoses the son ofImram, and the Prophets, and Pythagoras, andPlato. and Yesus

theson ofJoseph, the Lord, the Messiah, and his Apostles, and alter these Mohammed

the son of Abdulla, with his law, which is the law of Islam; and the disciples of truth

followed the law of Islam.
" (Albert Pike. "Morals and Dogma, " 25th Degree, p. 34)

(3) "In his private petitions a man may petition God or Jehovah, Allah or Buddha,

Mohammed orJesus, he may call upon the God of Israel or the First Great Cause. In the

Masonic Lodge he hears petition to the Great Architect ofthe Universe, finding his own

deity under thatname. A hundredpathsmay wind upwardarounda mountain; at the top

they meet. " (Carl H. Claudy, "Introduction to Freemasonry," p. 38

(4) It has been found that every act in the drama of the life of Jesus, and every quality

assigned to Christ, is to be found in the life of Krishna " (Sun god of India) (J. D. Buck,

"Mystic Masonry, "pp. 1 19, 138)

(5) "We meet this day to commemorate the death (of Jesus), notas inspired or divine, for

this is not for us to decide, " (Maundy Thursday Ritual, Chapter of Rose Croix)

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

Jesus Christ is divi ne, eternal and the second Person of the Godhead. When Hewas

living on earth as a man, the only begotten Son of the Father, He was God incarnate,

truly God and truly man. He was and is the only means of redemption of fallen

mankind. Anyone who denies or rejects Him or His preeminent position as sole

Redeemer also denies and separates himself from God the Father.

(1) "In the beginning was the Word (Jesus) and the Word was with God, and the Word was

God.ThesamewasinthebeginningwithGod.AllthingsweremadebyHim;andwithout

Him was notanythingmade that was made. In Him was life;and the life was the light of

men." (John 1:1-4)

(2) "Jesus said unto them, 'Verily, verily I say untoyou, before Abraham was, Iam
.

(John

8:58)

(3) "And now, Father, glorify thou me with thine own self with the glory which t (Jesus)

had with thee before the world was. " (John 1 7.5)

(4) 'Jesus saith unto him, "lam the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the

Father, but by me'. "(John 14:6)

(5) "Neither is there salvation in any other; for there is none other name (but Jesus) under
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Heaven given among men, wherebyye must be saved. "
(Acts 4: 12)

(6) "He that hath the Son hath life; and he thathath notthe Son ofGod hath not Hie.
"
(IJohn

5:12)

(7) "Who is a liarbut he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ?He is antichrist that denieth

the FatherandtheSon. WhosoeverdenieththeSon, thesamehath nottheFather "(IJohn

2:22, 23)

(8) "For there is one God, andonemediatorbetween Godand men, the man ChristJesus
"

(I Tim 2:5)

(9) "I andmy Father are one." (John 10:30)

(10) "... he that hath seen me hath seen the Father... " (John 14:9)

2. THE BIBLE

a. MASONIC DOCTRINE
The Bible of the Christian is merely one of the "holy books" of man, no better than

the Koran, the Hindu scriptures or the books of the Chinese and Greek philosophers.

It is not to be taken literally, for itstrue meaning isesoteric(hidden from all but a small

number of "enlightened," elite leaders); the literal, obvious meaning is only for the

ignorant masses. It is right to remove references to Jesus in passages used in the

ritual. Masonry, contrary to popular belief, is NOT based upon the Bible. Masonry is

actually based on the Kabala (Cabala), a medieval book of magic and mysticism.

(1) "Masonically, the Book ofthe Law is that sacred book which is believed by the Mason
ofanyparticularreligion tocontaintherevealed will ofGod. . thus to the ChristianMason
(ids) the OtdandNew Testament; to theJewthe Old Testament, to theMusselman (Mus-
lim), the Koran; to the Brahman the Vedas; and to the parsee theZendavesta. " ("Masonry

Defined, " a compilation of the writings ofAlbert Pike and Albert Mackey, pp. 78, 79)

(2) "Masonrymakes noprofession of Christianity... but looks forward to the time when the

labor ofourancient brethren shall be symbolized by the erection ofa spiritual temple.

in which there shall be but one altarand one worship; onecommon altar ofMasonry on
which the Veda, Shastra, Sade, Zend-Avesta, Koran and Holy Bible shall lie... and at

whose shrine the Hindoo, the Persian, the Assyrian, the Chaldean, the Egyptian, the

Chinese, the Mohammedan, the Jew and the Christian may kneel... " ("The Kentucky

Monitor, * Fellowcraft Degree, p. 95)

(3) "What is Truth to the philosopher, would not be truth, nor have the effect oftruth, to the

peasant. The religion ofmanymust necessarilybe more incorrectthan that ofthe refined

and reflective lew... The truest religion would, in manypoints, not be comprehendedby
the ignorant. .

.
The doctrines ofthe Bible are often not clothed in the language of strict

truth, but in that which was fittesttoconvey toa rude andignorantpeople... thedoctrine.

"

(Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma, " 14th Degree, p. 224)

(4) "... the literalmeaning (ofthe Bible) is forthevulgar only. "(Albert Pike, "DigestofMorals

and Dogma," p. 166)

(5) "To all this (error of stupidity) the absurd reading of the established Church, taking

literallythe figurative, allegorical, andmythicallanguageofacollection ofOrientalbooks

of different ages, directly and inevitably led. " (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma, ' 30th

Degree, p. 818)

(6) "The Jews, the Chinese, the Turks, each reject either the New Testament, or the Old, or

both, andyet wesee no good reason why they should not be made Masons. In fact Blue

Lodge Masonry has nothing whatever to do with the Bible. It is not foundedon the Bible;

if it was it would not be Masonry; it would be something else. " ("Chase's Digest of

Masonic Law," pp. 207-209)

(7) -Beautiful aroundstretches off every way the Universe, the Great Bible of God. Material

nature is its Old Testament... andHuman Nature is the New Testament from the Infinite

God,
"
(Albert Pike. "Morals and Dogma. ' 28th Degree, p. 715)

(8) "Masonry isa search after Light. That search leads us back, as you see, to the Kabalah.

In thatancientandlittle understood(source-book) the Initiate will findthe sourceofmany

doctrines; and (he) may in time come to understand the Hermetic philosophers, the

Alchemists, alltheAntipapal Thinkers of the Middle Ages, and Emanuel Swedenborg.

"

(Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma, " 28th Degree, p. 741)

(9) "All truly dogmatic religions have issued from the Kabalah and return to it; everything

scientific andgrand in the religious dreams ofthe llluminati, Jacob Boeheme, Sweden-

borg, Saint Martin, and others is borrowedfrom the Kabalah: all Masonic associations

owe to it their secrets and their symbols. " (Albert Pike. "Morals and Dogma, '
28th

Degree, p. 744)

(W)TheremovalofthenameofJesusandreferencestoHiminBibleversesusedintheritual

are "slight but necessary modifications. " (Albert Mackey, "Masonic Ritualist, "p. 272)

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

The Bible is the only written revelation of, and from, the only true God. The Bible,

as contained in the Old and New Testaments, is the Word of God, inspired and pre-

servedby Him, andistheonlyvalidruleoflaithandpracticeforHis people, thechurch.

No part shall be added to, or taken from the Bible as delivered to us in the Old and New

Testaments.

(1) "If they speak not according to this Word, it is because there is no light in them.

"

(lsa.8:20)

(2) "All Scripture is given by inspiration of God " (II Tim. 3: 16)

(3) "The Words ofthe Lordarepure words, assilver tried ina furnace of earth, purifiedseven

times. Thou shalt keep them. Lord, thou shall preserve them from this generation

forever" (Ps. 12:6,7)

(4) ". . . whose hope is in the Lordhis God, which made heaven, and earth, the sea, and all

thai therein is: which keepeth truth forever. " (Ps. 146:5, 6)

(5) "Every word ofGod ispure: He isa shieldunto them thatput their trust in Him. Add thou
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not unto His words, lest He reprove thee, and thou be found a liar. " (Prov. 30:5, 6)

(6) "Heaven and earth shall pass away, butmy words shall not pass away. " (Matt. 24:35)

(7) "Beingborn again, notofcorruptible seed, butofincorruptible, bythe wordofGod, which

livethandabidethforever...ButthewordoftheLordendureth forever. And this is the word

which by the gospel is preached unto you. ' (t Pet. 1:23, 25)

(8) "For we have not followed cunningly devised fables, when we declared unto you the

power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but were eyewitnesses of his

majesty...Knowingthis first, thatno prophecy ofthe scripture is ofanyprivate interpre-

tation. Fortheprophecycamenotinoldtimebythewillofman:butholymenofGodspake

as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. "
(II Peter 1:16-21)

(9) "Ye shall notadd unto the word which Icommandyou, neither shallye diminish aught

fromit..."(Deut.4:2)

(10) ". .
.
ftanyman shalladdunto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues thatare

written in this book: And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this

prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life.. ."(Rev. 22:18, 19)

3. GOD
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

God is, basically, whatever we perceive Him to be; our idea or concept of God

becomes our God. Usually referred to with the vague and general term, "Deity," the

god of Masonry can be the one of our choosing, spoken of generically as "The Great

Architect of the Universe." However, those who pursue the higher studies in Masonry

learn that God is the force of nature, specifically the Sun with its life-giving powers.

To the "advanced, enlightened ones," the adepts at the top, this nature worship is

understood as the worship of the generative principles (i.e. the sex organs), particu-

larly the phallus. Human Nature is also worshipped by some as "Deity," as are

Knowledge and Reason. Since Masonry is a revival of the ancient pagan mystery

religions, its god can also be said to be Nature, with its fertility (sex) gods and

godesses representing the Sun and Moon (in Egypt, Osiris and Isis).

(1) ". .
.
Sinceeveryman sconception ofGodmustbeproportioned to his mental cultivation,

and intellectual powers, and moral excellence. God is, as man conceives Him, the

reflectedimage ofman himself. "(Albert Pike, "MoralsandDogma, " 14thDegree, p. 223)

(2) ". ..every religion and every conception olGod is idolatrous, in so far as it is imperfect,

andas itsubstitutesa feebleandtemporary idea... ofthat UndiscoverableBeing whocan

be known only in part, and who can therefore be honored, even bythe most enlightened

amongHis worshippers, only inproportion to theirlimitedpowers ofunderstandingand

imagining to themselves. .

.

' (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma, ' 25th Degree, p. 516)

(3) "The onlypersonal God Freemasonry accepts is humanity in toto. . . Humanity therefore

is the only personal God that there is. ' (J. D. Buck, "Mystic Masonry, "p. 216)

(4) "Phallus: a representation of the virile member (male sex organ) which was venerated

as a religious symbol very universally...by the ancients. It was one of the modifications

of Sun-worship, and was a symbol of the fecundating (impregnating) power of the

luminaries. The Masonicpoint within a circle (important Masonicsymbol) is undoubt-

edly of phallic origin. " (Albert Mackey, "Symbolism of Freemasonry, "p. 352)

(5) "Thesetwodivinities(theSunandtheMoon, Osirisand Isis, etc) were commonly sym-

bolized by the generative parts ofman and woman; to which in remote ages no idea of

indecency was attached; the Phallus (penis) and Cteis (vagina), emblems ofgeneration

andproduction, and which, as such, appeared in the Mysteries (the ancient religions of

which Masonry is a revival). The Indian Lingam was the union ofboth, as were the boat

and mast and the point within the circle (important Masonic symbols). " (Albert Pike,

"Morals and Dogma, "24th Degree, p. 401)

(6) "Masonry, successor to theMysteries (thepagan religions of Isis, Osiris. Baal, Mythras,

Tammuz, etc.). still follows the ancient manner of teaching. " (Albert Pike, "Morals and

Dogma. " Fellowcraft Degree, p. 22)

(7) "Though Masonry is identical with the ancient Mysteries, it is so only in this qualified

sense: that it presents but an imperfect image of their brilliancy, the ruins of their

grandeur..." (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma," Fellowcraft Degree p. 23)

(8) 'The Absolute is Reason. Reason IS, by means of Itself
.
It IS because ITIS.Jf God IS.

HF IS by Reason.
" (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma, ' 28th Degree, p. 737)

(9) "Thisisthe immutable law'oi'Nature, theEtemal WHIoftheJusticewhichisGod "(Albert

Pike, "Morals and Dogma," 32nd Degree, p. 847)

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

God is a Spirit, eternal, self-existent, unchanging, almighty and sovereign. There

is one God who created all things, existing in three Persons: Father, Son and Holy

Spirit. God the Father is revealed in His Son, Jesus Christ, and is perfect. He is holy,

and requires holiness of His people.

(1) "In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. " (Gen. 1:1)

(2) "God is a Spirit: andthey that worshipHim must worship Him in spirit and truth. " (John

4:4)

(3) "Hear, Israel: the Lord our God is one Lord. " (Deut. 6:4)

(4) "Before the mountains were brought forth, or even thou hadst formedthe earth and the

world, even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God. ' (Ps. 90:2)

(5) "For I am the Lord, I change not; " (Mai. 3:6)

(6) 'There is none other God but one.Jhe Father, of whom are all things. " (I Cor. 8: 4, 6)

(7) "But the Lord is the true God, he is the everlasting God, andan everlasting king. '
(Jer.

10:10)

(8) "Thy throne, God, is forever and ever. " (Ps. 45:6)

(9) "Fortherearethree thatbearrecord in Heaven, the Father, the Word(Jesus), and the Holy

Ghost: and these three are one. ' (I John 5:7)

(10) ".. . Ye shall be holy: for I the Lordyour Godam holy. " (Lev. 19:2)

(1 1) "God said unto Moses, 7 am that I am... '" (Ex. 3:14)
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4. REDEMPTION
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

Redemption is a matter of self-improvement, morality, and good works, including

obedience to the Mason's obligation and all higher Masonic authorities.

Faith in the atonement of Jesus has nothing to do with it; it is rather a matter of

enlightenment, step by step, which comes with initiation into the Masonic degrees

and their mysteries.

(1) "By the lambskin the Mason is reminded of that purity of life and rectitude of conduct

which are so essentially necessary to his gaining admission into the Celestial Lodge

above, where the Supreme Architect of the Universe presides." (Albert Mackey, "Ency-

clopedia of Freemasonry, ' "Apron")

(2) "...and in Thy favor, may we be received into Thine everlasting kingdom, to enjoy, in

union with the souls ofour departed friends, the just reward ofapious and virtuous life.

Amen. So Mote it Be. " ("Texas Monitor, " Masonic Burial Service, p. 10)

(3) "InEgypt, Greeceandamong otherancient nations, Freemasonrywas one ofthe earliest

agencies employed to effect improvement and enlightenment ofman. ..and make them

comprehend the true principles ofmorality, which initiate men Into a new order of life.
"

(Daniel Sickles, "Ahimon Rezon or Freemason s Guide, 'p 57)

(4)7heriteofinductionsignifiestheendofaprofaneandviciouslife,thepalingenesis(new

birth) ofcorrupthuman nature, the death of vice and all badpassions and the introduc-

tions to thenewlife ot'purity'and virtue. "(Daniel Sickles, "Ahimon Rezon orFreemason s

Guide," p. 54)

(5) These three degrees (1st, 2nd, 3rd) thus form a perfectand harmonious whole, nor can

it be conceived thatanything can be suggested more, which the soul ofman requires

"

(Daniel Sickles, "Ahimon Rezon or Freemason s Guide, " p. 196)

(6) "Ifwe withsuitable truedevotion maintain ourMasonicprofession, our faith will become

abeam oflightandbringustothoseblessedmansions where weshallbe eternallyhappy

with God, the Great Architect of the Universe. "
(Daniel Sickles, "Ahimon Rezon or

Freemason's Guide, "p. 79)

(7) "Acacian:a termsignifyingaMason who by living in strictobedience to obligationsand

precepts ofthe fraternity is free from sin. "(A. Mackey, "Lexicon ofFreemasonry," p. 16)

(8) "When you shall have become imbued with the morality of Masonry. ..when you shall

have learned topractice all the virtues which it inculcates; when they become familiar to

you asyour Household God; then willyou beprepared to receive its loftyphilosophical

instruction, and to scale the heights upon whosesummit L ightand Truth sit enthroned.

Step by stepmen mustadvance towards Perfection;andeach Masonic Degree is meant

to be one of those steps. ' (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma, ' 8th Degree, p. 136)

(9) "Thedunces who ledprimitive Christianityastray, bysubmitting faith for science... have

succeededinshrouding in darknesss theancientdiscoveriesofthehuman mind:so that

now wegrope in the dark tofindagainthe key... "(AlbertPike, "MoralsandDogma, "28th

Degree, p. 732)
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(10) "...salvation bytaith andthe vicarious atonement were not taught as now interpreted,

by Jesus, nor are these doctrines taught in the esoteric scriptures. They are laterand

ignorant perversions of the original doctrines. "(J. D.Buck, "Mystic Masonry, "p. 57)

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

All have sinned and fallen short of the perfection God requires; none is righteous

in his own virtue and our own righteousness is as filthy rags compared with the

righteousness ot God. However, Jesus, God's only begotten Son, lived a sinless life

for us, and laid down His life a perfect sacrifice to make atonement for our sins.

By faith i n Him and His provisions lor us we can be made the righteousness ot God

and be born of the Spirit ot God into everlasting life, becoming a part of the family of

God. There is no other way to be reconciled to God and live in His presence forever.

We cannot, by our own efforts, redeem or perfect ourselves.

(1) "As it is written, There is none righteous, no, not one;" (Rom. 3:10)

(2) "For all have sinned and come short of the glory of God: " (Rom. 3:23)

(3) "But weare alias an unclean thing, andall our righteousnesses are as filthy rags; " (Isa.

64:6)

(4) "ForHe hath made Him to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the

righteousness of God in Him. * (II Cor. 5:21)

(5) "Forye (Christians) are all the children of God by faith in ChristJesus. " (Gal. 3:26)

(6) "ForGodsoiovedtheworld, thathegave his onlybegotten Son, that whosoeverbeiieveth

in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. " (John 3:16)

(7) "For bygrace areye savedthrough faith; and that not ofyourselves: it is the gift of God:

Not of works, lest any man should boast " (Eph. 2:8, 9)

(8) "Neither is there salvation in any other (than Jesus): for there is none other name under

heaven, given among men, whereby we must be saved. ' (Acts. 4: 12)

(9) "And this is the record, that God hath given to us eternal life, and this life is in his Son.

He that hath the Son hath life; and he that hath not the Son ofGodhath not life. " (I John

5:11, 12)

5. SATAN
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

Satan, as an enemy of God and his Kingdom, as an evil power seeking to tempt,

deceive and destroy, does not exist. Mankind has merely "supposed" this. The usual

Christian perception of Satan is merely a distortion of the truth about Lucifer, the

"Light Bearer," who is actually good and the instrument of liberty, but generally mis-

understood and maligned.

(1) "The true name of Satan, the Kabalists say. is that of Yahveh reversed, for Satan is not

a blackgod.Jor the initates this is nota Person, butaForce, created forgood, butwhich
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may serve for evil. It is the instrument of Liberty or Free Will. (Albert Pike, "Morals and

Dogma, "Master Mason /3rd Degree, p 102)

(2) "L ucifer, theLight-Bearer!Strangeandmysteriousname togive to the SpiritofDarkness!

Lucifer, the Son ofthe Morning! Is it he who bears the Light, and with all its splendors

intolerable blinds feeble, sensual, or selfish Souls? Doubt it not!" (Albert Pike, 'Morals

and Dogma, " 19th Degree, p. 321)

(3) "The conviction of all men that God is good led to a belief in a devil... " (Albed Pike,

"Morals and Dogma. " 19th Degree, p. 324)

(4) "All antiquity solved the enigma of the existence of evil by supposing the existence of

aPrincipleofEvil. ofdemons, fallen angels„.a Satan... "("KentuckyMonitor, " "TheSpirit

of Masonry,' p xiv)

(5) "...there is no rebelliousdemon of Evil, or Principle ofDarkness coexistentand in eternal

controversy with God, or the Principal of Light... " (Albert Pike. "Morals and Dogma,

"

32nd Degree, p. 859)

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
Satan is a proud, rebellious angel, created by God but fallen, the father of lies,

accuser of the brethren, deceiver, tempter and ruler of the Kingdom of Darkness. He

blinds the lost to the glorious light of the gospel, and seeks to be worshipped as he

alsoworks to steal, kill and destroy. He isthe enemy we are to resist and the one whose

works Jesus came to destroy.

(1) "Howartthou fallen, OLucifer, son ofthemorning! Howart thou cutdown to the ground,

which did weaken thenatrons!Forthou hastsaidin thine heart, twillascendintoheaven.

I will exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the mount of the

congregation, in the sides of the north: I will ascendabove the heights of the clouds: I

will be like the most High. Yet thou shaft be brought down to Hell... ' (tsa. 14: 12- 15)

(2) "... Thou art the anointedcherub that covereth:andl have set thee so: thou wast upon the

holy mountain of God: thou hast walked up and down in the midst of the stones of

fire. .
.
Thine heart was liftedup because ofthy beauty, thou hast corrupted thy wisdom by

reason of thy brightness: I will cast thee to the ground... " (Ezek 28: 13- 19)

(3) "Ye are ofyour father, the devil...he is a liar, and the father of it. " (John 8:44)

(4) "And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which

deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out

with him... the accuser of our brethren is cast down... ' (Rev. 12:9, 10)

(5) "AndJesus being full of the Holy Ghost returned from Jordan, and was ledby the Spirit

into the wilderness, being forty days tempted of the devil. .

.

" (Lk. 4: 1, 2)

(6) "And if Satan cast out Satan... how shall then his kingdom stand?" (Matt. 12:26)

(7) "Put on the whole armor of God. that ye may be able to standagainst the wiles of the

devil. . . For we wrestle. . . against the rulers of the darkness. .

.

" (Eph. 6: 1 1. 12)

(8) "...the god of this world hath blinded the minds ofthem which believe not lest the light

of the glorious gospel of Christ...should shine unto them. " (fl Cor. 4:4)

(9) "The thief (Satan) cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy:" (John 10:10)

(10) "Resist the devil, and he will flee from you. " (James 4:7)
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( 1 1) "For this purpose the Son of God was manifested that he might destroy the works of

the devil." (I John 3:8)

( 12) ". . . Your adversary, the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may

devour:" (I Pet. 5:8)

6. SPIRITUAL LIGHT AND DARKNESS

a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

All "profane" people (non-Masons), including godly, genuine Christians, are

wretched, blind and lost in complete spiritual darkness. Only initiation into the

degrees and mysteries of Masonry wiltbringthem out of darknessand "into the light,"

cleansing them and imparting new life.

(1) "in Masonry, the darkness, which envelops the mind ofthe uninitiated (non-Mason) is

removed by the effulgence ofMasonic Light. Masons are appropriately called the Sons

of Light'" ("Lightioot's Manual of the Lodge, " p. 1 75)

(2) "Freemasons are emphatically called Sons of LighL.while the profane or unitiated^

(non-Masons) who have not received this knowledge. . .are said to be in darkness.

"

("Masonic Dictionary, " "Light, ' ConsolidatedBook Pub, 1963)

(3)BlindfoIdedChoodwinked")andkneeling,halfnakedandboundbyarope("cabtetow"),

the candidate for initiation into the Blue Degrees isasked, by the Worshipful Master, "In

your present, blind condition, what do you most desire?" His reply, according to the

ritual, mustbe "Light" (1st Degree), "FurtherLight" (2nd Degree) and "More Light" (3rd

Degree). (Verbal Masonic Ritual, 1st, 2nd, 3rd Degrees)

(4) "There he (the man to be initiated) stands, without our portals, on the threshold of his

new Masonic life, in darkness, helplessness and ignorance. Having been wandering

amid the errors, and covered over with thepollutions of the outerandprofane world, he

comes inquiringly to our doors, seeking the new birth, and asking a withdrawal of the

veil. .

.

" (Albert Mackey, "Manual of the Lodge, " p. 20)

(5) "Applied to Masonic symbolism, it (the darkness) is intended to remind the candidate

of his ignorance, which Masonry is to enlighten: ofhis evil nature, which Masonry is to

purify: of the world in whose obscurity hehas been wandering andfrom which Masonry

is to rescue him. " (Albert Mackey, "Manual of the Lodge, "
p. 39)

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

Jesus is the Light of the World; those who follow Him shall not be in darkness. He,

and He alone, isthe source of spiritual enlightenment. If we are "in Him" we are not in

darkness, for in Him is no darkness at all. The life that He alone gives is the light of

men.

(1) "lam the Light of the World: He that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but shall

have the light of life." (Jn. 8:12)
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2) "Butyearea chosen generation, a royalpriesthood, anholy nation, apeculiarpeople; that

ye shouldshow forth the praises ofhim who hath calledyou out of darkness into his

marvelous light. '(I Pet. 2:9)

(3) "Forye were sometimes darkness, butnow are ye light in the Lord:"(Eph. 5:8)

(4) "This then is the message which we have heard of him (Jesus), and declare untoyou
that god is light, and in him is no darkness at all. ' (Un. 1:5)

(5) "In him (Jesus) was life; and the life was the light of men. " (Jn. 1:4)

7. PRAYER
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

Prayers are to be offered to "Deity," to The Great Architect of the Universe"

(GAOTU), and are to be "universal" in nature, so as not to offend anyone and so as to

apply to everyone. Prayer is NEVER to be made "in Jesus' name," or "in Christ's

name
-

;

to do so would offenda Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, etc. If a Worshipful Master
allows prayers to be made in Jesus' name, his lodge can be closed and its charter

revoked by the Grand Lodge of his state.

(1) "All sectarian tenets must be carefully excluded from the (Masonic) system "(Morris
"Webb's Monitor,"p. 285)

(2) "Prayer in Masonic lodges should be of a general character, containing nothing
offensive to any class of conscientious brethren. (Ibid)

(3) "The religion then, ofMasonry ispure Theism on which its different members engraft

theirownpeculiaropinions; buttheyarenotpermittedto introducethem into the lodge..;
(Albert Mackey, "Lexicon of Freemasonry, " Religion)

(4) "Every importantundertaking in Masonry isboth begunandcompleted with prayer. The

prayersgiveninthehand-booksoftheBlueLodgearesuchasallMasons.whatevertheir

religious faith, may unite in. "(Morris's "Dictionary, "Prayer)

NOTES:

(a) It is true that in some local lodges, in small communities where all churches are
Christian, prayers are made in Jesus

' name. However, if this were to be reported to the
Grand Lodge of that state they would be required to stop it immediately or have their

charters revoked. Jack Harris, Worshipful Master ofa Baltimore, Maryland lodge, was
toldjust this. (Harris, Jack; Freemasonry: The Invisible Cult in Our Midst Daniels Pub
Co. 1983, ppix,x, 121, 122)

(b)Harmon Taylor, formerGrand Chaplain ofthe GrandLodge ofNew York, says, "The only
instruction I wasgivenas New York State GrandChaplain, and I wasgiven itrepeatedly,

was not to end a prayer in Jesus' name. ("Attention Masons; HRT Ministries Box 12
Newtonville, NY 12128)

(c) It is a fact, known to every Mason who cares to know, that in all the prayers printed in

his monitors, handbooks andotherguides to rituals there is NOTONE which closes in

Jesus'name.

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
Prayer is to be made through the Father, in the name of (through) the Son, in the

power of, and inspired by, the Holy Spirit. Only through the mediatorial office of Jesus

can we approach the throne of God.

(1) "For there is one God, and one mediatorbetween Godandmen, the man Christ Jesus.

'

(I Tim. 2:5)

(2)
".

. . whatsoever you shall ask of the Father in my (Jesus) name, he may give it to you.

"

(Jn. 15:16)

(3) "Giving thanks always for all things unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ." (Eph. 5:20)

(4) "And whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all in the name of the LordJesus, giving

thanks to Godand the Fatherbyhim. " (Col. 3:17)

8. TRUTHFULNESS
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

It is right to lie, if necessary, to protect the "secrets" of the Lodge, or to protect

another Mason by concealing his wrongdoing. It can even be "right" to deliberately

deceive sincere Masons seeking to learn the lessons and "secrets" of Masonry.

(1) "TheBlueDegreesarebuttheportico(porch)ofthe Temple. Part ofthesymbols are dis-

played there to the initiate, buthe is intentionallymisledby false interpretations. Itis not

intended that he shall understand them; but it is intended that he shall imagine that he

understands them... their true explication (explanation/understanding) is reserved for

the Adepts, the Princes of Masonry. " (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma, " 30th Degree,

p. 819)

(2) "Furthermore do I promise and swear that a Master Mason's secrets, given to me in

charge as such, and I knowing them to be such, shall remain as secure and inviolable

in my breast as in his own, when communicated to me, murder and treason excepted;

and they left to my own election. ' (Master Mason 'si3rd Degree Oath ofObligation)

(3) "A companion RoyalArch Mason's secrets given tome in chargeassuch, and I knowing

themtobesuchshallremainassecureandinviolableinmybreastasinhisown, without

exception. " (Royal Arch Mason's Oath of Obligation)

(4) "You must conceal all the crimes of your brother Masons...and should you be

summoned as a witness againsta brotherMason be always sure to shieldhim. . . It may

be perjury to do this, it is true, but you're keeping your obligations. " (Ronayne,

"Handbook ofMasonry, " p. 183)

(5) "Ifyour wife, or child, or friend, shouldaskyou anything aboutyour initiation— as tor

instance, ifyourclothes were taken off, ifyou were blindfolded, ifyou hada rope around

your neck, etc, you must conceal. . . hence ofcourse, you must deliberately lie about it.

It is part ofyour obligation... " (Ibid, p. 74)

^M
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b.CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
We must speak the truth at all times.

(1) "Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor. " (Ex. 20: 16)

(2) "Ye shall not steal, neither deal falsely, neither lie one to another. " (Lev. 19:1 1)

(3) "Lie not to one another. " (Col. 3:9)

(4) "... all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire andbrimstone; which

is the second death. " (Rev. 21:8)
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9. SECRECY
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

Secrecy isthe essence of Masonry, necessary for its very existence, and protected

by blood oaths of mayhem and murder.

(1) "Secrecy is indispensable in a Mason of whatever degree. " (Albert Pike, "Moralsand

Dogma, " 4th Degree, p. 109)

(2) "The secrecy of this institution isanotherand most important landmark. . . If divested of

itssecretcharacter, itwouldlose its identity, and wouldcease tobeFreemasonry... death

ol the Order would follow its legalized exposure. Freemasonry, as a secret association,

has livedunchangedfor centuries;asan open societyitwouldnotlastforasmanyyears."
(Albert Mackey, "Textbook of Masonic Jurisprudence. " 23rd Landmark, "Secrecy")

(3) "I...do hereby and hereon most solemnly and sincerely promise and swear that I will

always hail, ever concealandneverrevealany ofthearts, parts orpoints ofthe secretarts

andmysteries ofancientFreemasonrywhich Ihave received, amabout to receive, ormay

hereafter be instructed in...
* (Oath of Obligation, Entered Apprentice/)'st Degree, and

included in all subsequent degrees, always on penalty ofmayhem and violent death)

b.CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
There are no secrets; the truth of God that sets men free is for all who will hear it,

and we are to tell it to the world!

(1) 7 (Jesus) spake openly to the world; I ever taught in the synagogue, and in the

temple. . .and in secret have I said nothing. " (Jn. 18:20)

(2) "What I tellyou in darkness, thatspeakye in light; andwhatye hear in the ear, thatpreach

ye upon the housetops. " (Matt. 10:27)

(3) "Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature. ' (Mk. 16: 15)

(4) "Provide things honest in the sight of all men. " (Rom. 12:17)

10. BLOOD OATHS
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

Blood Oaths on penalty of mayhem and violent death are administered at the end

of initiation into all Masonic degrees, binding the initiate to protect the "secrets" of

the degrees. These oaths of obligation (usually called just "obligation") are consid-

ered unbreakable, and are (collectively) the thing that makes a man a Mason. In this

way, these oaths are the cornerstone of Masonry.

(1) Question: "Whatmakesyou a Mason?"Answer: "My obligation, "(questionandanswer

from the Entered Apprentice/First Degree)

(2) ". . . binding myself under no less a penalty than that ofha vingmy throat cut from ear to

ear. my tongue torn out by its roots, and with my body buried in the rough sands of the

sea, a cable s length from the shore, where the tide ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four

hours... " (from the oath of obligation, entered Apprentice/First Degree)

(3) "...binding myself under no less a penalty than that of having my left breast torn open,

my heartplucked out, andgiven to the beasts ofthe fieldand fowls oftheairasaprey...

"

(from the oath of obligation, Fellowcraft/Second Degree)

(4) ". . . bindingmyselfunder no lessa penalty than that ofhavingmy bodysevered in twain,

my bowels taken out and burned to ashes, the ashes scattered to the lour winds of

heaven... ' (from the oath of obligation, Master Mason/Third Degree)

(5) "Jn willful violation whereof may I incur the fearful penalty of having my eyeballs

pierced to the center with a three-edged blade, my feet flayedand I be forced to walk the

hotsandsuponthesterileshoresoffheRedSeauntiltheflamingSunshallstrikemewith

a livid plague, and may Allah, the god of Arab. Moslemand Mohammedan, the god of

ourfathers, supportme to the entire fulfillment of thesame. " (from the oath of obligation,

Ancient Arabic Order of Nobles of the Mystic Shrine fShriners"])

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

AChristianisenjoinednotto take oathsat all, especially oathsof mayhem and mur-

der. It is particularly offensive to God for a Christian to take such an oath, swearing

on the pagan Koran, calling upon Allah to sustain and make possible his faithfulness

to the terrible oath, confessing Allah is "the god of our fathers." A Christian (or Jew)

is not even to speak the name of a pagan god in a way that expresses respect or honor.

(1) "Thou shaft not kill (do no murder). " (Ex. 20:13)

(2) "Butlsayuntoyou 1
swearnotatalt...butletyourcommunicationsbe, Yea, Yea;Nay,Nay;

for whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil.
" (Matt. 5:34-37)

(3) "But above all things, my brethren, swear not, neither by heaven, neither by the earth,

neither by any other oath: but let your yea be yea; and your nay, nay; lest ye fall into

condemnation. " (Jas. 5:12)

(4) "... and make no mention of the name of other gods, neither let it be heard out of thy

mouth." (Ex. 23:13)

11. SEEKING AND FINDING

a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

Masonry is a never-ending search lor "light," always promised but never quite
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realized.

(1) "It is one ofthemost beautiful, but at the same time one of the mostabstruse doctrines

ofthe science ofMasonic symbolism that the Mason is ever to be in search of truth, but

is never to find it. " (AlbertMackey "Manualofthe Lodge, "p. 93; DanielSickles, "Ahimon
Rezon or Freemason's Guide, "p. 169)

(2) "You have reachedthe mountainpeak ofMasonic instruction, apeakcovered with mist,

which YOU in search for further light can penetrate only byyour own efforts.
"
(Lecture

of the 32nd Degree, final earned degree, Scottish Rile)

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
If wesincerely seek truth (light) in Jesus, who declared Himself to betruth and light,

we are promised that we will find it. Jesus is the beginning and the ending of our

search. Comingunto Him wefindlife
f
meaningandunderstanding,forallthatwe need

and desire, Heprovides.Weare guaranteed, by God who cannotlie, that if wecallupon

Him we will not be disappointed or ashamed.

(1) "And l say unto you...seek andye shall find;" (Lk. 11:9)

(2) "... he that seeketh findeth;" (Lk. 11:10)

(3)

:

.
.
him that cometh to me (Jesus) t will in no wise cast out. ' (Jn. 6:37)

(4) Tor Christ is the end (fulfillment) of the law for righteousness to everyone that

believeth." (Rom. 10:4)

(5)"... whosoeverbelieveth on Him (Jesus) shall not be ashamed(or disappointed)
; (Rom

10:11)

12. EXCLUSIVENESS
a. MASONIC DOCTRINE

The light" of Freemasonry, its "secrets" and its pathway to "perfection" are only

for the elite few initiated into its knowledge and wisdom. Excluded are women, Ne-

gros, the poor (who haven't the money with which to pay), the cripples, blind and deaf

who can't perform the recognition signs (or see and hear them), and the feeble-

minded who can't receive the teachings or be trusted to protect them. All such people,

including the wives, the daughters and some of the sons of Masons, are considered

"profane" (unclean, unworthy) and can never be anything else. No references are

required here for it is common knowledge and all of the above confirms and

establishes it.

b. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
The life, knowledge, wisdom and freedom offered by God in Jesus are for

"whosoever will"; anyone can come to Him and receive these priceless blessings,

free, just by asking. Everyone who asks, sincerely, receives; none is turned away and

none is disappointed or ashamed. God is not willing that anyone should perish, but

wants all to come to Him and receive the life that He alone can give.

(1) "The Lord is. ..not willing thatanyshouldperish but thatallshouldcome to repentence.

(II Pet. 3:9)

(2) "Come unto me allye that labourandare heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my

yoke upon you and learn ofme; for I am meek and lowly of heart: andye shall find rest

unto your souls. ' (Matt. 1 1:28, 29)

(3) "And lethim that is athirstcome. And whosoever will, lethim take the waterof life freely.

"

(Rev. 22:17)
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APPENDIX B

CDXSON1C
symeousm

1. THE ULTIMATE DECEPTION
Masonry is, according to its own philosophers, asystem of pure religion expressed

in symbols, one which cannot be understood without a knowledge of thetrue meaning

of them. This makes a proper understanding of those symbols terribly important. For

the Christian Mason, accepting and guarding those symbols and their "secrets" with

his physical life at stake, he must understand them to know that he is doing right.

For the many zealous Masons, trusting their obedience to their obligations to gain

them entrance into that "Celestial Lodge Above," those forwhom "the Lodge isagood

enough religion," the correct understanding of thesesymbols is the key (they believe)

to their eternal destiny. They are trusting in the teachings of the Lodge concerning

these symbols with their eternal redemption, or damnation, at stake.

Herein lies the most terrible manifestation ot Masonic morality, that philosophy of

the elite, which makes whatever they do "right" because it is they (the elite) who do

it. Having established and taught the sincere but deceived masses of Masons (the

Blue Lodge Masons) that everything depends upon their proper understanding of the

symbolsof Masonry, they have then deliberately deceivedthem as to thetrue meaning

of those symbols. Hear the arrogant words of Albert Pike, Supreme Pontiff of

Universal Freemasonry, that preeminent Masonic authority: "The Blue Degrees are

but the court or portico (porch) of the Temple. Part of the symbols are displayed there

to the initiate, but he is intentionally mis- led by false interpretations. It is not intended

that he shall understand them; but it is intended that he shall imagine that he

understands them. ..their true explication (explanation and understanding) is re-

served for the Adepts, the Princes of Masonry (those of the 32nd and 33rd Degrees)."

(Morals and Dogma, page 819).

2. THE FOUNDATION OF MASONIC

SYMBOLISM: PHALLIC WORSHIP
Since the true meaning of Masonic symbols (and, thus, the true meaning of

Masonry itself) is to be known only by the Prince Adepts of Masonry, we must hear

what they say concerning them. They (Albert Pike, Albert Mackey, J.D. Buck, Daniel

Sickles and others) teach usthat Masonry is but a revival of the Ancient Mysteries (the

mystery religions of Babylon, Egypt, Persia, Rome and Greece).

These ancient religions had two meanings, or interpretations. One was the

apparent (exoteric) meaning, known to the uninitiated, ignorant masses; the other

(esoteric) meaning was the true meaning, entirely different, known only to a small,

elite group, initiated into their secrets and secret rituals of worship. These mystery

religions were forms of nature-worship, more specifically and most commonly the

worship of the Sun as source and giver of life to the Earth. Since ancient times, this

worship of the Sun (and of the Moon, stars and of nature in general) has been sexual

initsoutworkingsandrituals. Since the Sun's rays, penetrating the Earth and bringing

about new life, have been central to such worship, the phallus, the male ''generative

principle," has been worshipped as representing the Sun's rays. In this way, the

phallus has been worshipped and the rituals climaxed with sexual union in the

mystery religions of Isisand Osiris, Tammuz, Baal, etc.
1

1n summary, then, since the

Ancient Mysteries (especially those of Egypt) are in fact the "Old Religion" ot which

Freemasonry is a revival, the symbols of Masonry should be expected to be phallic

in true meaning. This", in very tact, isthe case. Athorough treatmentot this unpleasant

reality is beyond the scope of this brief summary; however, some examples, with

references to the Masonic authorities, will suffice to illustrate this astonishing fact.

a. THE SQUARE AND COMPASS
Blue Lodge Masons are taught that the Square is to remind them that they must

be "square" in their dealings with all men, i.e. to be honest. The Compass, they are

taught, is to teach them to "circumscribe their passions," i.e. to control their desires

and to be temperate. The real meaning of these "great lights," however, is sexual
.

The

Square represents the female (passive) generative principle, the earth, and the baser,

sensual nature; and the Compass represents the male (active) generative principle,

the sun/heavens, and the higher, spiritual nature. The Compass, arranged above the
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Square, symbolizes the (male) Sun, impregnating the passive (female) Earth with its

life-producing rays. The true meanings, then are two-fold: the earthly (human)

representations are of the man and his phallus, and thewoman with her receptive eteis

(vagina). The cosmic meaning is that ot the active Sun (deity, the Sun-god) from

above, imparting life into the passive Earth, (deity, the earth/fertility goddess) below

and producing new life.
2

b. THE LETTER "G"
The Blue Lodge Mason is taught that the "G" in the basic Masonic symbol

represents God. Later on, he is told that it also represents "deity." Later still, he is told

that it represents "geometry." In reality, this letter represents the "generative prin-

ciple," the Sun-god and, thus, the worshipped phallus, the male "generative prin-

ciple..." In its position (along with the Square and Compass) on the east wall over the

chai r (throne) of the Worshipful Master, it is the representation of the Sun , thus of the

Sun-god, Osiris. Its earthly meaning, then, is of the sacred phallus; its cosmic

meaning is of the Sun, worshipped since antiquity by pagans while facing the East.

(See c, below),

c. THE "G" AND THE "YOD"
The English letter "G" in Masonic symbolism is inseparable from, and identical

with, the Hebrew letter "YOD." This "YOD" is the symbol on the Scottish Rite ring.

"YOD" represents deity in general (its cosmic meaning), and the worshipped phallus

in particular (its earthly meaning). Albert Pike wrotethat the "G" displayed in English

speaking lodges is merely a corruption of the "YOD" (with which it should be

replaced), and that "the mysteriousYOD of the Kabalah" is the "image of the Kabalistic

Phallus."
3 The "Kabalah" he refers to here is a medieval book of the occult, a highly

mystical and magical interpretation of the Bible,
4 and important sourcebook for

sorcerers and magicians. 5

d. THE POINT WITHIN A CIRCLE
The Masons of the Blue Lodge are taught that the Point within a Circle represents

the individual Mason (the Point), contained and restricted by the boundary line of his

duty (the Circle). Its real meaning, however, is that of the phallus, positioned within

the female generative principle (sex organ) in sexual union, the climactic act of Sun-

god worship.6

Dr. Albert Mackey, already quoted herein, also writes in his classic work "Symbol-

ism of Freemasonry," page 352, "Phallus, a representation of the virile member,

which was venerated as a religious symbol... It was one of the modifications of sun
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worship, and was a symbol of the fecundating power of that luminary. The Masonic

point within a circle is undoubtedly of phallic origin."

Thecosmic meaning of this symbol is that of the Sun, surrounded by the Universe;

on the following page (353) he writes, "Point within a circle. It is derived from Sun-

worship, and is in reality of phallic origin. In his "Manual of the Lodge," page 156,

Mackey writes, "The point within a circle is an interesting and important symbol in

Freemasonry, but it has been debased in the interpretation of it in the modern lectures

and the sooner that i nterpretation is forgotten by the Masonic student, the better it will

be. The symbol is really a beautiful but somewhat abstruse allusion to the old Sun-

worship, and introduces usforforthefirsttimeto that modification of it. known among

the ancients as the worship of the phallus."

e. THE VERTICAL LINES

The two vertical lines touching the sides of the circle are represented to the Blue

Lodge Mason as "the Holy Saints John." By this is meant John the Baptist and John

the Apostle. In reality, the two vertical lines represent the Summer and Winter

Solstices, the shortest and longest nights of the year, respectively. These nights are,

and have been since antiquity, important periods for pagan worship.

Concerning these two lines, Albert Mackey has written ("Symbolism of Freema-

sonry," page 352), "The lines touching the circle in the symbol of the point within a

circle are said to represent St. John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist, but they

really refer to the solstitial points, Cancer and Capricorn, in the Zodiac."

f

.

THE BIBLE

The Bible, only one of the "Three Great Lights" of Masonry (along with the Square

and Compass), is represented to Blue Lodge Masons as symbolizing truth. In reality,

the Bible may be replaced with the Koran, the Book of the Law, the Hindu scriptures

or any other "holy book," depending on the preferences of the men in the Lodge. In

most American Lodges, the members are told that all the Masonic system and its

rituals are "based on the Bible." Such, however, is not the case. In Chase's "Digest

of Masonic Law," pages 207-209, it is clearly written that "Masonry has nothing

whateverto do with the Bible," and that "it is not founded upon the Bible, for if it were

it would not be Masonry, it would be something else."

Albert Pike, in writing on the subject of Masonry's source-book said, "Masonry is

a search after light. That search leads us directly back, as you see, to the Kabalah."

(Moralsand Dogma, page 741 ). The Kabalah, then, seemsto be the actual sourcebook

of Masonry and the Bible merely (as it is spoken of in the ritual) a piece of the

"furniture" of the Lodge.
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NOTE: For more information concerning Masonic symbols and their true mean-

ings, see McQuaig.C.F., "The Masonic Report, "Answer Books and Tapes, Norcross,

GA 1976; Storms, E.M., "Should a Christian Be a Mason?," New Puritan Library,

Fletcher, NC 1980; and Mackey, Albert 6., "Symbolism of Freemasonry," Charles T.

Powner Co, Chicago 1975.

Footnotes
' "Phallus: a representation of the virile member (male sex organ) which was venerated as

a religious symbol very universally... by the ancients. It was one of the modifications ofSun-
worship, and was a symbol of the fecundating-(impregnating) power of that luminary. The

Masonic point within a circle is undoubtedly ofphallic origin.
° (Mackey, A Ibert G. , "Symbol-

ism of Freemasonry, " pg. 352)
2
Pike, Albert, "Morals and Dogma,

v

pgs. 11, 839, 850, 851.
3
Pike, Albert, "Moralsand Dogma," pgs. 5, 757, 758, 771, 772.

4
"Cabala (Kabalah) is a medieval and modern system of theosophy, mysticism, and

thaumatology (magic), "Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, "pg.53.
5
Baskin, Wade, "The Sorcerer's Handbook, " New York, Philosophical Library, 1974.

6 These two divinities. .
.
were commonty symbolized by the generative parts ofman and

woman... the Phallus and Cteis (vagina), emblems ofgeneration andproduction, and which,

as such, appearedin the Mysteries. The Indian Lingam was the union ofboth, as were the Boat

and Mast, and the Point within the Circle... Pike, Albert, "Morals and Dogma, "pg. 401.
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APPENDIX C

cooRxucy
1. UNDERLYING ATTITUDES AND ASSUMPTIONS

There is, underlying all Masonic thinking and writing, an attitude and spirit of

elitism which says, "Masonry is not for everyone, just for the select few." At the same

time Masonry teaches it is the only true religion and that all other religions are but

corrupted and perveted forms of Masonry. This is both eiitistand contradictory, inthat

it leaves no hope for the non-elite to find the "true religion." Freemasonry proudly

proclaims it makes good men better; but this makes no provision for bad men to

become good.

a. NO ROOM IN THE LODGE FOR THE BUND, CRIPPLED, POOR,

ETC.

It is significant, I think, that those whom Masonry rejects and excludes are the very

ones Jesus sought out to accept and minister to.

The Lodge excludes and rejects the blind, forthey cannot see toengagein the signs

and due-guards; it rejects the crippled and maimed, forthey cannot assume the body

positions necessary forthe signs and due-guards. Thedeafareexcludedbecausethey

cannot hear the "secret" words. The poor are excluded, for they cannot pay the fees

and dues. The feeble-minded are rejected because they cannot learn and function in

the Lodge. The emotionally ill are rejected because they cannot be trusted with the

"secrets." Negroes and women are excluded simply because they are considered

unsuitable.

Jesus, on the other hand, proclaims that His gift of redemption is for "whosoever

will," and that all may "take the water of life freely" (Rev. 22:1 7). He especially reached

out to the blind, the crippled, the feeble-minded and mentally ill, the poor and the

unwanted —the very ones Masonry excludes and rejects.
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b. EVEN WITHIN THE LODGE THE ELITE SPIRIT RULES.
Even within Masonry the spirit of elitism, the principle of the superiority of the

"chosen few," prevails. ThoseBlue Lodge Masonswho lackthe money cannot pursue

the higher degrees and the Shrine. And, even for those who can afford the higher

degrees and the Shrine, there are offices and positions closed to some who haven't

the wealth, nice home or social position required.

C. IT CAN BE "RIGHT" IN MASONIC MORALITY TO DECEIVE

SINCERE MASONS.
The deadly danger of this elitist attitude ( in any organization or society) is that

whatever the elite leadership decides is "right" is then right, regardless of external

moralconsiderations. A significant case in point is the fact that the "ordinary" Masons

of the Blue Lodge are deliberately deceived by the Masonic philosophers and writers

of doctrine into believing they understand the meaning of Masonic symbols and

rituals when they do not.

The masses of "ordinary" (Blue Lodge) Masons who pay the dues and work faith-

fully to make the entire system possibleare deliberately deceived as to the true nature

of what they are saying and doing. But this deliberate deception becomes "right" in

Masonic morality, simply because the elite leadership decides that it is right. For

documentation of this profound deception, see Appendix B, "Masonic Symbolism."

2. SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF MASONIC MORALITY
So much of the morality expressed in Masonic teachings, particularly the oaths of

obligation, sound good on the surface but do not stand up under casual scrutiny. Most

Masons really believe they are binding themselves to moral standards of behavior.

But this is because they have never really thought about what they have said. Their

basicassumption that it is al I "good" closestheireyesto the reality. Although volumes

could be written concerning the flawed morality of Masonry, for the purposes of this

brief summary a few examples will suffice. Thefollowing are selected examples of the

moral standards of Masonry, compared with the teachings of the Bible.

a. FORNICATION AND ADULTERY
The Master Mason swears not to "violate the chastity" of the mother, wife, sister

or daughter of another Master Mason, "knowing her to be such," This may sound

good superficially, but it permits intercourse with anyone else's mother, wife, sister

or daughter (even Masons of the First and Second Degrees), and permits intercourse

with those of a Master Mason as long as one isn't aware of their Masonic relationship.

It could even permit such illicit intercourse with female relatives of a Master Mason,

knowingly, if they are not chaste and, therefore, have no chastity to be violated. The
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Bible, on the other hand, is very clear concerning the matter. We are told to flee forni-

cation, and areforbidden to commit adultery (Ex. 20:1 4; Acts 1 5:20; I Cor. 6:18; etal).

b. CHEATING, WRONGING, DEFRAUDING

The Master Mason swears not to "cheat, wrong or defraud" another Master Mason

or a Lodge of Master Masons, "I knowing them to be such." This may seem like lofty

morals to the casual observer, but it will not bear scrutiny. This promise permits the

cheating, wronging or defrauding of anyone not a Master Mason, or an organization

other than a Lodge of Master Masons, and even they may be cheated, wronged or

defrauded if the Mason doing it doesn't realize who or what they are.

The Bible is likewise very clear concerning this class of behavior, stating plainly

that we must not cheat, wrong or defraud anyone at any time (Ex. 20.15; Lev. 19:13,

35; Prov. 11:1; Eph. 4:28; etal).

c. LYING AND PERJURING

The Mason swears to keep the secrets of another Mason, protecting him even if it

requires withholding evidence of acrime. Insome degrees treason and murderareex-

cepted; in other, higher degrees, there are no exceptions to this promise to cover up

thetruth. The obligations, if the Masonicteachingsare believed, may requireaMason

to give false testimony, perjure himself or (in the case of a judge) render a false verdict

in order to protect another Mason. Again, the Bible is quite clear in teaching that we

must never He or bear false witness, and states that liars will have their part in the Lake

of Fire (Ex. 20:16; Prov. 19:5, 9; Eph. 4:15; Rev. 21:8; et al).

d. HELPING OTHERS
The Master Mason swears to, assist widows, orphans and others in need of help,

so long as it is not inconvenient or sacrificial for him to do so ("so far as...my abilities

permit without material injury to myself). He also swears to go to the aid of another

Master Mason who gives the "Grand Hailing Sign of Distress," that most extreme call

for help, given only when life isthreatened. However, he agrees to help that distressed

brother Master Mason only if he can do it without unduly risking his own life ("only

if there is a greater probability of saving the other's life than of losing my own"). Given

the wrong circumstances here, the Master Mason would apparently allow the other

Master Mason to die, to say nothing of one in peril who is not a Master Mason. The

most casual student of the Bible and its teachings knows that it teaches us to give to

those in need, whether or not it is easy, and that we are to consider others' needs,

comfort, lives, etc. more important than our own (Prov. 3:27; Matt. 25:31-46; John

15:12, 13; Jas. 2:15, 16; etal).

NOTE : For a more thorough study of Masonic morality and its flaws, see McQuaig,

C.F., "The Masonic Report," Answer Books and Tapes, Norcross, GA, 1976.
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APPENDIX D

xrne LeQesro op
(cne egyprrixN coNNecx:ioN)

The heart of Freemasonry is the Blue Lodge with its three degrees. The climactic

degree (and the final one for most Masons) in the Blue Lodge is the Third, or Master

Mason Degree. The heart ot the Master Mason Degree, the thing that gives it both

meaning and substance, is without any doubt the reenactment of the Legend of Hiram

Abiff . It is this central figure in the legend, this Hiram "The Widow's Son," the "Tyrian

Architect," this "First Grand Master" who is impersonated by every man who is

initiated as a Master Mason. It is Hiram who is at the very heart of the foundation of

all of Masonry. His true identity and nature become, then, matters of extreme

significance. Just who— and what— was this man, Hiram Abiff?

1.THE MASONIC TRADITION
According to the Masonic legend, Hiram Abiff was a man of Tyre, the son of a

widow, and the chief architect of the Temple built by King Solomon. He wasthe central

character in the building of the Temple and one of three leading characters along with

King Solomon and Hiram, King of Tyre. Hiram Abiff, Masonry teaches, was the only

oneon Earth who knew the "secrets of a Master Mason," including the mostimportant

secret of all, the '"Grand Masonic Word," the name of God (the "ineffable name").

Since, in occuft lore, knowing the name of a spirit is a key to having its power, there

was very great power in knowing this word. Knowing the other "secrets of a Master

Mason" would enable the masons/workmen working on the Temple project to go out

on their own, working as Master Masons and earning "Master Mason's wages."

This Hiram had promised to reveal the "secrets of a Master Mason," including the

name of God ("Grand Masonic Word"), upon completion of the Temple, and to make

the workmen Master Masons, able then to go out on their own as masters (they were,

as yet, only lellowcraft" Masons). One day Hiram went, as was his custom, into the

unfinished Holy of Holiesat noon ("High Twelve") to worship and to draw up the work

plans (on his "trestleboard") for the workmen to follow the next day. The workmen

were outside the Temple for their lunch break ("...the craft were called from labor to

refreshment...").

As Hiram was leaving the Temple he was accosted by three "ruffians," in succes-

sion, who demanded that they be given the secrets immediately (without waiting for

the Temple to be completed). He was handled roughlybythe first ruffian (Jubela), but

escaped. Accosted and handled roughly by the second ruffian (Jubelo), he again

refused to divulge the secrets and again escaped. The third ruffian (Jubelum) then

accosted him and, when Hiram again refused to divulge the secrets, killed him with

a blowto theforehead with asetting maul.Thebodywas hastily concealed under some

rubbish in the Temple until midnight ("low twelve") when it was taken out to the brow

of a hill and buried. The grave was marked by a branch of Acacia (an evergreen tree

common in the Middle East), and the three ruffians attempted to escape the country.

Denied passage on a ship out of the country, they retreated into the hills to hide.

Meanwhile, back at the Temple, it was noticed that Hiram was missing and King

Solomon was notified. Solomon immediately ordered a search in and about the

Temple with no success. At this point 12 lellowcrafts" reported to the King that they

and three others (thethree "ruffians" ) had conspiredto extort the secrets of Hiram Abiff

but they had repented and refused to go through with the murderous plan. They

reported that it was those other three who had murdered Grand Master Hiram and

King Solomon then sent them out in groups of three to search in all directions.

After questioning the sea captain who had refused the murderers passage, three of

the searchers then followed the murderers' path and discovered the grave with its

Acacia at the head. Digging down and recognizing the body, they reported back to

Solomon. Solomon sent them back to locate the grave, positively identify the body as

Hiram and to attempt to raise it from the grave with the grip of an Entered Apprentice.

They relocated the grave but were unable to raise the body because decomposition

had caused the flesh to leave the bone.

Reporting backtoSolomon. theyweretoldto returnto thegraveandattemptto raise

the body with thegripofaFeilowcraft. When thisfailedbecausethe skin slipped away,

they reported back to Solomon who, himself, went to the grave and raised the body

up with the grip of a Master Mason, the "Strong Grip of a Lions Paw." Hiram was not

only brought up out of the grave, but restored to life. The first word he spoke was the

replacement (or the "Grand Masonic Word" tost at his death and that word is the one

passed down to Master Masons to this day.
1

This, then, is the Masonic legend of

Hiram Abiff, and most Blue Lodge Masons believe that it is a factual, scriptural and
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historical account. It is generally believed, in spite of the fact that the Masonic

authorities and writers of doctrine agree that it is not only a myth, unsupported by

facts, but acknowledge that it is but a retelling of the legend of Isis and Osiris.

2.THE BIBLE RECORD
Does the Bible record such a person as Hiram Abiff? Definitely not, although part

of his identity is taken from the Bible. The Scriptures record two men named Hiram

concerning the building of the Temple by King Solomon; one is Hiram, King of Tyre,

who was supportive of Solomon and who provided materials and workmen for the

project. The other Hiram, called "a widow's son of the tribe of Naphtali," was a worker

in brass, not the architect of the entire Temple. He made the brass pillars, the brass

sea with its 1 2 oxen to support it, 10 bases ol brass with brass bowls, and all the brass

lavers, shovels and basins. The Scriptures record that this Hiram, the widow's son,

completed all the work that he had come to do on the Temple, Presumably, he then

returned to his home in Tyre, safe and sound (there is no indication in the Bible of

anything to the contrary).
2
Concerning the Masonic claim that Hiram, the widow's

son, was chief architect of the Temple, the Bible is clear in establishing that he was

no such thing. The Bible reveals that God, Himself, was the designer and architect of

the Temple, that He gavethe plans in minute detail to David and that David gave them

to Solomon, 3 along with most of the materials. To claim that anyone but God was the

Chief Architect of the Temple is unfounded and, I believe, blasphemous.

3. THE EGYPTIAN CONNECTION
It is the consensus of opinion among Masonic authorities, philosophers and

writers of doctrine that the legend of Hiram Abiff is merely the Masonic version of a

much older legend, that of Isis and Osiris, basis of the Egyptian Mysteries. The

following is a brief summary of that legend, and a comparison with the Masonic

legend of Hiram Abiff. This comparison is supported, beyond doubt, by the conclu-

sions of the Masonic authorities.

a. THE LEGEND OF ISIS AND OSIRIS

Osiris, both King of the Egyptians and their god, went on a journey to bless

neighboring nations with his knowledge of arts and sciences. His jealous brother,

Typhon (god of Winter) conspired to murder him, steal his kingdom and did so. Isis,

sister and wife of Osiris and his queen (as well as Egypt's Moon- goddess) set out on

a search for the body, making inquiries of all she met

After certain adventures, she found the body with an Acacia tree at the head of the

coffin. Returning home, she secretly buried the body, intending to give it a proper
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burial as soon as arrangements were made. Typhon, by treachery, stole the body, cut

it up into 14 pieces and hid them in as many places. Isis then made a second search

and located all the pieces but one; the one missing and lost part was the phallus.

She made a substitute phallus, consecrated it, and it became a sacred substitute,

an object of worship.

This, in extremely abbreviated form, is the Egyptian legend of Isis and Osiris. It is,

without doubt, the basisfor the Masonic legend of Hi ram Abiff. To support this "Egyp-

tian connection, "let'sconsider two things:a brief comparison of key elements in both

stories and the conclusions of the Masonic authorities in Masonic source-writings.

b. A DRIEF COMPARISON OF THE LEGENDS OF HIRAM ADIFF

AND OSIRIS

The fundamental similarity between the two stories may be seen in many respects;

the following are some of the most important:

(1) Bothmen went to foreign lands to share their knowledge ofarts and sciences.

(2) In both legends there is a precious thingpossessed: Hiram has the secret word; Osiris

has the kingdom.

(3) In both legends there is a wicked conspiracy by evil men to seize the precious thing.

(4) In both legends there is a struggle anda murder of the virtuous leader.

(5) Both are murderedby their brothers (Osiris by Typhon; Hiram by Jubelum, his brother

Mason).

(6) Both bodies are buried hastily, with the intention ofa later, deliberate burial.

(7) Locations of the bodies are both marked by Acacia at the head.

(8) In both legends there are two separate searches for the bodies.

(9) fn both legends there is a loss ofsomethingprecious: in Hiram s death the secret word
is lost; in Osiris ' death the phallus is lost.

(10) In both there is a substitution for the precious thing that has been lost; concerning

Hiram it isthe substitute forthe secret word; concerning Osiris it isthesubstitutephallus,

made by Isis.

C. CONCLUSIONS OF THE MASONIC AUTHORITIES
A few statements from the most authoritative Mason ic writers wi 1 1 suffice to express

the doctrinal consensus:

(1) "Thelegendandtraditions ofHiram Abiffform theconsummation ofthe connecting link

between Freemasonry and the Ancient Mysteries. " (Pierson, 'Traditions of Freema-

sonry," page 159)

(2) "We readily recognize in Hiram Abiffthe Osiris ofthe Egyptians. .

.

"
(Pierson, page 240)

(3) "Osiris and the Tyrian Architect (Hiram Abiff) are one and the same. "
(Sickles, Daniel,

"Freemason's Guide, "page 236)

(4) "Thatpartofthe rite (MasterMason initiation) which is connectedwith the legend^the
Tyrian Artist (Hiram Abiff)...should be studied as a myth and not as a facL.outside of
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Masonic tradition there is noproof thatan eventsuch as is related in connection with the

"Temple Builder" ever transpired and, besides, the ceremony is older by more than a

thousandyears than the age of Solomon... It is thoroughly Egyptian. " (Sickles, Daniel,

"The Ahiman Rezon, " page 195)

(5) It(the LegendofHiram Abiff) is thoroughly Egyptian, and is closelyalliedtotheSupreme

Rite (highest degree) of the Isianic Mysteries (Mystery religion of Isis and Osiris).

"

(Mackey, Albert, "Lexicon ofFreemasonry, "page 195)

CONCLUSION
Thus, it seems clear, the Hiram Abiff of Freemasonry is not an historical character

and certainly not a biblical one. Rather, he actually represents Osiris, the Egyptian

Sun-god; and the reenactment of the Legend of Hiram Abiff isactual ly the reenactment

of the legend of Isis and Osiris.

Thus, each sincere man who is initiated into the Third (Master Mason)

Degree of Masonry impersonates Osiris, the Sun-god of Egypt, and enters into his life

of good deeds, his death, his burial and is "raised" in his resurrection from the dead.

With this understood, it is then easy to understand the statement in the Kentucky

Monitor (handbook for all Blue Lodge Masonry in the Grand Lodge of Kentucky) that,

while the Christian's Messiah is called Jesus, the Mason's Messiah is called Hiram

(Kentucky Monitor, "The Spirit of Masonry," xv).

Footnotes
' Itpuzzlesme that no one has questioned the necessity fora "substitute " for the lost Grand

Masonic Word. Ifitwaslostat thedeath ofHiram because onlyhe knew it, then why, when Hiram

was raisedbackto life, didn'tSolomonjustask him whatthereal, originalone was?AllSolomon

neededto do was to saysomething like, "Hiram, . .praise the Lord thatyou are no longer dead!

Now, what was that word all this fuss has been about?"

2
1 Kings 7:13-47

UChron. 17:1 -15: 22:1 h29:9 (especially 28:19)
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APPENDIX E

rrne 32Nt> TjeqRee
ueccuRe

As the Masonic candidate comes i nto the Lodge for the first time he is told that he

will be brought to the light. Then he is told that he has made a beginning toward the

light but has not yet arrived. In the Second Degree light is again sought but not quite

attained. He receives "additional light" but, again, it is only partial fulfillment. Then,

in the Third (Master Mason) Degree, he is supposedly brought to final fulfillment.

Again, he only receives "more light." Even in this climactic degree of the Master

Mason where he goes through the death, burial and resurrection of Osiris the Sun-

god, he is not fully enlightened. He has been given more teaching about the mysteries

and their symbols, relating to the meaning of life, death and eternity. The "true light"

of understanding and intellectual rebirth is still beyond his grasp... it is still up there

somewhere, higher up the mountain and farther out ahead.

Then he is led to believe that the light— the real enlightenment— is to be found

in the "h igher degrees." In each oneol these degreesbeyond the Blue Lodge the seeker

expects to finally reach and obtain the light. However, like the carrot on the stick,

always out before the reluctant donkey to draw him onward, it remains, each time,

beyond his reach. "Next timeyou'll reach it," the system inferseach time; but the light

still remains out of reach. Each time, in every higher degree, the seeking candidate

doesn't quite get there. But there is always the next" degree. "Surely," the candidate

reasons, "...surelylwill reach the light in the next degree. "But he isdisappointed each

time.

Then comes the final degree, that terminal earned degree, the 32nd Degree. This

isthetop of the mountain, final fulfillment! Fromtheverytop of the Masonic Mountain

one can surely see all things clearly. At the top of the mountain there should be pure

air, full light and nothing hid! It has been a long and expensive climb, one that not

everyone makes. At least the light will be reached there /After all, that is the ultimate

goal — the end of the line —and you can't go any higher than the top!
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Alas, it is not to be. The candidate receiving the 32nd Degree istotd that he has still

not reached the light. He is told that he has, indeed, reached thetop ofthe mountain,

but that the mountaintop is covered with clouds and mists. The light is still

obscured, still "out there somewhere" beyond him.

"Sorry, brother," the candidate is told in effect, "you will just have to press on and

tind the light for yourself." Here at the pinnacle of the earned degreesof Freemasonry

the candidate is given his final teaching, the very last revelation in his quest for the

light. Here is that lecture, verbatim, exactly as it is given to the candidates, just as Jim

Shaw gave it so many times. Let's allow it to speak for itself.

THE LECTURE OF THE 32ND DEGREE
"You are hereto learn, if you can learn, and to rememberwhat you have been taught.

In the Scottish Rite you will be taught that our ancient ancestors who knew all the

Mysteries left enough traces so that we today with diligent labor and teaching may

renew them and bring them to lightfor your enlightenment. We now come to the great

symbol of Pythagoras. Our symbols have descended to us from the Aryans, and many

were invented by Pythagoras, who studied in Egypt and Babylon. In order to preserve

the great truths learned from the profane, there were invented some of our symbols

that represent the profoundest of truths descended to us from our white ancestors.

Many have been lost, lost as was the true word at the death of our Grand Master Hiram

Abiff.

"Theancient Masters invented someof these symbols to express the resultof deity.

They did not attempt to name him, but rather tried to express their reverence by

describing him as Ahura-Mazda, spirit of light. They conceived the idea that Ahura

had seven potencies or emanations, four of these they thought of as Male and three

Female. The four male potencies of Ahura by which he governed the universe were:

the divine might; the divine wisdom; the divine word; and the divine sovereignty. The

three female potencies were: productiveness; health; and vitality.

"Look to the East, my brothers...and behold the seven-pointed star, the great

symbol of this degree, with the seven colors of the rainbow. The seven colors and

seven points represent the seven potencies of Ahura.

"Observe now the great Delta of Pythagoras consisting of 36 lights arranged in

eight rows to form an equilateral triangle. The light at the apex of the Delta represents

Ahura-Mazda, source of all light. This represents the seven remaining potencies of

Ahura.

"The right angle triangle of three lights around thealtar represents the famous 47th

proposition of Euclid, or the Pythagorian theorum , which isusedto conceal and reveal

philosophical truths. The real significance of the cross is that of Ahura and his four

male emanations, emanating from him. The four animals of the prophet Ezekiel

represent these same four male emanations: Man, the divine word; the Eagle, divine

wisdom; the Bull, divine might; and the Lion, divine sovereignty.

"Every equilateral triangle is a symbol of trinity, as are all groups of three in the

Lodge, as the Sun, the Moon, and the Worshipful Master, in the sacred and mystic

symbol AUM of the Hindus, whose origin and meaning no one here knows, the great

trinity of the Aryans was symbolized by the Adepts. Among the Hindus it symbolized

the supreme god of gods. The Brahmins, because of its awful and sacred meaning,

hesitatedto pronounce italoud, and when doing so placed a hand in front of the mouth

to deaden the sound. Thistriliteral name for god iscomposed of three Sanscrit letters.

The first letter A stands for the creator (Brahma); the second letter U for (Vishnu) the

preserver; the third letter M for (Siva) the destroyer. AUM it is, ineffable, not because

it cannot be pronounced, but because it is pronounced A-A-A-U-U-U-M-M-M. All

these things which you can learn by study, concentration, and contemplation, have

come down to us from our ancient ancestors through Zaranthustra and Pythagoras.

"You have reached the mountain peak of Masonic instruction, a peak covered by

a mist, which YOU in search for further light can penetrate only by your own efforts.

Now we hope you will study diligently the lessons of all our degrees so that there will

be nurtured within you a consuming desire to pierce the pure white light of Masonic

wisdom. And before we let you go, let me give you a hint and that is all thatthe greatest

Mystics ever give. The hint is in the Royal Secret, it is there that you may learn to find

that light. Yes, brothers, the hint is in the Royal Secret. The true word-Man, born of

a double nature (of what we call Good and what we call Evil; spiritual and earthly;

mortal and immortal) finds the purpose of his being ONLY WHEN THESE TWO

NATURES ARE IN PERFECT HARMONY.

"Harmony, my bretheren, Harmony, is the true word and the Royal Secret which

makes possible the empire of true Masonic Brotherhood!"

AND THAT'S IT

!

Well, there it is. This absurd, disarticulated mixture of silly contradiction, pagan

blasphemy and unfulfilled promise is all they get. They are now "Princes of the Royal

Secret," and aren't even sure what the secret isi However, the most significant thing

about it is, I believe, thatthe mountaintop they have finallyreached is "a peak covered

with mist" which they can penetrate only by their own efforts.

Here they are at the final destination, the 32nd Degree, and they find out that it isn't

the final destination! In fact, they learn that not only must they press on and reach the

final destination on their own, they don't even know what that destination is! After
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spending all this money and effort to reach "the Light," they are told they still are not
there, that they must search farther and find it on their own. And they still don't real !y

know what it is.1

And these victimized men
,
"ever learn i ng, and never able to come to the knowledge

of the truth," don't even realize that they are victims. How very sad.

A PRAYER FOR FREEDOM
The effects of involvement in such things as Freemasonry (and its affiliates such

as Demolay, Rainbow Girls and Eastern Star) can cling to us— even to the sincere
Christian — hindering, limiting and blinding. The seeds of spiritual confusion,
having been sown, can put roots down deeply into our lives, bringing ongoing
trouble. The resulting problems may be obvious and dramatic; or they may be so
subtle as to be hardly noticed.

Whatever the situation, having once been exposed to this pagan poison with its

sugar coating of "goodness." the remedy is the same: "Whosoever shall call on the

name of the Lord shall be delivered" (Joel 2:32).

God will neveroverride ourwillsand force usto be tree. He waits, morethan willing,

to liberate us when we ask Him. It seems true that if we don't ask, we will go on
indefinitely, carrying the doubts, fears and other problems that entered our lives

through the open door of Masonic involvement. God grieves, and we suffer; yet the

problems remain until we ask Him to free us.

So why not ask? Even if you're not sure you need to, what is there to lose? Just tell

the Lord, out loud, that you renouceall involvement in Masonry, its branches and all

other pagan
,

occult things, and ask Him to deliver you from all its effects and make
you truly, fully and freely His child by faith in Christ Jesus. If you mean it, He will do
it— not because you deserve it. but because you need it. God is not legalistic; He is

infinitely gracious. You have only to ask, and mean it; He will do the rest.

If you would like a model prayer to follow, just pray this prayer:

Heavenly Father, I want truly to beyour child, and I want to be completely free. I

confess that Jesus is Lord, I believeyou raisedHim from the dead and I confess my
need of the new birth and freedom He alone can give. I want this. I renounce
Freemasonryandall its affiliated groups, forms andactivities, with all thepaganism
they represent. I renounce all things occult andpagan that have touchedmy life di-

rectly or come into my life through my family. I renounce it ail, turn from it and ask
you to forgive me. free and deliverme from alt its consequences. Iaskyou to fill me
completelywithyourHolySpiritandleadmeinthewaylshouldgo.lcountthisdone,

and thankyou for it, in the mighty name ofJesus Christ my Lord. Amen.
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